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Foreword 

This volume contains 10 peer-reviewed papers, most of which were presented at two sessions 
during the 1995 Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board. 

Havens ~t al. de?~ribe initial efforts toward the development of a design procedure to de
termine the necessity and magn!tude of restraining force to prevent uplift faihfres of corru
gated metal pipe culverts. Bowers and Swaminathan present information on the performance 
of a large, buried conduit obtained from instrumentation of a 4.4 m diameter corrugated steel, 
multiplate keyhole-slotted conduit under 20m of earth fill. Hill and Laumann describe the 
first known precast concrete box culverts, installed in Minnesota in 1974, their advantages, 
and performance. Moore and Hu examine performance limits for profiled HDPE pipe under 
large hoop compression using three-dimensional finite element analysis. Rogers and Chap
man describe tests that simulate various trenchless pipe installation techniques to determine 
the patterns and magnitudes of displacements in the surrounding soil. Moore uses a three
dimensional finite element stress analysis program to examine the response of profiled poly
ethylene ·pipe under various burial conditions. Sargand et al. describe a part of a major field 
testing program of plastic pipes in which two polyvinyl chloride pipes were fully instru
mented and loaded to failure. Lohnes et al. present the results of a survey on uplift failures 
of corrugated metal pipes along with an analysis of two specific failures. Kjartanson et al. de
scribe a multiphase research project involving full-scale field testing to develop a rational de
sign methodology for corrugated metal pipe inlet tiedowns. Rogers et al. present the devel
opment of stiffness requirements for profile-wall flexible pipes as well as an assessment of 
their limitations. 

v 
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Longitudinal Strength and Stiffness of 
Corrugated Steel Pipe 

BRIANT. HAVENS, F. WAYNE KLAIBER, ROBERT A. LOHNES, AND 

- LOREN W. ZACHAR-¥ 

Iowa, as well as other states, has experienced several failures of corru
gated metal (CMP) culverts, apparently because of inlet flotation. In 
Iowa, most of these failures have occurred on secondary roads. In a sur
vey of Iowa county engineers, 31 CMP culvert failures occurred within 
a 5-year period ( 1983 to 1988). A survey of state departments of trans
portation revealed nine CMP failures within the 5 years preceding 1992. 
Design standards from various states for tiedowns to resist uplift 
showed resisting forces ranging from 44.5 kN (10 kips) to 293.7 kN (66 
kips) for pipes 2.03 m (80 in.) in diameter. Data from the survey of 
states verified an earlier conclusion based on responses from Iowa 
county engineers that when end restraint is not provided, there is a 
potential for uplift failures. Further, standards for existing restraint sys
tems have an unclear theoretical or experimental basis, or both. Dis
cussed here is the initial phase of a research program at Iowa State Uni
versity, where a design procedure is being developed to determine the 
necessity and magnitude of restraining force to prevent CMP uplift fail
ures. Theoretical relationships were developed for predicting the longi
tudinal stiffness, yield moment capacity, and ultimate moment capacity 
of CMP. Full-scale tests of steel CMPs 1.22 m (4 ft) and 1.83 m (6 ft) 
in diameter experimentally determined EI factors of 2.49 MN-m2 

(869 X 106 in2-lb) and 2.61 X 106 N-m2 (911 X 106 in2-lb), respectively 
(3 X 1 corrugation style). The agreement of theoretical and experimen
tal results verifies the accuracy of the theoretical relationships which 
will be used in the development of rational design standards. 

Corrugated metal pipes (CMP) often serve as an inexpensive means 
for crossing small streams and thus are important components in the 
transportation system. Iowa, as well as other states in recent years, 
has experienced several CMP failures because of inlet flotation. 
Analytical design procedures in use today frequently overlook or 
underestimate the possibility of longitudinal flexural failures which 
may result from uneven settlement beneath the CMP or inlet uplift 
because of pore water pressure. Pressure beneath the inlet may be 
caused by a hydraulic head differential between the CMP inlet and 
outlet, by high storm ft ows, or by partial or full blockage of the inlet 
(1). The uplift can be aggravated by a small amount of water in the 
CMP, by minimum soil cover on the CMP, or by ineffective seep
age cut-off below the inlet. Pore pressures can cause the inlet end 
of the CMP to deflect upward, which will result in longitudinal 
bending; longitudinal bends up to 90 degrees will often lead to ero
sion of the soil and roadway above the CMP (2). In some situations, 
the entire CMP may be dislodged from its existing location (3). 

A multiphase research project funded by the Iowa Department of 
Transportation (Iowa DOT) was undertaken at Iowa State Univer
sity to develop CMP design methods to prevent uplift failures. This 
paper presents the results of the second phase in this investigation. 

B. T. Havens, Woodward-Clyde Consultants, IOI South 108 Ave., Omaha, 
Nebr. 68154. W. Klaiber and R. A. Lohnes, Department of Civil and 
Constr. Engr., Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011. L. W. Zachary, 
Aeronautic Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Iowa State Univer
sity, Ames, Iowa 50011. 

In this phase, theoretical relationships were developed for predict
ing the longitudinal stiffness, yield moment capacity, and ultimate 
moment capacity of CMP with any corrugation style, strength, and 
stiffness characteristics. Laboratory tests were conducted on steel 
pipes (3 X 1 corrugation style) to experimentally evaluate the accu
racy of the theoretical relationships when applied to these specific 
pipes. Results from the first and third phases of this research project 
are detailed in the papers by Lohnes et al. and Kjartanson et al. else
where in this volume. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Test Specimens 

To address the lack of relevant flexural test information available in 
the literature, a program of flexural tests of large diameter CMP 
specimens was initiated. Two test specimens (l.22-m (4-ft) diame
ter and 1.83-m (6-ft) diameter) were selected for testing. Descrip
tions of the two test specimens are shown in Table 1. The two spec
imens in Table I will be denoted throughout this document as ISUl 
(1.22-m (4-ft) diameter) and ISU2 (l.83-m (6-ft) diameter). 

Load Frame 

The CMP specimens were simply supported and a uniformly dis
tributed load was applied in increments along the length of the pipe. 

Figure 1 is a photograph of ISUl being tested in the load frame. 
More details on the load frame are presented in the work of Klaiber 
et al. (4). 

As. observed in Figure 1, wire rope suspended between upright 
columns provided end support for the specimens. This type of sup
port facilitated testing various diameters of CMP with minimal 
adjustments and permitted end rotation. To prevent horizontal 
movement of the test specimens, brackets that allowed end rotation 
and vertical deftectior{ were attached to one end of the CMP. Rein
forced concrete diaphragms were cast in both ends of the CMP test 
specimens to add strength and prevent local failure. 

Test Procedure 

The testing program included a service load test and a failure load 
test for each specimen. In the service load tests, it was planned to 
limit applied loading to the elastic range; however, both specimens 
experienced some plastic deformation in the service load tests. Dur
ing the failure load tests, each specimen was loaded into the range 
of plastic deformation until a corrugation collapsed on the com
pression side of the CMP. 
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TABLE 1 Flexural Test Specimens 

Parameter ISUl 

1.21 

3 x 1 
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ISU2 

1.83 

3 x 1 

Diameter, m 

Corrugation style 

Fabrication style 

Nominal length, m 

Effective length, m 

Gage 

Helical Welded Seam 

6.10 

Helical Welded Seam 

7.62 

Nominal uncoated 
thickness, cm 

Weight, Nim 

Note: 1 m = 3.28 ft 
1 cm = 0.394 in. 
1 N/m = 0.0685 lbf/ft 

6.01 

12 

0.2657 

730 

Load was applied to the CMP specimens in predetermined incre
ments with sandbags on top of the pipe and water inside the pipes. 
Initial increments of loading were applied with uniformly distrib
uted andbags of known weight. In the failure tests, when additional 
weight was required, load was applied by adding water inside the 
specimens. The end concrete diaphragms contained the water in the 
pipes. By monitoring the depth of water in the specimens, the non
uniform loading (i.e., varying depth of water) was taken into 
account. 

Instrumentation 

Each test specimen was instrumented with electrical-resistance 
strain gauges, direct current displacement transducers (DCDTs), 
dial gauges, deflection gauges, and manometers. Electrical instru
mentation was monitored and recorded after each load increment 
with a computer-controlled data acquisition system. All other 
instrumentation was recorded manually after each load increment. 

Strain gauges were installed at the centerline of the specimen and 
at the quarter point sections. At the centerline of the specimens, 
strain gauges were attached on the top and bottom surface of the 

FIGURE 1 Load frame with ISUl being tested. 

7.45 

14 

0.1897 

1095 

CMP a shown in Figure 2. Thus, it was possible to measure longi
tudinal and hoop strain at the three locations. At the quarter points, 
strain gauges were positioned on the top and bottom of the speci
mens so that longitudinal strains could be measured. 

DCDTs were positioned longitudinally around the circumference 
of the CMP, as shown in Figure 3, at the centerline of the specimens 
to measure movements between corrugation peaks. The DCDTs 
were attached so that at each location there was a nominal gauge 
length of 15.24 cm (6 in.). DCDTs were also used to measure 
changes in the horizontal CMP diameter at the centerline of the 
pecimens as loading was applied. 

Vertical deflections of the specimens were determined by read
ing with surveying levels engineering scales attached to the speci
mens. This system was used because the expected deflections would 
exceed the range of the DCDTs available. Vertical deflections were 
measured at the top and bottom of the specimens at the centerline, 
and at the bottom of the specimens at quarter point locations. 
Deflection data at the centerline of the specimens were used to 
determine changes in the vertical diameter of the specimens. 

Dial gauges were used at the ends of the specimens to determine 
vertical deflections at these locations because of elongation of the 
wire rope with applied loading. Deflections at quarter points and 
centerline were adjusted to account for the wire rope elongation. 

Manometer were attached to the bottom of the test specimens 
(quarter points and centerline) to determine the depth of water in the 

3 H, 3L 

GAUGE LOCAT ION OR IENTATI ON 

1 H INFLECTION PO INT HOOP 
1 L INrLECTION PO INT LONG ITUDIN AL 
2H TANGENT POINT HOOP 
2 L TANGENT POINT LONGITUDINAL 
3H CREST HOOP 
3 L CREST LONGITUD INAL 

FIGURE 2 Location of centerline strain gauges on top and 
bottom of CMP. 
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FIGURE 3 Location of DCDTs around circumference of CMP 
at centerline of span. 

CMP specimens at any load increment. With these data, the varia
tion in applied load with deflection of the speeimens could be deter
mined. 

Experimental Results 

The following general observations apply to both specimens; more 
details can be found in the thesis by Havens (5). Strains on the ten
sion side of the specimens were generally smaller than strains mea
sured at the corresponding corrugation positions on the compres-
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sion side. These strains indicate higher stresses are associated with 
the collapse of corrugations (top of specimen) than the elongation 
of corrugations (bottom of specimens). Strain data from the quarter 
point locations of the specimens indicated symmetrical behavior. 

In general, horizontal corrugation crest displacements were pro
portional to the vertical distance from the CMP neutral axis. Hori
zontal crest displacements at the top and bottom of the specimens 
were not always similar values, indicating the possibility of unsym
metrical behavior with respect to the neutral axis of the specimens. 
Significant changes in the diameters of the specimens occurred 
depending on the method of load placement. 

The relationships- between the midspan deflections and the 
moment for specimens ISUI and ISU2, respectively, are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5. In each of these figures, service loading (dashed 
lines) as well as failure loading (solid lines) are illustrated. The 
moments at zero deflection are because of the weight of the CMP. 
The vertical lines at the end of each curve represent the sudden 
deflections that occur when the specimens reach their ultimate 
capacity. 

The service load data in Figure 4 shows a linear load-deflection 
curve between Point A and Point B because of sand loading. The 
curve becomes nonlinear between Point B and Point C because of 
the non-uniform water loading and an increase in the vertical diam
eter of the CMP, which causes the measured vertical deflections to 
increase. Thus, the vertical deflection results from both flexure and 
localized cross-section deformations. The load-deflection response 
in the failure test shows a linear curve from Point D to Point C where 
the loading is all sand. The loading between Point C and Point E is 
water. At Point E, a load shift occurred when a portion of the sand 
load fell from the CMP. Although the.midspan moment on the CMP 
decreased, the CMP deflection increased, suggesting that significant 
plastic deformations of the CMP occurred at or before the instant the 
load decreased. Points F and G represent the midspan moments 
because of load remaining on the CMP immediately after the load 
shift and because of load reapplied to the CMP. Point His the pro
jected deflection at which the ultimate CMP moment was reached, 

60000 80000 100000 

MOMENT (N-m) 

Note: 1 cm = 0.394 in. 
I N-m = 0.737 lbf-ft 

FIGURE 4 Moment versus midspan deflection (ISUl). 
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FIGURE 5 Moment versus midspan deflection (ISU2). 

and Point I is the measured deflection that occurred after the speci
men collapsed. 

Figure 5 indicates fairly uniform behavior throughout service 
load and failure tests for ISU2. The primary difference between the 
deflection curves for service load and failure may be because of the 
minor plastic deformations that occurred during. the service load 
tests. Points A and B are projected midspan post-collapse deflec
tions. Actual values for those points were not obtained because of 
failure of the deflection measurement system. 

Corrugations in ISU 1 collapsed at a distance of 10.16 to 12. 70 cm 
(4 to 5 in.) from the centerline. Corrugations collapsed in ISU2 at 
two locations. One collapse occurred at a welded seam approxi
mately 33.02 cm (13 in.) from the centerline and the other collapse 

TABLE 2 Experimental Test Results 

occurred approximately 1.12 m (44 in.) from the midspan on the 
opposite half of the span. The second collapse followed the first by 
approximately 20 to 30 sec. 

Longitudinal moment capacities, stiffness values, and midspan 
deflections from test data are summarized in Table 2. In this table, 
yield moments are taken as those moments occurring when the rela
tionship between the longitudinal strain at the corrugation crest and 
the applied moment becomes nonlinear. A range is given for the 
yield moment for ISU2 as it was difficult to identify the actual point. 
Midspan yield deflections for ISU2 are also presented as a range. 
Ultimate moments were reached when the corrugation under the 
greatest strain collapsed. At this magnitude, the specimen could not 
carry additional load without excessive, unpredictable deflection. 

Specimen 

Parameter 

Yield Moment; kN-m 

Ultimate Moment, kN-m 

EI, MN-m2 

Mid-span Deft., cm@ yield 
moment 

Mid-span Deft., cm @ ult. 
moment 

ISUl 

30.7 

91.5 

2.49 

3.81 

< 13.7c 

• difficult to interpret a single value for location 
of non-linear behavior; range is used 

b deflections in the range of interpreted yield moment 
c unable to measure deflection at instant of incipient 

collapse 

Note: 1 kN-m = 737 lbf-ft 
1 MN-m2 = 2.42 x 106 lbf-ft2 

1 cm = 0.394 in. 

ISU2 

28.1-37.3 

96.3 

2.61 

3.81-5.84b 

>27.2c 
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Maximum deflection values are reported just before the large 
deflection associated with corrugation collapse. For both speci
mens, the ultimate moment was reached between load increments, 
so the deflection under ultimate moment was not measured and is 
indicated as a value greater than the measured deflection at the pre
vious load increment. 

Values of stiffness (EI) in Table 2 were calculated from the ser
vice load test assuming that each simple-span CMP specimen was 
subjected to uniform distributed loading. This was an appropriate 
assumption for ISU l in which only sandbag loading was used in the 

_ serYice load_test. For ISU2 in which water lo~d_ing was used in the 
service load test, corrections were required for non-uniform load
ing. Basic load deformation relationships were used to determine 
the EI values from the experimental data. 

The modulus of elasticity of the steel was assumed to be the com
monly accepted value of 200 MPa (29 X 106 psi). Poisson's ratio, 
v, for steel was taken as 0.3. 

The ratios of hoop strains, EH, to longitudinal strains, E1_, were cal
culated for each test at two locations on the top of the CMP speci
mens. Strain ratios were used to calculate the stress ratio, K,,, which 
is the ratio of hoop stress to longitudinal stress. From test data, the 
average strain ratio was found to be 0.38. The stress ratio, K"' can 
be written as indicated below: 

where 

E1_ is the longitudinal strain, 
EH is the hoop strain, and 
v is Poisson's ratio. 

(1) 

Using the strain ratio of 0.38 and Equation 1, the stress ratio, K"' is 
found to be 0.64 for 3 X 1 pipe. 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Theoretical Longitudinal Moment Capacity 

Based on the principles of mechanics, observations, and data from 
the flexural tests, relationships were developed for calculating the 
longitudinal moment capacity of CMP. 

A free body diagram of the quarter cycle indicated in Figure 6 is 
at the critically stressed location in the transverse section. In Figure 
6(b), dP and dP + d (dp/dx) are the compressive forces acting on 
the ends of the corrugation. The moment, Mc, is the local moment 
on the corrugation. Forces FH 1 and FH2 are the forces acting on the 
sides of this longitudinal section resulting from hoop stresses that 
are resisted by the force, V. 

In the development of a relationship for the CMP moment, ME, 
the following assumptions are made: 

• Hoop strains at the inflection point that are typically small are 
assumed to be zero; 

• Hoop and longitudinal strains are assumed to vary linearly 
with the distance from the corrugation neutral·axis (CNA) indicated 
in Figure 6(b); and 
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• Force, dP, is assumed to vary from a maximum at the top of 
the CMP to zero at the CMP neutral axis. 

The stresses on this element are related to the applied forces and 
moments on· the element by using the principles of mechanics. For 
details on this development, the reader is referred to the work of 
Klaiber et al. (6). The CMP moment, ME, because of a specified lim
iting stress, may be expressed as: 

M , _ 2TIT ta Lr rt v (Ur cos<1> R K Rll 
E- -+n.al rp+ A. J 

de 6 12 
(2) 

where 

<h signifies a limiting longitudinal stress within the elastic range; 
Ka is the ratio of hoop stress to longitudinal stress for any CMP 

element; 
de is the corrugation depth indicated in Figure 6(a); 
r is the CMP radius; 
t is the CMP wall thickness; 
L-r is the length of the tangent section in each corrugation cycle 

as indicated in Figure 6(a); 
<1> is the tangent angle indicated in Figure 6(a); 
RTP is ratio of the distance from the CNA to the tangent point to 

the distance from the CNA to the crest of the corrugation; 
K,., is a constant that depends on the corrugation geometry; the 

average value for all pipe gauges may be taken as 0.3828 in. for 
3 X 1 CMP, 0.2174 in. for 2313 X Y2 CMP, and 0.2124 in. for 
2 X Y2 CMP; values for specific gauges may be calculated using 
relationships presented in the work of Havens (5); and 

R is the corrugation radius. 

Theoretical Longitudinal Ultimate Moment Capacity 

Flexural failure of CMP has been defined at a limiting biaxial yield 
stress on the critical compression-side corrugation. However, con
siderable moment capacity may exist before the onset of corruga
tion collapse and severe vertical deflection of the CMP. A formula 
was developed to calculate this ultimate moment capacity based in 
part on the previously developed relationship for ME. 

To estimate the ultimate moment capacity from the test data 
(strains), it was determined that the critically stressed element on 
the compression side of the CMP had yielded and a plastic hinge 
formed as more load was applied. This plastic hinge begins at the 
crest and extends down to the tangent point at incipient collapse. 
Although a portion of the CMP section yields, other regions of the 
CMP cross-section behave elastically. An angle designated as Om 
as indicated in Figure 7, divides the two assumed regions of elastic 
behavior and plastic behavior. The resisting moment capacity of the 
elastic region is a modification of the formula developed for deter
mining the limiting stress moment capacity. The resisting moment 
capacity of the elastic regions and that of the plastic regions is as 
follows: 

Sr tcr L [ rt ( ~ cos<!> l] 
ME(0EP)= -+Kcrl RTP+Kt...RJ 

de cos8EP 6 12 

x [ ~- 8~p sin~OEP] 
(3) 



CORRUGATION 
NEUTRAL 
AXIS 

(CNA) 

CNA 

(a) 

dPTT~ . 
............. 

_l_J 

(b) 

INFLECTION POINT 

v 

FIGURE 6 Description of CMP: (a) corrugation details; (b) free body diagram of one-quarter 
corrugation cycle; (c) transverse cross section. 
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FIGURE 7 Assumed. elastic and plastic regions of CMP at 
ultimate flexural strength. 

where ME(ttEPJ is the elastic region moment contribution to the ulti
mate moment. 

· 4cr YL rt [ ( L Tl rt ] . 
MP(SEP) = . Kai R<j>-)cos<j>+-- sm8EP 

sm<)> \ 6 2LT 
(4) 

where MP(REP) is the ultimate moment contribution from the plastic 
region. The ultimate moment based on 8EP is the sum of the resist
ing moments from the two previous relationships: 

Mu(eEP) =MP(9EP) +ME(9EP) (5) 

Using the ultimate moments obtained from the tests and the previ
ously determined value of0.64 for Ka. a value for 8Er was calculated 
to be 73.4 degrees. The contribution to the moment capacity from 
the elastic part of the cross-section is small, however, in compari
son to the contribution from the plastic part of the cross-section. 
With the assumption that the entire cross-section is subjected to 
plastic deformation (8Er = 90 degrees), the ultimate moment capac
ity simplifies to the following relationship: 

M = 4cryLrt [K ( R"'+ LT \os"'+~] (6) 
" sin <j> al "' 6 ) "' 2LT 

Theoretical El Factor 

In order to calculate CMP vertical deflections, an EI term is 
required. Moment of inertia, I, is a function of the CMP geometry; 
however, the calculation of I for CMP is complex because the CMP 
transverse cross-section is not constant in the longitudinal direction. 
The moment of inertia for CMP is considerably smaller than the I 
of a smooth-wall pipe (I = 1Tr-'t), because the smooth wall has a con
stant transverse cross-section which is much stiffer. 

To develop an expression for I, an energy. approach was used to 
determine a relationship between the applied load and the CMP 
midspan vertical deflection. Several assumptions were made about 
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the distribution of .stresses throughout the CMP. Loading is 
assumed to produce a moment on the CMP such that the critically 
stressed element on the compression side of the CMP is at a speci
fied limiting stress within the elastic range. All other elements in the 
CMP are assumed to be at stress levels lower than the limiting 
stress. Stresses at these other locations are quantified to account for 
variables such as position of element in span, relationship of ele,. 
ment to CNA, and relationship of element to CMP neutral axis. 
Strain energy imparted to the CMP specimen by the applied loads 
is related to the elemental stresses as follows: 

NR ( 2 2 I 
U=2~h ~~ + ~~ yv (7) 

where ds = rd8, dV = rd8dtdx, NR is the number of quarter-cycle 
segments in one-half of the CMP length, n is the quarter-cycle seg
ment count number used in the summation, and CTp1 and CTr2 are the 
principal stresses on each element. The strain energy is then related 
to deflection of the CMP specimen as follows: 

au=~ = [4aiAxrKcm]( ]_.+ K2 I~ 2M 
JP v EM2 d 2 · l3 °)-'-' . x 

. . MAX c n=l 

(8) 

where Mr is the moment at a distance x from the end. From beam 
theory, the EI factor is then related to the applied moment and lim
iting stress as follows: 

El=- --Sc [ MiAxEd'1 ][ 3 ] 
4 · 4criAx rKcm I+ 3K~ 

(9) 

Incorporating Equation 2, the following relationship for EI is 
determined: 

. 2 

El= Errscrt [-3-][!!_+K ( L}sin<j>cos<j> +K R l] 
4Kc 1+3K~ 6 al 12dc /... ) 

(10) 

where, except for KG and Sc, all terms have been previously defined. 
KG is a geometric parameter which may be taken as 0.09215 in.3 for 
3 x 1 CMP, 0.01928 in.3 for 2Y3 x Y2 CMP, and 0.01388 in.3 for 
2 X Y2 CMP; note that these values are averages for all common 
pipe gauges. Values for specific gauges may be calculated using 
relationships presented in the work of Havens (5). The corrugation 
crest spacing (length of one cycle) is denoted as Sc. 

Application of Theoretical Relationships 

The theoretical relationships were developed for use with CMP of 
any metal type and any corrugation style consisting· of circular arcs 
connected by tangents. Most of the parameters needed for applica
tion of the relationships can be determined theoretically. However, 
the stress ratio (Ka) must be determined experimentally for specific 
corrugation styles. The relationships in this paper are validated only 
with test data from 3 X 1 CMP. 

Helix Angle Effects on Strength and Stiffness 

The helix angle of CMP varies from approximately 33 degrees for 
small diameter pipes to 6 degrees for large diameter pipes, with 
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variations resulting from corrugation sty le and manufacturer. It was 
postulated by Lane (6) that CMP with helix angles less than 8 
degrees will act similar to CMP with annular corrugations. The rela
tionships developed for longitudinal moment capacity and stiffness 
assume circumferential corrugations. This assumption is expected 
to be reasonable for the larger diameter pipes tested as part of the 
ISU study, but may not be valid when the theoretical formulas are 
applied to smaller diameter pipes, where the helix angle may be 
related to substantial increases in stiffness. Neglecting the helix 
angle effects should be conservative, as the beam strength of heli
cal pipe of equal size and gauge is greater than that of annular CMP 
because of the diagonal direction of the corrugations (7). 

Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Results 

Experimental results and theoretical values calculated from Equa
tions 2, 6, and 10 are shown in Table 3. Equation 2 predicts non
conservative yield moments which are 11.5 percent high for ISU 1 
and 3.6 to 37.7 percent high for ISU2. The main reasons for this dif
ference are that it is very difficult to determine the yield moment 
experimentally and the variation in yield stress from specimen to 
specimen. Values calculated for the ultimate moments from Equa
tion 6 are in excellent agreement with the experimental values being 
1.5 percent low for ISU 1 and 4.2 percent high for ISU2. Recall, 
however, that the theoretical values are based on an assumption that 
the entire cross section is yielding. 

Values for EI determined by using Equation 10 are in reasonable 
agreement with the experimental values. The theoretical values of 
EI are 4.3 percent low and 8.1 percent high for ISUI and ISU2, 
respectively. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Presented in this paper are the results of one phase of an ongoing 
investigation whose overall objective is to determine when restraint 
is required to prevent uplift failures in CMP. In this phase of the 
study, three CMPs were loaded to failure to determine experimen
tal values for yield moments, ultimate moments, and "stiffness" EI. 

Theoretical relationships were derived for determining the yield 
moment, ultimate moment, and the "stiffness" EI for CMPs of var
ious diameters, gauges, and corrugation geometry. The theoretical 
relationship for yield moments from Equation 2 provides slightly 
unconservative values. Variation in the yield strength of steel is 
believed to be the main reason for the difference. Theoretical ulti
mate moment capacities obtained using Equation 6 are in good 
agreement with the values that were obtained experimentally. The 
relationship for "stiffness" EI, Equation 10, provides values that are 
in good agreement with the experimental values determined. 
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TABLE 3 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Values 

Experimental Yield 
Moment, kN-m 

Theoretical Yield Moment, 
kN-m 

Difference from 
experimental value ( % ) 

Experimental Ultimate 
Moment, kN-m 

Theoretical Yield Moment, 
kN-m 

Difference from 
experimental value ( % ) 

Experimental EI Factor, 
MN-m2 

Theoretical EI Factor, MN
m2 

Difference from 
experimental value ( % ) 

Note: 1 kN-m = 737 lbf-ft 
1 MN-m2 = 2.42 x 106 lbf-ft2 

ISUl 

30.7 

34.2 

+ 11.5 

91.5 

90.2 

-1.5 

2.49 

2.39 

-4.3 

ISU2 

28~ 1 to 37.3 

38.7 

+3.6 to +37.7 

96.3 

100 

+4.2 

2.61 

2.83 

+8.1 
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Measured Performance of 4.4-Meter 
Diameter Multiplate Keyhole-Slotted 
Conduit Under 20-Meter Earthfill 

MARKT. BOWERS AND SRINIVASAN SWAMINATHAN 

The need for information on the performance of large buried conduits 
was the catalyst for an instrumentation program for the Ohio Depart
ment of Transportation. A corrugated steel, multiplate keyhole-slotted 
conduit 4.4 m in diameter, 249 m long, under 20 m of earthfill was 
instrumented to obtain readings of earth pressures and measurements of 
changes in diameter as well as slip between the conduit plates. Eight 
pneumatic total pressure cells were installed at the springline with three 
more placed just above the crown. Near-field stresses have deviated by 
15 to 40 percent from stresses calculated free of arching effects. Stresses 
in most cells have been decreasing slowly, indicating stress relief in the 
long-term behavior of the conduit. Diametral deformation stations were 
established at 7.62-m intervals throughout the length of the conduit. 
Four readings of diameter were made at each station (vertical, horizon
tal, and the two 45-degree diagonals). Excellent agreement with 
expected behavior of conduit geometry has been observed. A significant 
amount of plate slip occurred during the first few days following con
struction of the fill, but slippage has slowed with time. Measurement of 
earth pressures near the conduit wall has shown that slotted joints do 
permit greater burial depths than would conventional bolted joints. 

A corrugated steel conduit 4.4 m in diameter and 249 m in length 
was constructed in June 1991 at the site of Ramp R of the Ronald 
Reagan Cross County Highway, Hamilton County, Ohio for the 
Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT). ODOT engineers 
wished to validate the design concepts, numerical modeling, and 
construction procedures for such large, flexible structures. Of spe
cial interest was the action of slotted joints. Katona and Akl (1) indi
cated that 

... bolt holes slotted in the circumferential direction ... permit rela
tive circumferential contraction of the plates. As the culvert circum
ferentially contracts from joint slippage, the surrounding soil envelope 
is forced into a compression arch, which in turn carries a greater por
tion of additional loading. When all joint slippage is complete, the cul
vert again acts as a continuous unit so that further loading will be car
ried by both the structure and the soil arch. Ultimate failure in thrust 
typically occurs by seam failure, but at a burial depth significantly 
greater than that of a standard culvert without slotted joints. (1) 

This case appeared to be an ideal beginning for the necessary data 
base. The authors referred to Selig et al. (2) for concepts related to 
measuring the performance of the conduit. Whereas Selig et al. (2) 
established instrumentation at one location, these authors gathered 
data over the entire length of the conduit and under more than dou
ble the fill height of the system tested by Selig et al. (2). 

M. T. Bowers, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 741 
Baldwin Hall, P.O. Box 210071, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 
45221-0071. S. Swaminathan, The H. C. Nutting Company, P.O. Box C, 
4120 Airport Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45226. 

INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT 

Instrumentation Plan 

The first author established an instrumentation plan that was 
accepted by ODOT engineers. The plan involved frequent reading 
of earth pressure cells, measurement of the deformed conduit geom
etry with backfill loading and time, measurements of the slip of the . 
keyhole-slotted joints, records of the soil backfill characteristics and 
compaction data, and surveyed elevations as the fill depth increased. 
The elevation view of the conduit and the profile of the overlying 
fill at Ramp R are shown in Figure 1. The instrumentation layout in 
elevation view is depicted in Figure 2, while the layout in plan view 
is shown in Figure 3. 

The pressure cells chosen were Slope Indicator Company Pneu
matic Total Pressure Cell Model 51482. These cells are an 
extremely sensitive and economical means for determining static 
total pressure on a plane surface. Eight earth pressure cells were 
installed (June 19) at the springline of the conduit, and the final 
three cells were placed (June 24) just above the crown. An excava
tion 4.6 X 2.4 X 1.22 m deep was made to accommodate the clus
ter of springline cells. The base of the excavation was then back
filled with layers of clean sand and compacted to at least the same 
degree of compaction as the surrounding earthfill and leveled. The 
cells were individually installed in small excavated pockets, each 
approximately twice the size of the cell. Each cell was positioned in 
its pocket and checked for correct functioning, alignment, and level. 
The pocket was then backfilled using clean sand to a density simi
lar to that of the surrounding soil, taking care that no particles large 
enough to damage the tubing or cell performance were present. 
Tubing was run from the cells through 50-mm diameter holes cut in 
the conduit wall at the spring line. The tubing was then connected to 
a terminal pipe mounted on the inside wall of the conduit at its 
midlength and approximately 3 m above.the invert. Slack was pro
vided in the tubing to avoid stressing or shearing of the polyethyl
ene at the soil-conduit wall as the backfill soil consolidated. 

Deformation points were established at 7 .62-m intervals along 
the 249-m length of the conduit. Each point was marked with white 
fluorescent paint so that the locations could be seen easily when 
working in the conduit with flashlights. A total of 33 stations were 
marked. Four readings of diameter were taken at each observation 
point: vertical, horizontal, and two diagonals at 45 degrees from 
vertical. Permanent marks were established to ensure that the read
ings were taken at consistent positions with successive monitoring. 
Measurements were made using an aluminum rod that could be dis
mantled for easy transport. The three-piece rod had a section that 
moved against a scale. The outer two sections were of known 
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FIGURE 2 Elevation view of instrumentation layout for conduit (looking upstream). 
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FIGURE 3 Plan view of instrumentation layout for conduit. 

length. Hence, the field team merely had to place the needled ends 
of the rod against the permanent marks on the conduit walls and 
read the scale to obtain the diameter at a particular station. Care was 
taken to ensure that minimum flexure was present in the rod. The 
change in the rod length caused by temperature changes was 
insignificant. Repeatability to within 1 mm was obtained. All the 
data gathered in the field was transferred to computer data files for 
processing. 

Regular monitoring of the keyhole-slotted joint slippage was 
undertaken: A simple procedure was adopted for this purpose. 
Using a steel punch, two distinctly visible sharp punch marks were 
made on either side of the multi plate bolt connection in the conduit 
wall. As the maximum amount of earthfill was near the midlength 
of the conduit, the keyhole connections in that area were monitored. 
A total of 16 observation points (eight points upstream. and eight 
downstream of the centerline) 7.62 m apart were established. Slip
page along the springline connections to the right and left of the 
conduit were monitored. The 10th and 20th bolt connections down
stream and upstream of the centerline were also monitored. For the 
latter locations, the springline and invert bolt connections to the 
right and left of the conduit were measured, using time and fill 
placement as variables. 

Earth Pressure Cell Measurements 

Backfilling operations commenced on June 24, 1991; construction 
activity was temporarily suspended (contractor choice) from June 
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27 to August 29, 1991 just after the crown was covered. The earth
fill was completed by October 17, 1991. All 11 earth pressure cells 
have functioned properly through early 1994. 

A comparison between measured and calculated earth pressures 
has been made. The calculated earth pressures are the product of the 
unit weight of the compacted backfill material and the depth of fill 
at a particular cell location. Reports of compaction tests using the 
nuclear method were obtained from ODOT at regular intervals. The 
wet unit weight of the compacted fill varied from 19.8 to 21.7 
kN/cu.m. The calculated earth pressures do not consider any effect 
of arching or other soil-structure phenomenon. Horizontal earth 
pressures were calculated by multiplying the vertical earth pressure 
by an average earth pressure coefficient of 0.37 (given the soil back
fill type and compaction characteristics). The variation of the mea
sured and calculated earth pressures with increasing fill height at the 
location of Cell 9 (free field, measuring vertical stress) is shown in 
Figure 4. The Cell 9 pressure readings compare quite well with the 
calculated pressures. The pressure is seen to steadily increase as fill 
placement continued. The measured pressures are about 34.5 kPa (5 
psi) lower than the calculated pressures during most of the fill place
ment. The final recorded pressure was 412.3 kPa (59.8 psi) which 
is about 24.1 kPa (3.5 psi) lower than the calculated pressure for that 
fill height. This difference is reasonable given the average data from 
the compaction of the backfill. 

The variation in the measured and calculated earth pressures with 
increasing fill height near the conduit wall at Cell 5 (near field, mea
suring horizontal stress) are depicted in Figure 5. While the 
recorded stresses increase in a near linear manner, the measured 
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stress was found to always exceed the calculated stress. This makes 
sense given the lateral bulging of the conduit and the induced hori
zontal thrust against the soil backfill. 

The measured and calculated vertical stresses at the crown of the 
conduit are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Replicate pressure Cells 3 and 
4 were placed l m apart and 0.3 m above the conduit within the sand 
backfill. In each case the measured vertical pressure is less than the 
calculated pressure after the first 3 m of fill had been placed. The 
difference in this case is caused by arching within the soil backfill. 

Excellent agreement between vertical free field measured and 
calculated stresses is indicated in Figure 8. The difference between 
the two is less than 13.8 kPa (2 psi). 

Conduit Deformation Measurements 

Thirty-three observation points at 7 .62-m intervals were established 
along the entire length of the conduit. Horizontal, vertical, and two 
quarter-point measurements were made. The following designa
tions apply to subsequent figures. 

• 1-1 = Vertical Measurement Line 
• 2-2 = Horizontal Measurement Line 
• 3-3 =Quarter Point (right side) Measurement Line 
• 4-4 =Quarter Point (left side) Measurement Line 
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The orientation scheme for the diameter deformations is depicted in 
Figure 9. Deformations along the length of the conduit as measured 
20 January 1992 (3 months after the fill was completed) are shown 
in Figure 10. In the figure, positive deformation indicates elonga
tion, while negative deformation represents shortening relative to 
the baseline measurements. Deformations have been plotted on a 
magnified scale to provide better understanding of the behavior of 
the conduit. The maximum vertical flattening is 96.5 mm (3.8 in.) 
at a point 137 m (450 ft) into the conduit. Horizontal elongation at 
the same location is 40.1 mm (l.58 in.), while the maximum elon
gation of 44.5 mm (1.75 in.) occurs 7.6 m (25 ft) further into the 
conduit length. The maximum shortening along quarter point (3-3) 
is 50.0 mm (1.97 in.) at a point 160 m (525 ft) into the conduit, and 
49.0 mm (1.93 in.) along quarter point (4-4) at a point 122 m (400 
ft) into. the conduit. Maximum deformations occur between 61 to 
183 m from the upstream mouth of the conduit where the fill height 
is greatest. Deformations increase from the upstream end towards 
the midlength of the conduit then gradually decrease as one 
approaches the downstream end. 

Vertical Deformation Along the Conduit 

The variation of the vertical shortening (squash) along the length of 
the conduit at various stages of fill placement is illustrated in Fig-
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ure 11. Vertical flattening increases in a similar pattern as backfill · 
placement increases. Maximum flattening occurs between 125 to· · 
168 m in from the upstream end of the conduit. The maximum ver
tical flattening at the end of fill placement was 82 mm or approxi
mately 1.9 percent of the as-built diameter. 

Deformation measurements were continued for two years after 
completion of backfill construction. The objective was to observe 
the behavior of the culvert geometry with the passage of time. Con
duit deformations at midlength as a function of time following the 
completion of the fill are shown in Figure 12. In the first 30 days the 
vertical flattening increased by 9.9 mm (0.39 in.); in the next 64 
days the increase was only 4.1 mm (0.16 in.). Similarly, the hori
zontal elongation increased by 2.0 mm (0.08 in.) in the first 30 days 
and then by 1 mm (0.04 in.) in the next 64 days. Quarter point (3-
3,4-4) measurements changed but slightly in the first 8 days and 
since then have been constant. 

Keyhole-Slotted Joint Movement 

Slippage of the keyhole-slotted joints between plates was monitored 
at numerous locations. As the fill reached its maximum height, the 
slippage was closely monitored. Slippage a.long the springline and 
the invert on both sides of the conduit was recorded. Stations were 
established as follows: 

• C-20 = 20 bolts upstream of center; 
• C-10 = 10 bolts upstream of center; 

2 

1 

1 
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• C = mid-length (124 m into the conduit); 
• C + 10 = 10 bolts downstream of center; and 
• C+20 = 20 bolts downstream of center. 

The movement of the right and left abutment plates at the conduit 
midlength are noted in Figure 13. The decrease in slot movement 
following the completion of the fill is evident. To indicate how 
much slip occurs along the length of the conduit, 16 locations in the 
central 122 m were monitored. A graphical representation of this 
data is given in Figure 14. 

Replication of Measured Pressures 

Replication of earth pressure cells was completed at three locations 
to check the accuracy of stress cell measurements. Cells 3 and 4 
placed at the crown have shown very comparable values. Readings 
have been within 14 kPa (2 psi) at all times (Figure 15). Cells 6 and 
7 located at the springline have also shown excellent agreement 
(Figure 16). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conduit geometry undergoes constant change with changing fill 
height. During backfilling up to the crown of the structure, the cul
vert flexes upward at the crown and inward at the springline, and the 
magnitude of these movements increases as the height of backfill 

FIGURE 9 Orientation scheme for measurement of deformations in diameter of the conduit (looking downstream). 
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increases. As the backfill is placed on top of the structure, the mag- -· 
nitude of the movement decreases. Eventually, with a sufficient 
depth of cover over the structure, the movements reverse so that the 
crown of the structure flexes downward, and the conduit flexes out
ward at the springline. 

The maximum movement during fill construction on the moni
tored conduit was at the crown, which moved inward about 96 mm 
(3.78 in.); this is just about the allowable crown deflection of 2 to 3 
percent of the span considered in culvert design. The maximum 
elongation was 44.5 mm (1.75 in.). Fill placement sequence and 
compaction pressures had a significant impact on deformation. Both 
the quarter point measurements reflected inward flexing. As the 
conduit was founded on rock (with shallow sand bedding), settle
ment of the conduit from fill placement was considered minimal and 
not taken into consideration. No significant changes from tempera
ture variations were found. 

The measured lateral soil pressure near the conduit wall was 
within 25 percent of the overburden stress at the end of construc
tion. The lateral stress near-field (within one pipe diameter of the 
conduit wall) was not too different from the far-field pressure. This 
could be from lateral compression of the soil near-field as the con
duit elongated in the horizontal direction. 

The vertical soil pressure in the structural backfill at the spring
line was in excess of the overburden stress at the end of construc
tion just as found by Selig et al. (2). This increase is believed to be 
caused by load transfer from the more compressible embankment 
soil. Although both the vertical and horizontal soil pressures at the 
springline are greater than the free-field stresses, the ratio of the hor-

izontal to vertical stress at.the end of construction was about 0.40. 
Positive soil arching at the crown was demonstrated. The mea

sured vertical soil pressure at the crown at midlength was less than 
60 percent of the overburden pressure at that elevation, but at free
field distance the vertical soiLpressure was very comparable to the 
overburden pressure. 

Long-term observations have indicated a slight decrease in 
recorded earth pressures. Decrease in cell pressures has not been 
significant. Conduit deformations have shown little change after 90 
days following completion of the fill. 

Keyhole slip at the springline of 8.1 mm (0.32 in.) was measured. 
Slip at the springline was higher than that at the invert. Most of the 
slip occurred within 15 days of fill completion. Long-term slip mea
surements have revealed a decrease in movement between the 
plates. Slippage could be responsible for larger crown flattening and 
hence increased positive arching over the crown. Load transfer 
(arching) caused by the slotted joint slip make~ deeper burial of the 
conduit possible. 
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First Precast Concrete Box Culverts in 
Minnesota 

JAMES J. HILL AND FLOYD J. LAUMANN 

The first known precast concrete box culverts were installed in Min
nesota in 1974 on T.H. 60 with up to 9.75 m (32 ft) of overfill. The twin 
precast barrel sections were placed at the same elevation, and 1 m (3 ft) 
apart. The heaviest sections had 280-mm (11-in.) top and bottom slabs 
and 250-mm ( 10-in.) thick sidewalls. The 82-m (268-ft)-long box cul
verts plus precast apron sections were placed in Jess than 4 days. Actual 
construction time for this project was 4 weeks. The advantages of pre
cast concrete box culverts over cast-in-place concrete culverts are 
shorter construction time and better quality control. The time savings is 
desirable because of the short seasonal construction time in Minnesota 
and heavy traffic usage. After 20 years these box culvert structures do 
not show any structural distress. 

In 1974, the first precast concrete box culverts were installed in 
Wanamingo, Minn., on T.H. 60 under 9.75 m (32 ft) offill. The dou
ble line of box culverts was 2.75 m (9 ft) high by 3.05 m (10 ft) 
wide. The box sections were designed for 9.75 m (32 ft), 7.60 m 
(25 ft) and 4.9 m (16 ft) of fill above them. They were placed 1 m 
(3 ft) apart at the same flow line elevation (see Figures 1 and 2). 

One of the major concerns of the precast box sections was tongue 
and groove laps of the 1.2-m (4-ft)- and 1.5-m (5-ft)-long sections. 
The tongue and groove of the box sections were set at 150 mm (6 
in.) long and had an inside slope of 13 mm (0.5 in.) to help slide the 
sections together (see Figure 3). Some cracking and/or spalling 
occurred at the haunch tongues on a few sections (see Figure 4). 

Tie rods 25 mm (1 in.) in diameter were placed through tie holes 
at about midheight to prevent culvert settlements and frost action 
from pulling the sections apart (see Figures 5 and 6). These tie rods 
were also used on precast culvert end sections. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND STRESSES 

The design of conventional concrete box culverts was based on ser
vice load stresses and moment distribution. No allowance was made 
for corner fixity/restraint. The precast boxes were designed for an 
embankment load condition using Marston-Spangler loading theory 
with l I 925 kg/m3 

( 120 lb/ft3) soil weight. This produced an earth 
load range of 1.13 to 1.4 times the earth column load over the box. 

Side pressures were taken at 0.16 and 0.75 of the vertical load to 
determine maximum steel in top and bottom slabs and sidewalls. A 
dead load factor of 1.50 and a live load factor of 2.50 were used 
according to existing AASHTO specifications. Live load based on 

J. J. Hill, MN/DOT Bridge Office, 1500 W. County Road B2, Roseville, 
Minn. 55113. F. J. Laumann, Hancock Concrete Prod. Co., Inc., 5275 Edina 
Industrial Boulevard, Minneapolis, Minn. 55439-2919. . 

HS20 loading with impact and distribution through earth fills was 
based on 1973 AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway 
Bridges. 

The design yield strength of the wire mesh was held to a maxi
mum of 413J685 MPa (60,000 lb/in.2

) even though 4481160 MPa 
(65,000 lb/in.2

) material was used. The design shear reinforcing 
stress limit was 2061840 Mpa (30,000 lb/in. 2) with the allowable 
concrete compressive stress at 34,470 MPa (5,000 lb/in.2). 

The concrete cover on the reinforcement was set at 25 mm (1 in.) 
which was taken from ASTM specifications. In some cases this 
yields 13 mm (1/2 in.) of cover when ASTM tolerances are 
employed (see Figure 6). 

Cracks occurred in most sections at the center of the inside side 
wall, and at the bottom of the top fillet before the sections were 
placed in the field. This was apparently due to stresses from han
dling and/or shrinkage. The side walls inside faces did not have any 
steel. 

The wall thicknesses of the box sections were held to a minimum 
for hauling purposes (see Table 1 for actual thicknesses used). 

When dead and liveload shear stresses exceeded allowable con
crete shear stress, shear stirrups were added as required (see Table 
2). Several different types of shear steel were allowed, but all types 
were required to lap around primary reinforcement (see Figures 7 
and 8). The J bar option shown in Figure 7 was used on 7 .6-m 
(25-ft) and 9.75-m (32-ft) sections. 

Mastic rope was placed in the tongue and groove joint to prevent 
the movement of soil materials through them. The rope was packed 
into the exposed joint before the adjacent culvert section was placed 
(see Figure 3). 

BACKFILL MATERIAL AND COMPACTION 

Granular bedding as per Minnesota/U.S. Department of Trans
portation (MN/DOT) Specification 245 l .3C2 was required beneath 
the culverts. Granular bedding contains natural or partly crushed 
natural gravel obtained from a natural gravel deposit. The founda
tion material was required to be shaped to closely fit the bottom of 
the box culvert. Bedding material was placed in 150-mm (6-in.) lifts 
and compacted to 95. percent of maximum density. The immediate 
150 mm (6 in.) of bedding beneath the bottom of the culvert sec
tions was only consolidated to sufficiently produce uniform pipe 
support. A subcut of 300 mm (12 in.) was made. 

Selected material as per MN/DOT Specification 245 l .3D was 
used around the sides and on top of the culvert sections. The 
selected material is acceptable mineral soil which is free of clods, 
sod, and roots. This material was compacted to 90 percent maxi
mum density in 200-mm (8 in.) lifts. All backfill progressed in 
simultaneous uniform horizontal layers. 
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FIGURE 1 Inlet view of box culverts. 

The two lines of boxes were placed 1 m (3 ft) apart to provide suf
ficient room for adequate compaction. Riprap was placed on the fill 
slope adjacent to the boxes (see Figures 9 and 10). 

OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

To prevent piping and undermining of culvert inlets and outlet , 
riprap or concrete dropwalls were used by MN/DOT on cast-in
place concrete culverts. Riprap was used on this box culvert project 
with reasonable success. 

FIGURE 2 Side view of box culverts. 

To improve the flow characteristic at the inlets to the box cul
verts, 100-mm (4-in.) chamfers were added to the concrete edges 
(see Figures 11 and 12). Based on FHWA's published data on inlet 
loss coefficients, the sloped/beveled ends appear to have a 0.5 inlet 
lo coefficient. 
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FIGURE 4 View of concrete spalling at bottom haunch tongue 
section. 
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TABLE 1 Box Culvert Wall Thickness 

9. 75 M (32 ft.) 280 mm (11 in.) 

7.60 M (25 ft.) 250 mm (10 in.) 

4.90 M (16 ft.) 250 mm (10 in.) 

TABLE 2 Steel Reinforcement Requirements 

226 (.351) 
540 (.837) 
570 (.884) 

280 mm (11 in.) 250 mm (10 in.) 

250 mm (IO in.) 200 mm (8 in.) 

250 mm (IO in.) 200 mm. (8 in.) 

433 (.671) 612 (.948) 
995 (1.543) 1186 (1.838) 
1032 0 .600) 1220 (1.891) 

NOTE: See Figure 5 for location of reinforcement. 

Bottom Slab NotReq'd. 

6mm<1/4" >DIA. ROD OR EQUIVALENT 

As2 
OR 
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FIGURE 7 Shear steel (J bar 
option). 
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FIGURE 8 Shear steel (V bar 
option). 
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CONSTRUCTION AND SUBSEQUENT 
INSPECTIONS 

These concrete box culverts were inspected after construction and 
at least semiannually for 10 years after construction. During these 
inspections the following items were observed: 

• There was some piping action under the inlet end of one box 
culvert line. Water at low flow disappeared under the inlet section 
and resurfaced inside the pipe at about 5 m (16 ft) downstream. 

• On about midheight of the inside face of the vertical walls a 
small horizontal hairline crack occurred. No reinforcement steel had 
been used on inside face of side wall. 

• Also slight hairline cracks appeared at the location where the 
sidewall met the 300 mm (12 in.) fillets. These cracks would some
times appear in culvert sections while in the manufacturer's yard 
and/or at the project site before installation. These appeared to be 
shrinkage and/or handling stress cracks. They did not increase in 
size when installed in the field and to date are unchanged. See 
Figure 13 for a view of the interior of one box culvert which was 
taken in a September 1994 inspection. 

DESIGN MODIFICATIONS 

Newer designs added minimum temperature steel in the side 
walls plus no. 3 bars in the fillets, whi_ch eliminated the cracking 
problem. Reinforcement in the top of the top slab and bottom of 
the bottom slab was also added in later designs for potential 
handling stresses. 

Standard thicknesses of 230-mm (9-in.) top slab, 250-mm 
(10-in.) bottom slab and 200-mm (8-in.) sidewalls were adopted 
for standard box culvert designs. 

Later box culvert joint designs allowed a 600-mm (24-in.)-wide 
filter cloth on the top and sides of the culvert joint with mastic rope 
placed on the bottom. This method kept sand, and so forth, from 
going through the joint, but allowed water to effectively move 
through the joint. 

Precast dropwalls have been standardized at locations where 
required. 

Tongue and groove lengths have been reduced from 150 mm 
(6 in.) to 100 mm (4 in.) to reduce cantilever reinforcement 
requirements and potential cracking. 
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FIGURE 13 View of inlet sections of box culvert. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ba ed on this project and other similar box culvert projects, con
clu ions are as follows: 

• To prevent water from piping under the culvert, dropwalls of 
1.00 m (3.17 ft) depth are required at inlet and outlet end sections. 

TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD 1514 

• Minimum steel or the amount required by de ign i now 
required on inside face of sidewalls to eliminate cracking from 
sidefill pressure and handling stresses. 

• Reinforcement in the top of the top slab and the bottom of the 
bottom slab was also added by design to meet temporary handling 
stresses. 

• Reinforcement is now required to have a tolerance between 40 
mm ( 1.5 in.) minimum and 50 mm (2 in.) maximum concrete cover 
becau e of severe environment and salt usage in Minnesota. 

• To meet AASHTO temperature and minimum reinforcement 
requirements, 40 mm2 (0.06 in.2

) of reinforcement i placed longi
tudinally and 125 mm2 (0.20 in.2

) is placed transversely at 305-mm 
(12-in.) spacings. 

After 20 years of service the e culvert sections with fills up to 
9.75 m (32 ft) are still functioning and in good hape ( ee Figure 
13). However, the items mentioned in the above conclusion have 
been added to the pre ent design of precast concrete box culverts to 
assure a good quality structure. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Subsurface Soil-Struc
ture Interaction. 
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Response of Profiled High-Density 
Polyethylene Pipe in Hoop Compression 

IAN 0. MOORE AND FUPING Hu 

Profiled polymer pipe is a three-dimensional structural form that 
behaves in a three-dimensional manner when subjected to soil pressures 
during burial. The three-dimensional response of profiled high-density 
polyethylene (HOPE) pipe was recently measured in a soil cell at the 
University of Massachusetts. The profile tested featured a corrugated 
section fitted with a smooth internal liner. A finite element analysis for 
determining the response of buried profiled pipe has been developed by 
the first author. The soil cell results are examined using the three
dimensional finite element analysis. Distributions of circumferential 
and axial stress and strain are considered in the profiled pipe and in the 
soil surrounding it, and different responses of the corrugation and the 
liner are examined. The analysis is used to examine performance limits 
for profiled HOPE pipe under large hoop compressions. 

To successfully engineer buried profiled high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) pipe, several aspects of the soil-structure system should be 
considered. Some of these issues are common to both HDPE and 
other pipe products, but others are unique to the HDPE pipes, which 
are the primary focus of this study. Understanding these issues is 
necessary to design efficient, reliable products suitable for use in a 
wi.de range of applications. 

Initially, the structural design of buried HDPE pipe was based on 
semi-empirical procedures developed for flexible metal pipe prod
ucts [in particular, the Iowa equation developed by Spangler (J)]. 
Pipe design has generally focused on the change in diameter across 
the pipe section, although levels of circumferential hoop and bend
ing stress, circumferential strain, and the possibility of circumfer
ential buckling have also been considered. 

Culvert and buried pipe technology was significantly advanced 
in the 1960s and 1970s after the development of closed form solu
tions [Burns and Richard (2)] and finite element analyses [Katona 
(3)] of pipe-soil interaction. These studies have contributed much 
to the understanding of buried pipe response at working loads. In 
particular, the behavior of buried profiled polyethylene pipe has 
been examined using two-dimensional finite element analyses 
[Chua (4) and Katona (5)] and three-dimensional finite element 
analysis [Moore (6)]. These computational tools have the potential 
to ensure that the structural design of buried HDPE pipe is based on 
rigorous engineering principles, and that it is both safe and efficient. 

Concerns remain about several specific issues for HDPE pipes. 
The three-dimensional nature of the ·corrugated pipe profile has 
prompted interest in distribution of circumferential and axial 
stresses in the profile and the contribution of the liner to the overall 
structural performance. The time-dependent nature of polyethylene 
response has led to a series of questions about effective modulus, 
pipe stiffness, stress relaxation, and creep. Furthermore, the move 

Geotechnical Research Centre, Faculty of Engineering Science, The Uni
versity of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, N6A 589, Canada. 

toward limit state design in North America is prompting demands 
for more information about stability and serviceability limits for 
HDPEpipe. 

A pipe buried deeply within an earth embankment is subjected to 
vertical and horizontal field stresses as a result of the overburden 
and the lateral earth pressures. Those earth pressures lead to the 
development of hoop compressions in the pipe, which can cause 
important circumferential strains. 

Responding to the demand for direct measurement of pipe per
formance under hoop compression, a test cell was developed 
recently by Selig at the University of Massachusetts (UMass) (7). 
This report describes the results of a theoretical investigation of 
those tests, examining the development over time of circumferen
tial stress and strain and the three-dimensional response of the cor
rugation and internal lining of the pipe. The analysis is used to con
sider performance limits for pipe subjected to large hoop 
compressions. 

UMASS COMPRESSION CELL TESTS 

Three tests were performed in the compression cell at UMass and 
involved the application of uniform radial compressions to the 
external boundary of a thin ring of soil placed around the pipe. Pipe 
deformations at various stress levels were monitored over time. 
Details of the test equipment and procedure are described by Selig 
et al. (7) and DiFrancesco (8). 

Selig et al. (7) have clearly stated that the uniform soil support 
and axisymmetric stress condition the cell induces around the pipe 
is not wholly representative of the pipe condition in the field. How
ever, the cell provides valuable test data under controlled stress 
conditions. It induces substantial compressions up to and beyond 
those that develop in the field [Hashash and Selig (9)]. Furthermore, 
the measurements of pipe response can be used to calibrate a theo
retical analysis that can then be used to estimate pipe response under 
more realistic stress conditions. 

One pipe composed of each of three materials was tested. The 
first material represents a current production compound. The other 
two are nonproduction compounds. 

1. Virgin polyethylene (cell classification 32430C); 
2. Recycled material (50 percent virgin material, 50 percent 

reground industrial material); and 
3. Virgin material, together with 7 percent CaC03• 

All three materials were stabilized with 2 percent carbon black 
(they will be referred to as the "virgin," "recycled," and "filled" 
materials). 
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FIGURE 1 Diameter change with time recorded during the 
compression cell test on a pipe segment composed of the filled 
material (7). 

The work at UMass showed that the tensile properties for all three 
materials were similar, as were the properties measured from sam
ples cut from the pipe in the circumferential and axial directions 
[Kakulavar (JO)]. Tests were inconclusive regarding the differences 
between compressive and tensile properties. 

Figure I shows one trace of diameter change versus time for the 
pipe composed of CaCOrfilled resin. This test featured the highest 
level of applied radial stress. It was loaded in I 0 stress increments 
of 35 kPa (5 psi). The first six radial stress increments were held for 
about I 0,000 min. The seventh to tenth stress increments were held 
for 30,000, 65,000, 10,000, and 30,000 min, respectively. 

Pipe deflection measurements are shown at four different loca
tions. The deflections are reasonably uniform during the first four 
·increments. Beyond that, differences between minimum and maxi
mum measured deflection are 10, 17, and 25 percent, growing 
steadily up to 45 percent at the end of the test. 

Load deflection response for the pipe composed of filled mater
ial is shown in Figure 2. Pipe deflection at the end of each deflec
tion increment is shown relative to the applied pressure. The test cell 
successfully loaded the pipe well beyond current use of the product 
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FIGURE 2 Load deflection response recorded during the 
compression cell test on a pipe segment composed of the filled 
material (7). 
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in the field. Figure 2 shows the points at which the internal liner of 
the pipe was observed to develop "ripples" and to start cracking. 
These observed responses have been proposed as potential perfor
mance limits for these structures [Selig et al. (7)]. 

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 

Since much of this study focuses on the analysis and interpretation 
of observed pipe behavior, it is important to briefly describe the 
computer analysis used. For corrugated pipes with annular (not heli
cal or spiral) design and with linear elastic or viscoelastic material 
response, the axisymmetric geometry can be used to simplify the 
analysis [Moore (6)]. A two-dimensional finite element mesh is 
used to model the geometry and strain fields in the r, z plane (Fig
ure 3), and a fourier series is used to model variations around the 
pipe circumference. Pipe response to each Fourier harmonic around 
the pipe is determined independently, and the full pipe response is 
assembled from each of these separate components using superpo
sition. 

To determine the pipe response in the compression cell of Selig 
et al. (7), only one axisymmetric loading harmonic is required (Fig
ure 4). 

One specific lined corrugated pipe profile has been examined by 
Selig et al. (7), and a finite element mesh has been developed for 
analysis of that profile. Figure 5 shows the mesh used to analyze the 
pipe in the compression cell. The analysis features explicit model
ing of the three-dimensional pipe profile, as well as the thin ring of 
soil that is placed between the pipe and the PVC bladder around the 
outside. More than 800 six-noded triangular finite elements were 
used, 184 for one-half corrugation of the annular pipe and 661 for 
the granular soil surrounding it. Smooth rigid boundaries are used 
at the edges of the half corrugation, since these are lines of symme
try of the long axially constrained pipe sample. The pipe and soil 
are modeled as "bonded" together. A uniform radial compression is 
applied at the external boundary, simulating the pressures imposed 
by the PVC bladder used in the UMass compression cell. 

HDPE exhibits very noticeable time-dependent behavior, and 
any detailed evaluation of HDPE pipe response will certainly 
involve a treatment of this constitutive characteristic. Fortunately, 

circumferential 

FIGURE 3 Finite element model for three-dimensional profiled 
pipe analysis. 
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Ring of Soil 

n = 0 Uniform Radial Pressure 

FIGURE 4 Loading and harmonic model used 
for the hoop compression test. 

polyethylene appears to respond in a linear viscoelastic manner at 
stress levels up to about 30 to 50 percent of tensile yield stress. 
Well-established techniques in applied mechanics can be used for 
modeling such behavior. In particular, conventional rheology 
using sets of "springs" and "dashpots" is used. The multi-Kelvin 
model has been implemented featuring one independent spring 
and a series of nine Kelvin elements (each a spring and dashpot in 
parallel). For linear behavior of both structures, Laplace trans
forms are used to convert the linear viscoelastic problem into an 
equivalent elastic problem. Analysis is performed in the 
"Laplace" domain, and the real displacements, strains, and 
stresses are found after inversion of the Laplace transforms (11). 
For problems featuring nonlinear soil behavior, an iterative analy
sis is undertaken directly in the time domain, using the procedure 
of Zienkiewicz et al. (12) for the linear viscoelastic material (the 
pipe), and an incremental elastic-plastic analysis for the soil 
[Zienkiewicz (13)]. 

Material parameters for the polyethylene used in pipe manufac-
. ture have been developed by Moore and Hu (14) based on the data 

of Janson (15), Chua ( 4), and Hashash (16). The independent spring 
has a modulus of 1120 MPa (161.2 ksi), and moduli for the Kelvin 
springs are 3615.6 MPa (520.2 ksi), 0.845 X 3615.6 MPa, 0.8452 X 

3615.6 MPa, ... , 0.845 8 X 3615.6 MPa, and Kelvin dashpot vis
cosities are .0.503 MPa.days (72.4 psi.days), 5.03 MPa.days, up to 
5.03 X 107 MPa.days. 

granu La.r soi l 
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More difficult is the choice of soil parameters. The soil is char
acterized as either an isotropic linear elastic or elastic-plastic mate
rial. Elastic soil models have been found to be a reasonable first 
approximation to many buried pipe problems [Burns and Richard 
(2), Katona (3), and Moore and Brachman (17)). It requires the 
selection of elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio. When granular soil 
is subjected to low confining stresses, soil failure can occur fol
lowed by an elastic-plastic response. Both soil models have been 
used to evaluate the development of plastic deformations in the soil 
and to examine their significance. 

A valuable reference for soil properties is the laboratory study 
reported by Selig (18). A series of different partially saturated soils 
were examined, with stress strain characteristics measured at a 
number of different relative densities. 

DiFrancesco (8) describes the backfill as a moist coarse-to-fine 
sand, and denotes a poorly graded material under the Unified Clas
sification System. He suggests that at the measured water content of 
3.5 percent, unit weight for the compactive effort used to backfill 
the compression cell is 113 kN/m3

• This is 92 percent of the maxi
mum dry unit weight for the Proctor test, and 96 percent of the Proc
tor dry unit weight at a water content of 3.5 percent. 

Selig (18) does not provide data for poorly graded materials, and 
the actual unit weight or relative density was not measured after 
the soil was placed around the pipe and pressurised in the com
pression cell. 

To resolve these problems, an iterative approach was used to esti
mate the soil properties. First, Poisson's ratio was estimated as 0.3, 
which is reasonable for a granular soil at low levels of strain. Next, 
a series of calculations were performed to evaluate pipe deflections 
at 1,000 min, based on soil modulus for well-graded sands at a vari
ety of relative densities. Using the Lagrangian method to interpo
late between densities, a match between predicted and measured 
deflections was obtained for an SW93 material. Elastic modulus is 
40 MPa (5.8 ksi) at that stress level. 

This relative density appears to be reasonable given the 92 to 96 
percent range q·uoted previously and assuming the SP material 
performs as Selig's SW material. This good performance for an 
SP material may be because the soil is not simply a single grain
size material (it has a uniformity coefficient Cu of 3.6 and a co
efficient of curvature Cz of 1.3; the former is not that far from 
the 4 and 6 minimums required for well-graded gravels and sands; 
the latter value is within the 1 to 3 range characteristic of well
graded soils). 

smooth rigid boundary 

uni form 
radial 

FIGURE 5 Finite element mesh used for analysis of the compression cell 
tests (7). 
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Several calculations were performed using these soil properties 
to examine the response of the pipe in the soil cell. 

INVESTIGATION OF SOIL RESPONSE 

The soil model used treats the soil as a uniform isotropic elastic con
tinuum. Before proceeding with the investigation of the pipe, it is 
useful to examine the nature of stresses in the soil and review the 
differences between elastic and elastic-plastic soil models. 

The shear stresses in real soil materials are limited by the shear 
strength. If shear stress estimated using elastic analysis is in excess 
of the shear strength, then it is likely that the soil would not remain 
elastic. For a dry granular soil, the soil strength is usually expressed 
using an angle of internal friction,<!>. That angle controls the maxi
mum normal stress in the soil (the major principal stress cr 1), which 
is limited by the magnitude of the minimum normal stress (the 
minor principal stress cr3): 

(1) 

or 

(2) 

Figure 6 shows contours of principal stress ratio cr 1/cr3• By com
paring stress ratio cri/cr3 to values of tan2

( 45 + <l>/2), it is possible to 
gauge the extent of shear failure in the soil. When stress ratio esti
mates from the elastic analysis exceed tan2(45 + <l>/2), shear failure 
is expected. 

Table I gives a number of tan2
( 45 + <!>12) values for soil materi

als. An examination of Figure 6 (in addition to Table 1) shows that 
zones of shear failure are likely to occur near the pipe. For the soil 
placement used in the UMass compression cell tests, the relative 
density estimate of 93 percent implies a friction angle ranging from 
42° to 48°. According to Figure 6 and Table 1, the zone of soil in 
the corrugation valley and a small zone at the corrugation crest 
should experience shear failure (the soil in the corrugation valley is 
expected to have lower density, strength and stiffness in .any case 
caused by the difficulties of compacting soil in this region). 

These calculations imply that the use of an elastic soil model may 
not be appropriate. 

To check that elastic analysis provides a reasonable prediction of 
the extent of soil failure, a nonlinear analysis has been performed 
using the elastic-plastic soil model. This analysis provided a yield 
zone for the SW93 soil, which Closely matches the location based 
on a stress ratio. of 5.8 (<I> = 45°). Comparisons of deflection, stress, 

2.6 

4 3 

10 
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and strain revealed that the yield in the soil and the subsequent non
linear soil response does little to change the pipe stresses and dis
placement. For simplicity, therefore, the results quoted in this study 
are for elastic soil response. 

LOCAL STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS 

Calculations of stress distribution within the pipe profile have been 
made for a radial stress of 35 kPa (5 psi) applied by the air bladder 
at the outside of the soil ring. The circumferential (hoop) stress cr0 

and axial (longitudinal) stress cr2 are examined, as defined in Figure 
7. These stresses are distributed in some manner across the profile. 
The manner in which they generate local bending moments m0 and 
mz locally in the corrugation and liner elements of the profile can 
also be inferred. · 

Figure 8 shows contours of circumferential stress. It reveals that 
three-dimensional effects occur in the profile, particularly in the 
pipe liner. A fully compressive stress field develops in the profile in 
the hoop direction. Compressions (shown as negative quantities in 
Figure 8) develop in the circumferential direction, ranging in mag
nitude from 0.5 MPa to 0.6 MPa (70 psi to 85 psi) throughout most 
of the corrugation. In the liner, local ben_ding causes compressions 
to drop below 0.1 MPa ( l 0 psi) at the outside of the liner (i.e., at the 
surface not in contact with the fluid carried in the pipe). This occurs 
midspan (i.e., at the centerline of the liner section that stretches from 
one corrugation valley to the other). Hoop compressions also drop 
below 0.4 MPa (60 psi) on the inside of the liner where the liner 
connects to the corrugation. Hoop compressions increase to a max
imum of more than 0.8 MPa (100 psi) at the outside of the liner at 
the liner-corrugation connection. 

An almost uniform compressive hoop stress of the type seen in 
Figure 8 for the corrugation can be predicted using two-dimensional 
analysis. Such compressions are generally not of great concern, and 
although high compressions may cause yield (as defined by an off
set yield stress), they should not lead to rupture and are unlikely to 
cause distress in the polyethylene material. The effect of the three
dimensional profile on the hoop stress distribution can be summa
rized as local bending in the liner, causing variations in stress above 
and below the uniform hoop compression. 

Figure 9 shows contours of axial stress. It also indicates that 
three-dimensional effects occur in the pipe liner. Compressive (neg
ative) stresses in the liner are similar in magnitude to those in the 
hoop direction (the lowest contour interval shown corresponds to 
-0.6 MPa or -90 psi, the lowest axial compression is less than 
-0.8 MPa or 110 psi). In the corrugation, the stress field is gener-
ally compressive, ranging in magnitude from 0 to -0.2 MPa (30 

FIGURE 6 Stress ratio calculated for an elastic soil material; pipe response in 
the compression cell with 35 kPa (5 psi) bladder pressure; stresses at 1,000 min. 
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TABLE 1 Stress Ratio 
as Function of Friction 
Angle and Relative 
Density 

3 30° SW62 

4 37° SW80 

5 42° SW90 

10 55° SW98 

psi). The latter value corresponds to a small region of local bending 
at the crest of the corrugation. 

Tensile (positive) axial stresses occur at certain points in the cor
rugation and the liner. In the liner, tensions occur on the inside sur
face, adjacent to the liner corrugation junction. Careful examination 
of the local stresses shows a peak tension of 0.84 MPa or 120 psi 
(the maximum contour shown is 0.4 MPa, 60 psi). Tension also 
develops on the outside of the liner midspan. The value at this loca
tion is about 0.4 MPa (60 psi). 

To help explain the nature of the local bending, Figure 10 shows 
the finite element prediction of deformed shape after 1,000 min at 
35 kPa (5 psi) radial pressure. Careful examination of the 
deformed and underformed geometry of the profile reveals that 
the local bending stresses shown in Figure 9 are associated with a 
nonuniform radial movement that occurs along the liner. For the 
corrugation, continuous contact with the soil around the pipe leads 
to an almost uniform radial contraction (compression of the pipe 
with movement toward the pipe axis). For the liner, however, only 
that section bonded to the corrugation moves inwardly to that 
extent. The remainder of the liner (that section spanning from 
across one corrugation valley to the other) resists that radial move
ment, and at midspan less than half the radial movement experi
enced by the corrugation occurs. The liner, therefore, is acting like 
an encastered beam, where rotations at midspan and at the. liner-

FIGURE 7 Schematic showing circumferential stress <rtt and 
axial stress <Tz acting in the HDPE pipe profile. 
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FIGURE 8 Contours of circumferential stress cr8 acting in the 
HDPE pipe profile with 35 kPa (5 psi) bladder pressure in the 
UMass compression cell; stresses at 1,000 min. 
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corrugation junction are prevented, and the liner corrugation junc
tion moves relative to the liner midpoint. Axial bending stresses, 
therefore, develop in the liner (in the direction of the beam axis), 
consisting of the regions of compression and tension shown in 
Figure 9. 

LINER RIPPLING 

Selig et al. (7) report that when each of the pipes tested in the UMass 
compression cell were loaded sufficiently to cause about 1.9 percent 
radial contraction, a series of regularly spaced ripples were 
observed in the liner. Figure 11 is a schematic of the phenomenon. 
A series of ripples developed around the pipe circumference, as well 
as along the pipe axis. As effective burial depth was increased, vir
tually the whole of the liner of the pipe specimens being tested 
developed these regular, uniformly sized wave-like deformations. 

-0.4 0.2 

-0.6 

0.4 
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0 
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az in MPa 
at 35kPa (5psi) 

FIGURE 9 Contours of axial stress <Tz acting in the HDPE pipe 
profile with 35 kPa (5 psi) bladder pressure in the UMass 
compression cell; stresses at 1,000 min. 
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undeformed position 

FIGURE 10 Deformations of profile at 35 kPa (5 psi) bladder pressure in the UMass 
compression cell; prediction for 1,000 min. 

One possibility is that these ripples are local buckles that develop 
from compressive stresses that occur in the hoop direction as the 
pipe contracts into the cavity. This type of local buckling develops 
in many stiffened shell or plate structures (such as aircraft wings), 
and is well known for being a stable phenomenon (the load capac
ity of the structural element does not decrease after it has buckled). 
Such stable plate and shell buckling mechanisms are amenable to 
linear buckling analysis (an analysis developed on the basis of the 
original undeformed structural geometry). 

To investigate whether the ripples were the result of local shell 
buckling, a linear three-dimensional buckling solution of thin cylin
drical shells was used to determine the radial contraction necessary 
to cause buckling (19). The valley of the corrugation was assumed 

FIGURE 11 Schematic of the rippling deformations observed 
at 1.9 percent radial contraction (7). 

to be sufficiently thick to prevent rotation of the liner at the corru
gation-liner junction, so the wavelength of the buckles in the longi
tudinal direction was assumed equal to the "clear span" of the liner 
from one corrugation valley to the next. The liner was also assumed 
to be a flat, uniform thickness cylindrical shell. 

For a cylindrical shell of radius 307 mm (12.1 in.), thickness of 
2.8 mm (0.11 in.), and "clear span" of 77 mm (3.03 in.), the analy
sis indicates that elastic buckling occurs at a radial contraction of 
1.8 percent, and with 40 buckles developing around the pipe cir
cumference. Selig et al. (7) report that rippling was first observed at 
a radial contraction of 1.9 percent, and observed about 50 ripples 
around the circumference of the pipe. 

It appears, therefore, that the ripples observed in the pipe tests are 
the result of local buckling in the pipe liner. 

LOCAL TEARS IN LINER AT HIGH 
HOOP COMPRESSION 

Selig et al. (7) report that one of the pipes tested in the UMass com
pression cell, which was loaded to very high cell pressure, devel
oped a regular series of short circumferential tears in the liner close 
to the liner-corrugation junction. 

The contours of axial stress shown in Figure 9 indicate that the 
local tearing is located directly at the point of highest tension. 
Clearly, these tensions in the axial direction may be wholly or partly 
responsible for the tears that occur normal to them in the circum
ferential direction. The possibility exists that the tears are a ductile 
rupture caused by excessive local bending stress associated with the 
nonuniform liner contraction. 

Selig et al. (7) report that the small, regularly spaced tears were 
observed through the liner at about 270 kPa (39 psi) cell pressure 
(equivalent to 30 m or more of pipe burial). This is about 7.7 times 
the pressure acting to generate the axial stresses shown in Figure 8. 
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Simple scaling of those stress values suggests that local tension of 
approximately 6 MPa (900 psi) is expected at this load level. This 
is close to the long-term AASHTO yield stress. 

The value of local axial bending stress is approximate. Shear fail
ure in the soil placed in the corrugation valley is expected to 
increase local bending stress, whereas the stiffening of the soil 
material expected with increasing applied stress would act to 
decrease the local stresses in the polyethylene. Some stress relax
ation is also expected, which would decrease stresses. 

Axial stresses will also be modified by the local buckles that 
develop in the liner. These local buckles will increase the axial ten
sions at the inner surface where the buckle moves away from the 
pipe axis, and will decrease the axial tension where the buckle 
moves toward the pipe axis. The short, regularly spaced tears 
observed in the pipe tests match the positions where maximum ten
sion is expected. 

To obtain further information concerning the tears observed 
during the compression tests, an electron micrograph was taken of 
the polyethylene rupture surface revealing a rupture surface con
sistent with ductile tearing (Sheasby, J. S., personal communica
tion (1994)). 

It appears then that the regular pattern of tears in the liner 
represent a ductile failure resulting from the local axial tensions 
(Figure 9) as well as some additional tension associated with the 
local buckling. 

PERFORMANCE LIMITS 

The local buckling and local tearing phenomena outlined in the 
report relate to the three-dimensional effects in lined corrugated 
HDPE pipe and have implications for pipe design. 

Local buckling in the liner does not cause overall instability of 
the lined corrugated pipe because the corrugation continues to pro
vide structural support. This form of deformation may, however, be 
treated as a serviceability . limit caused by some effect on the 
hydraulic performance of the sewer pipe. 

The axial tensions in a lined corrugated pipe should be examined 
during the design of highly loaded lined corrugated pipe. The cor
rugation integrity does not appear to be threatened, and the pipes 
tested in the compression cell did not experience instability. How
ever, the development of local tears in the pipe lining is obviously 
undesirable. A parametric study estimating axial stresses for pipes 
in situ would assist in the design of these pipes for very deep bur
ial. Future research to examine other profiled HDPE pipe products 
for three-dimensional effects would also be valuable. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The three-dimensional response of a lined corrugated HDPE pipe 
was observed during the testing program undertaken at the Univer
sity of Massachusetts. Analysis of the pipe-soil system in the com
pression test cell has revealed that local bending occurs in the pipe 
liner, modifying the stress state in the pipe beyond that predicted 
using conventional two-dimensional pipe-soil interaction analysis. 
The local bending is confined to the liner, and it is likely that a cor
rugated unlined pipe will not be subject to the same phenomenon. 

Conventional "ring" theory predictions for profiled pipe 
response cannot estimate levels of axial stress, but the three-
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dimensional analysis has clearly shown that axial bending stresses 
do develop at certain locations in the pipe profile. The junction 
between the liner and the corrugation is the site of the largest axial 
tensions. These axial tensions develop on the inside surface of the 
liner and exce~d the circumferential tensions that develop. The 
magnitude of these local axial stresses suggests that the liner tear
ing observed by Selig et al. (17) is associated with ductile tensile 
failure at these locations. 

Three-dimensional linear buckling analysis reveals that the rip
pling deformations observed by Selig et al. (7) are, in fact, local 
buckles that are a stable buckling mechanism often found in stiff
ened plate or shell structures. 
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Ground Movements Caused by Trenchless 
Pipe Installation Techniques 

C. D. F. ROGERS AND D. N. CHAPMAN 

The ground movements caused by trenchless pipe installation tech
niques can have a significant effect on adjacent services and road struc
tures. A fundamental µnderstanding of how these techniques affect the 
ground is lacking. This can result in the stipulation of an overly con
servative distance between trenchless pipelaying and other services, and 
a concomitant lack of confidence in the techniques. To rectify this, a 
series of laboratory simulation tests was conducted at Loughborough 
University of Technology, U.K. These tests simulated pipejacking or 
microtunneling (convergent) operations using different shield arrange
ments and pipebursting (expansive) operations, with the aim of deter
mining the patterns and magnitudes of displacements in the surround
ing soil. This in turn permits the prediction of movements in adjacent 
services and structures, as well as the development of techniques for 
their minimization. The tests were conducted in a rigid, glass-sided tank 
using semicircular shields and pipes buried in different dry sands. This 
arrangement allowed direct observation of the sand displacements on 
the centerline of the simulated operations. For the pipe jacking tests, two 
face-support methods (open and closed faces) were used. The pipeburst
ing operations used different sizes of existing plaster pipe, which was 
progressively broken out as the burster advanced, to simulate different 
bursting ratios. Various combinations of sand density and cover depth 
were used. Selected results from the three test programs are presented 
in terms of ground movement contour plots and vector displacement 
diagrams. The results confirmed that soil density strongly influences the 
magnitude and extent of the ground displacements. The denser soils 
produce a greater effect in compression situations, and looser soils have 
a greater effect when the soil is moving into cavities. Increasing cover 
depth creates a confining effect and restricts the extent of the soil move
ments. The open shield behaves differently than the closed shield, 
which displaces more soil and produces broadly similar results to those 
of the angled pipebursting unit. The results presented herein are essen
tially visual, thus permitting a full appreciation of the ground move
ments under various boundary conditions. 

Trenchless technology has become firmly established as an alterna
tive method of pipeline construction to compete with trenching, or 
open-cut, methods and traditional tunneling. Several techniques are 
available (J), all of which have their own particular applications; 
these have considerable advantages over open-cut techniques where 
they can be used. Due to the location of many services beneath road 
pavements, particularly in urban areas, trenching is necessarily 
slow, causing considerable traffic congestion and incurring the 
large social, or indirect, costs associated with such congestion (2). 
In addition, open-cut methods result in damage to road pavement 
structures and adjacent buried services, with consequent loss of 
structural life. This is due to displacements that occur within the soil 
that are caused by changes to the stress field, and hence loss of sup
port to the structure or service, in addition to any direct damage to 
the structure or service caused by the excavation (3). 

C. 0. F. Rogers, Department of Civil and Building Engineering, Loughbor
ough University of Technology, Loughborough, Leicestershire, LEI I 3TU, 
U.K. D. N. Chapman, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Not
tingham, University Park, Nottingham, NG2 7RD, U.K. 

Many of the trenchless pipelaying techniques have been devel
oped with the goal of reducing such damage to a minimum. Never
theless there will be ground displacements associated with these 
techniques that will necessarily affect road pavement structures and 
buried services. It is often quoted in the extensive and growing lit
erature on the subject that trenchless techniques are far better than 
other techniques in this respect, although these quotes are made on 
the basis of minimal data. The project reported herein is aimed at 
quantifying the movements that can be expected from the use of 
such construction operations. 

A comprehensive program of research has been carried out at 
Loughborough University of Technology, U.K., to study the ground 
displacements caused by pipejacking (excavation) and pipebursting 
(expansion) operations by simulation in physical model tests. In 
microtunneling, which is a fully automated development of pipe
jacking that is used for smaller diameter tunnels and pipelines, 
sophisticated slurry and earth pressure balance techniques have 
been adopted to deal with the problems of ground loss and ground
water ingress. In certain cases the perceived need to ensure the 
avoidance of soil or water ingress has resulted in overcompensation 
for soil or water pressure ( 4). This overcompensation has resulted 
in a lack of excavation and in soil being forced away from the 
shield. Such a situation has also been simulated, in the extreme con
dition, in the test program by the use of a shield with a closed face. 

Extremes of behavior were examined using loose and dense dry 
sands, which also facilitated development of a simple theoretical 
model for ground displacement prediction. Data are presented from 
all three types of test in order to establish patterns of movement. 
This is achieved by a series of vector displacement diagrams in the 
plane of longitudinal cross section. A method of interpretation, by 
interpolation and extrapolation, is presented to allow the results to 
be extended to practical situations. 

PLANE STRAIN TEST FACILITY 

The plane strain test facility in which the tests were conducted con
sists of a 1.5-m long X 1.5-m high X 1.0-m wide steel tank with 
two perpendicular glass sides. A water bag arrangement in the lid 
of the tank is able to supply a vertical stress to the surface of the soil 
placed within the tank, allowing simulation of different cover 
depths. The steelwork supporting the sides of the tank is designed 
to maintain plane strain conditions at the viewing faces throughout 
each test. The tank allows complete observation of the soil move
ments while simulated trenchless technology operations are carried 
out within it. Quantification of the ground movements was achieved 
by analyzing a series of photographs of the sand taken through the 
glass faces at different stages of the operation. 
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The ground movements were measured in two different types of 
dry sand, a uniform Leighton Buzzard sand ( C,, = 1.36, C = 1.04, 
D 10 = 1.18 mm) and a well-graded gravelly sand (C11 = 2.84, Cc= 
0.66, D10 = 0.67 mm, where C11 = coefficient of uniformity, Cc = 
coefficient of curvature, and D 10 = diameter below which I 0 per
cent of soil particles fall). These sands were placed in both loose and 
dense states in the tank prior to testing, using a sand-raining tech
nique to ensure consistency. The sands were chosen to provide 
materials that had sufficiently large particles to be readily identified 
from photographs while having different shearing (frictional and 
volume change) behavior. Dry sands were used to remove the 
effects caused by time-dependent equilibration of both positive and 
negative porewater pressures. 

A semicircular pipe arrangement was jacked behind the appro
priate head (shield or pipeburster) and adjacent to the glass front of 
the tank to simulate the jacking operation. Thus the observations of 
movement made were those taking place along the centerline of the 
installed pipe. The pipe was kept tight against the glass using a 
guide rail system. The jacking force was supplied by a single 30-t 
hydraulic jack that bore onto a steel thrust plate. The pipes were 
jacked forward, forcing the shield or head into the tank in 10-mm 
increments over a total distance of 1 m. This procedure enabled the 
effect of the sides of the tank on the measured displacements to be 
gauged. It also permitted a comprehensive series of observations to 
be made, establishing that the results were consistent. Several of the 
tests were duplicated to ensure repeatability of the results. Further 
details of the equipment are given elsewhere (5). 

The external diameter of the installed pipes in all tests was 200 
mm. For the pipe jacking tests the front of the lead pipe was attached 
to a I 00-mm-long semicircular shield with a diameter of either 220 
or 240 mm, depending on the degree of overcut being investigated. 
It was considered important for the tests to have an overcut dimen
sion (t) that matched the overcut dimension used in practice, rather 
than to scale down the overcut dimension by the same factor as that 
used to scale down the size of the pipe and shield. This would allow 
for a more realistic representation of the movements at the overcut 
while causing no significant influence at the front of the shield. For 
the pipebursting test a 12° steel cone was attached to the lead pipe. 
The existing pipe (i.e., the pipe to be renewed) was simulated by 
using semicircular plaster pipe sections fixed to the inside of the 
glass. Two sizes of existing pipe were used to provide two different 
bursting ratios (external diameter of burster divided by internal 
diameter of existing pipe). The maximum diameter of the steel cone 
was designed to be larger than the installed pipe sections, to allow 
the effect of overbursting to be investigated. 

It should be stressed that the pipebursting tests represented full
scale models of these operations, albeit on the lower bound of sizes 
found in practice. The pipejacking tests, however, are scaled versions 
of field operations, with the scaling factor typically being 5 to I 0. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Pipejacking Tests 

Simulation of the pipejacking operation (i.e., forward jacking and 
insertion of new pipe sections) is relatively straightforward, 
whereas simulation of face excavation and support characteristics 
with the necessary repeatability and consistency is very difficult. 
The complex nature of many of the face support systems in use 
today, such as slurry pressure balance systems, means that accurate 
modeling is impossible. In order to overcome this problem in the 
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model tests, the two extremes of face support were considered, a 
completely open face and a completely closed face, and interpola
tion between the two was made. 

Due to the nature of dry sand, the open-face shield allowed the 
sand to form a stable natural slope within the shield, and had angled 
cutting edges designed to maintain this stability. During the jacking 
stage of the model tests, more sand was forced into the shield, which 
would rapidly create a plug of sand if the additional sand were not 
removed. The jacking process was therefore stopped after 10-mm 
forward movement to allow excavation of the excess sand. The 
excavation was performed using a carefully controlled suction tech
nique, taking care not to overexcavate the face and C<l;USe instabil
ity. Further details of this technique are reported elsewhere (6). For
ward jacking, again in 10-mm increments, of the closed shield 
caused the sand necessarily to move away from the face and thus to 
simulate excessive overpressurization of the face support provided 
by a slurry pressure balance machine. The pipejacking model tests 
described in this paper concentrated on the jacking part of the pipe
jacking operation, rather than on the excavation process, which had 
no influence on the surrounding soil. 

Photographs were taken at every stage (before and after every 
jacking operation), and pairs of photographs were viewed in stere
oprojection to obtain the pattern of sand displacements. Measure
ments of the displacements were then made directly from the pho
tographs to enable the patterns, in the form of horizontal and vertical 
movement contours, to be quantified and vector diagrams to be pro
duced. 

Pipebursting Tests 

The steel cone section, attached to the front of the pipe train being 
installed, was advanced into the tank by a static force (7). This 
closely models the expansion process that occurs during a hydraulic 
pipebursting operation. The burster ran along the invert of the exist
ing pipe because of the shallow nature of the bursting operations 
simulated. The existing pipe was progressively broken out as the 
burster advanced, forcing the pieces of existing pipe into the sur
rounding sand. 

The test proceeded in 20-mm forward jacking stages; pho
tographs were taken before and after each stage. The sand dis
placements were obtained in a manner similar to the pipejacking 
tests. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A comprehensive program ohests was carried out to vary test para
meters such as cover depth, type and density of sand, overcut ratio 
(pipejacking) or overburst ratio (pipebursting), and surface con
finement for the three techniques (8). In this paper comparisons are 
made between the results of selected tests (Table 1) that illustrate 
differences in shield arrangements, soil density, and cover depth. 
The results of tests using the uniform sand are quoted because the 
well-graded sand produced broadly comparable results, although 
they were somewhat more random and less repeatable. More impor
tantly, these results were less extreme in both extent and magnitude. 
Thus the uniform sand produced the upper-bound displacements for 
the dense (heave) and loose (settlement) sand tests. 

An example of the contour plots produced from the photographs 
is given in Figure 1, in which the general pattern of forward and 
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TABLE 1 List of Laboratory Tests Referred to in this Paper 

Testa Operation Sand Cover Depth Overcut/ Bursting 
Typeb DensityC (m) Overburst Ratioe 

Ratiod 

OPJl Pipejacking unifonn dense 0.9 0.1 

OPJ2 Pipe jacking unifonn loose 0.9 0.1 

OPJ3 Pipejacking unifonn dense 4.0 0.1 

CPJ4 Pipejacking unifonn dense 0.9 0.1 

CPJ5 Pipejacking unifonn loose 0.9 0.1 

CPJ6 Pipejacking unifonn dense 0.4 0.1 

CPJ7 Pipejacking unifonn loose 0.4 0.1 

PB8 Pipe bursting unifonn dense 0.9 0.05 1.7 

PB9 Pipebursting unifonn loose 0.9 0.05 1.7 

PBIO Pipe bursting unifonn loose 0.4 0.05 1.7 

PBl 1 Pipe bursting unifonn dense 0.9 0.05 1.2 

aopJ refers to open shield pipejacking, CPJ refers to closed shield pipejacking. 

b The unifonn sand is Leighton Buzzard sand (Cu= 1.36, Cc= 1.04, 010 = 1.18mm). 
coense sand= 2.07 Mg!m3 and loose sand= 1.94 Mg!m3. 

ctrhe overcut ratio is the ratio of external diameter of the shield to the external diameter of the 
following pipe. The overburst ratio is the ratio of the maximum external diameter of the 
bursting head to the external diameter of the following pipe. 
l"fhe bursting ratio is the ratio of the external diameter of the burster to the internal diameter of 
the existing pipe. 

upward movements in front of a closed shield in dense, uniform 
sand can be seen clearly. The downward movements at the overcut, 
which were limited by dilation within the dense sand, are equally 
apparent. The dashed contour lines represent areas of movements 
that were not well defined, due to either the random nature of the 
movements or their small magnitude. 

Comparison Between Open- and Closed-Shield 
Pipejacking Tests 

Figures 2 through 5 show the vector displacement plots for four 
tests (OPJI and CPJ4 in dense sand, and OPJ2 and CPJ5 in loose 
sand, respectively) to illustrate the effects of volume of excavation, 
the only difference between the pairs being the (open or closed) 
shield type. Figures 2 and 4 illustrate the general pattern of sand 
movements in the longitudinal -plane as one of a circular motion 
around, and particularly over, the shield. There were outward (for
ward) and upward movements in front of the shield, which above 
the shield crown altered progressively to backward and upward 
movements. In addition there were downward movements of the 
sand lying above the shield into the void created by the overcut of 
the shield, and forward movements into this void by sand lying 
behind the shield. It should be noted that, for the reasons given in 
an earlier section, the movements at the overcut were exaggerated 
and that this influenced the overall pattern to a degree, although the 
influence can be easily allowed for from visual interpretation. 

The main observation when comparing the open- and closed
shield tests concerned the extents and magnitudes of the resulting 
movements. For the open-shield test in dense sand (OPJI) the max
imum extent of the sand movements in front of the shield was only 
approximately three diameters from the shield, whereas the move
ments for the equivalent closed-shield test (CPJ4) extended to the 
surface. This difference was expected, because the sand in front of 
the closed shield cannot move into the shield and consequently must 
move forward during jacking, causing much more sand to be dis
placed. The extents for the equivalent loose sand tests (OPJ2 and 
CPJ5) were similar in many respects, with neither test producing 
movements in front of the shield that reached the ground surface, 
because of sand compression. The closed-shield test movements 
did, however, extend further in front of the shield. 

Over the shield and at the overcut, the observed movements for 
the open- and closed-shield tests were very similar, once allowance 
was made for the greater upward and resultant spreading (hence soil 
disturbance) effects in front of the closed-shield tests. This caused 
the plane separating the horizontal forward movements and the hor
izontal backward movements at the shield crown to have a much 
greater angle to the horizontal for the closed-shield tests. Sand 
behavior at the overcut was largely influenced by the relative den
sity of the sand. The movements in dense sand diminished and 
extended only a small distance above the pipe. In loose sand, the 
movements extended much further and in the shallower (0.9-m 
deep) tests reached the surface, giving rise to a funneling effect 
caused by sand compresion. 
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FIGURE 1 Typical example of displacement contour plots (Test CPJ4) from analysis of laboratory test data (10-mm 
jacking distance, contours in mm). 
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FIGURE 3 Vector displacement plot for Test CPJ4 (0.9 m deep in dense sand, 10-mmjacking distance). 
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The effect of increasing the cover depth from 0.9 m to 4.0 min 
the open-shield pipejacking tests in dense sand can be seen in a 
comparison of Figures 2 and 6. It is clear that the higher vertical 
(hence mean normal) effective stress forced more sand into the 
shield, thus reducing the magnitude of the outward movements and 
preventing the spread of movements away from the operation. The 
closed-shield pipejacking tests were conducted only at relatively 
shallow depths. The results for cover depths of 0.4 m and 0.9 m in 
dense sand are presented in Figures 7 and 3, respectively. The 
increase in cover depth caused the movements immediately in front 
of the shield to become more horizontal before moving upward and, 
because of the greater mean normal effective stress, to ~educe sig
nificantly in magnitude. The greater lateral spreading was also seen 
in a reduction in movements at the overcut. 

Comparison Between Closed-Shield Pipejacking and 
Pipebursting Tests 

In this section the results from pipebursting tests PB8 and PB9 (Fig
ures 8 and 9) are compared with those from closed-shield pipejack
ing tests CPJ4 and CPJ5 (Figures 3 and 5). Although trenchless 
pipelaying techniques are superficially very different, the measured 
ground displacements were surprisingly similar. Indeed, if the plas
ter pipe in the pipebursting tests is ignored, the movements above 
the bursting head were very similar, in terms of both extent and 
magnitude, to those obtained in the closed-shield tests for both 
dense and loose sand. It should be remembered, however, that the 
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pipebursting movements were obtained from a 20-mm forward · 
jacking distance, as opposed to 10 mm for the pipejacking tests. 

For the dense-sand tests (Figures 3 and 8), the vector displace
ment plots show a large area of upward and forward movement in 
front of (or above) the particular operation, with some backward 
movement due to spreading effects. A smaller, localized area of 
rapidly diminishing downward movement was observed at the 
overcut/overburst due to sand moving into the cavity created by the 
forward jacking operation. These observations are typical of a dila
tant material and result in surface heave effects. 

For the loose-sand tests (Figures 5 and 9), the outward and 
upward movements did not reach the surface, dissipating 0.5 m 
above the operation, whereas the settlement caused by the over
cut/overburst did reach the ground surface and became the domi
nant feature of these tests. These observations are typical of a soil 
with a very small dilation angle. At shallower depths (PB 10 and 
CPJ7, Figures 10 and 11, respectively) in loose sand the movements 
did extend to the surface in front of (or above) the operation, 
although the high compressibility of the sand was evident and the 
settlement trough again dominated. The plots generally show a 
greater proportion of forward movement and more concentrated 
rotational movements in the pipebursting tests, the latter being due 
to the length of the shield separating the heave and settlement 
effects. 

These results indicate that a pipeburster with a 12° cone, deter
mined from the comparisons with pipebursters used in practice, that 
was pushed twice the distance of a vertical closed shield of similar 
size would cause similar soil movements. This allows interpretation 
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FIGURE 6 Vector displacement plot for Test OPJ3 (4.0 m deep in dense sand, 10-mmjacking distance). 



FIGURE 7 Vector displacement plot for Test CPJ6 (0.4 m deep in dense sand, 10-mm jacking distance). 
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FIGURE 8 Vector displacement plot for Test PBS (0.9 m deep in dense sand, 20-mmjacking distance). 
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FIGURE 9 Vector displacement plot for Test PB9 (0.9 m deep in loose sand, 20-mmjacking distance). 
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FIGURE 10 Vector displacement plot for Test PBlO (0.4 m deep in loose sand, 20-mmjacking distance). 
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FIGURE 11 Vector displacement plot for Test CPJ7 (0.4 m deep in loose sand, 10-mmjacking distance). 

of the likely ground movements caused by variations in the burst
ing head angle. If the whole passage of these operations is consid
ered, the closed-shield pipejacking tests produced twice the magni
tude of movements of the pipebursting tests. It should be noted that 
the overburst for the pipebursting tests (5 mm) was smaller than the 
overcut for the pipejacking tests (10 mm). However, the cavity is 
twice as long due to the 20-mm forward jacking distance, so the vol
ume loss is similar. 

For pipe bursting operations the bursting ratio is clearly important 
in ground movement prediction. The smaller this ratio, the smaller 
the amount of burster exposed outside the old pipe, and hence the 
reduced extent of the observed movements in front of the operation. 
This is clearly illustrated by the results from tests PB 11 and PB8 
(Figures 12 and 8, respectively), which showed bursting ratios of 
1.2 and 1.7, respectively. This means that the greater the bursting 
ratio, the more similar the movements were to the closed pipejack
ing tests in terms of extent. The bursting ratio has little effect on the 
magnitudes of the resulting movements for a 20-mm forward jack
ing distance, but because of the great extent of the displacements, 
the total magnitudes of the soil displacements will obviously be 
greater for greater bursting ratios after summation (the process of 
which is described later). This would be expected because of the 
greater volume of soil displaced. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF RESULTS 

The results for the three types of operation, open-shield and closed
shield pipejacking and (angled-shield) pipebursting, indicate clearly 
that there are close relationships between the resulting ground 
movements. For the pipejacking tests it is the degree of face support 
and amount of overcut that dictate the. extent and magnitude of the 
resulting soil movements, whereas for pipebursting tests it is the 
angle of the burster, the bursting ratio, and the degree of overburst 
that are important. The results presented herein thus provide a fun
damental understanding of the effects of the operation on the sur-

rounding soil. In addition, because of their consistency, the results 
can be extrapolated and interpolated, using engineering judgement, 
to predict the effects of pipejacking operations (using various face 
support methods) and pipebursting operations in practice. 

It will be apparent that this discussion is wholly dependent on the 
type of soil through which the operation is being carried out. 
Extreme cases of running sand, cohesionless soils below the water 
table, and very soft saturated alluvial soils would result in a contin
uous flow of soil into an open pipejacking shield. This would clearly 
be unacceptable and some degree of face support would be used, 
thus restricting the movements to levels that are much closer to 
those that have been modeled here. Whether they are closer to the 
closed-shield or open~shield movements would depend on the type 
and degree of face pressure used. For cases in which porewater pres
sures (both positive and negative) will be generated, due allowance 
for the time dependency of movements and subsequent consolida
tion of clay soils must be made. 

The type of soil is similarly very important in predicting the 
movements that are caused by pipebursting. A stiff, dense soil will 
produce considerably greater outward displacements within the 
ground than a loose, compressible material, which will in turn pro
duc~ greater settlement at the overburst. These movements have 
direct implications for other pipes, services or other structures 
within the vicinity of these operations as different movement 
regimes will be induced into them. 

The vector displacement plots shown in this paper all refer to a 
"snapshot" of the respective operations, 10-mm forward jacking for 
the pipejacking tests and 20 mm in the case of the pipebursting tests. 
In order to determine the full effects of the movements on adjacent 
services and structures it is necessary to obtain the total ground 
movements for the passage of the whole operation. This is achieved 
by a summation process of the results obtained from the snapshot 
plots, whereby the movements at 10 mm (in the case of pipejack
ing) or 20 mm (for pipebursting) horizontal increments at the height 
of the service or structure under consideration are added together 
according to the principle of superposition (7). By considering the 
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FIGURE 12 Vector displacement plot for Test PBll (0.9 m deep in dense sand, 20-mmjacking 
distance). 

relative stiffnesses of the soil and the service or structure, an esti
mation of the movements in the latter can then be made. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented in this paper allow good visualization of the 
movements that occur in the ground during the jacking stage of var
ious trenchless pipelaying operations. It is apparent from the results 
that there are many similarities between the patterns of movements 
observed, particularly between closed-shield pipejacking and 
pipebursting. The effects of variation of cover depth and, for 
pipebursting operations, the bursting ratio have also been demon
strated and conform broadly to expectations. 

A know ledge of the ground movements caused by trenchless 
pipelaying operations and their effects on adjacent services and 
structures is of considerable importance if these operations are to be 
more widely accepted. This is particularly important in the con
gested urban environment, where the density of services is very 
high. A procedure for calculating the movements inducted in adja
cent services or structures using the vector displacement plots has 
been described. It is intended, therefore, that the paper will provide 
a basis of understanding and data on which predictions of ground 

movements in practice can be based. Ideally these can be refined 
further by field monitoring, resulting in greater confidence in the use 
of trenchless pipelaying operations. 
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Three-Dimensional Response of Deeply 
Buried Profiled Polyethylene Pipe 

lAND. MOORE 

Three-dimensional finite element stress analysis is used to examine the 
response of profiled polyethylene (PE) pipe under various burial co.ndi
tions. Radial, circumferential, and axial normal stresses are examined 
for three pipes of different diameter buried at vari~us depths in .diffe.r
ent soil materials. The implications for PE pipe design are examined m 
relation to arching, time-dependent pipe response, and tensile rupture. 
The study found that circumferential stresses are predominantly com
pressive and can be predicted reasonably well u.sing conven.tional .two
dimensional analysis. Tensile axial stresses, which develop m the inn.er 
liner of the pipe, cannot be evaluated using three-dimensiona~ analysis. 
These tensions are greatest at the spring line and may be an important 
performance limit for lined corrugated PE pipe under deep burial. The 
pipes considered have a peak tension of not more tha~ half the 
AASHTO allowable value at 22-m burial in very good quality (SW95) 
backfill material or 11 m in the same soil at lower density (SW85). 

In the design of HDPE pipe for storm water sewer applications, sev
eral performance limits must be considered. Besides established 
limits such as buckling (1) and excessive deflection (2), the maxi
mum circumferential bending stresses in the pipe are often consid
ered in order to prevent tensile yield or rupture of the pipe (3). How
ever, for a complex three-dimensional structure such as a lined 
corrugated HDPE pipe, there is no guarantee that the maximum ten
sile or compressive stresses are in the circumferential direction. A 
three-dimensional analysis is required to examine the distribution 
of radial and axial stresses in the buried pipe, according to Moore 
and Hu in another paper in this record. 

A theoretical study of the three-dimensional stress state of a 
buried HDPE pipe is presented. Pipes with diameters of 300, 460, 
and 760 mm are examined. The pipe profiles consist of an annular 
corrugated section with an internal liner that provides improved 
hydraulic properties. Three-dimensional finite element analyses of 
the pipe-soil system were used to detect stresses in the pipe under 
various burial depths and for various backfill materials. 

After defining the buried pipe problem and describing the three
dimensional finite element analysis, the authors examine the 
response of a 460-mm pipe buried 11 m within a granular soil 
embankment. The circumferential stresses that were predicted using 
the three-dimensional finite element analysis and the conventional 
two-dimensional analysis are compared, and radial and axial 
stresses are examined. The nature of the local three-dimensional 
pipe deformation is considered in order to explain the axial stresses 
that occur. Pipe stresses are then examined for other burial depths, 
soil materials, pipe diameters, and HDPE moduli. A discussion of 
the significance of the three-dimensional pipe response in relation 
to various performance limits is also presented. 

I. D. Moore, Geotechnical Research Centre, The University of Western 
Ontario, London, Ontario, N6A 5B9, Canada. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Figure 1 (a) is a sketch of the the pipe-soil system that was studied. 
A circular pipe with annular corrugation and smooth internal liner 
is buried deeply within an earth embankment (this is generally the 
most conservative case, as the loads that develop on a pipe in an 
embankment burial condition will be more than those for the trench 
case where shear stresses develop on the sides of the trench, which 
provide some support to the column of soil over the pipe). The 
geometry of the pipe profile illustrates the three-dimensional nature 
of the problem Figure 1 (b ). The stresses that must be examined act 
in the circumferential au, radial am and axial Uzz directions as 
shown. 

The usefulness of two-dimensional linear and nonlinear elastic 
analyses of buried pipe systems has been well established through 
the work of Katona (4) and others. Undertaking a full, three
dimensional analysis of the buried pipe system, however, is a more 
formidable task. To understand the three-dimensional stress distri
bution through the pipe, it is essential to accurately model the cor
rugated pipe profile. Recognizing that the central axis of the annu
lar pipe is an axis of symmetry [Figure 1 (b )], the three-dimensional 
pipe geometry can be efficiently modeled using axisymmetric finite 
element theory. It is then possible to obtain a reasonable first 
approximation of the stresses in the pipe provided the correct soil 
stiffness and stress state are modeled near the pipe. 

The annular axisymmetric structure shown in Figure 1 is assumed 
to be buried in a region of elastic soil subjected to biaxial stress field 
(uniform vertical stress av and uniform horizontal stress ah). Resid
ual stresses are neglected and it is assumed that the pipe has been 
installed with a uniform backfill envelope around the full circum
ference (the impact of local bending at the pipe invert associated 
with variable support under invert and haunches is neglected). The 
research indicates that the spring line is the critical location for ten
sile stress in the pipe and that the use of uniform support for invert 
and haunches should not significantly affect those results. 

The finite element analysis so performed (5) is really the three
dimensional equivalent of the well-known, two-dimensional elastic 
solutions [such as those of Burns and Richard (6) and Hoeg (7)], 
which are used as design tools in various buried pipe industries 
[e.g., CANDE (8) and the design practice of the German Waste 
Water Association ATV (9)]. These use the plane strain continuum 
theory to determine the response of a uniform thickness tube buried 
in a uniform elastic soil. 

Table 1 contains details of the three pipe profiles to be consid
ered. The section properties have been calculated by numerical inte
gration of each of the three pipe profiles. 

Tables 2 and 3 describe the soil materials selected. For the 
embankment, three alternatives represent the kind of embankment 
materials that could be expected in the field. They include (a) one 
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(b) 

FIGURE 1 Geometry of buried HDPE pipe: (a) exposed view, (b) detail of pipe with annular corrugation and smooth internal liner. 

well-graded granular material compacted to 85 percent of the 
AASHTO T-99 maximum dry density (classified as SW85), (b) one 
silty material compacted to 90 percent of the AASHTO T-99 max
imum dry density (classified as ML90), and (c) one clayey soil com
pacted to 90 percent of the AASHTO T-99 maximum dry density 
(classified as CL90). Two well-graded granular backfill materials 
were considered: one at 85 percent of the AASHTO T-99 maximum 
dry density (classified as SW85) and one at 95 percent (classified as 
SW95). The latter material has a stiffness similar to a crushed rock 
backfill, which shows that these backfill materials represent the full 
range of materials that should normally be used in the field. The 
backfill zone is assumed to extend 300, 300, and 380 mm from the 
sides of pipes with diameters of 300, 460, and 760 mm, respec
tively. The density and coefficient of lateral earth pressure are also 
given for the SW95 material, because this soil is used as an embank
ment soil for one analysis (see the section, Pipe Response for One 
Typical Installation). 

The hyperbolic soil parameters given in Table 2 were used to esti
mate the elastic soil modulus. Table 3 shows estimates of stress and 
secant (not tangent) modulus at three depths within the backfill and 
embankment materials for embankments constructed from the 
SW85, ML90, and CL90 soils. These estimates are judged to be 
"average" values for the soil materials and stress values considered, 

TABLE 1 Circumferential Pipe 
Properties per Unit Length 

diameter a.rea . l:z::z: 

mm mm2/mm mm4 /mm 

305 5.4 541 

457 7.5 1606 

762 9.8 5211 

but are neither unique nor exact. Elastic soil modulus is not E', the 
empirical model-dependent parameter used in the Spangler deflec
tion equation. Instead, it is a real physical quantity that can be mea
sured in the laboratory and for which data exist based on extensive 
la~oratory testing (J 0). 

The selected pipe burial depths (3.6, 11, and 22 m) exceed the 
typical range for pipes of these diameters. Poisson's ratio for the soil 
has been estimated as 0.3. The interface between the pipe and the 
soil is assumed to be a "zero-slip" or "bonded" condition. For two
dimensional analysis, the "zero-slip" assumption leads to the largest 
bending stresses in the structure (6). 

Three HDPE modulus values were examined. In accordance with 
AASHTO design recommendations, a short-term value of 760 MPa 
and a long-term value of 152 MPa were selected to indicate the pos
sible extremes. An intermediate modulus value of 310 MPa also 
was examined. The selection of this intermediate modulus and the 
significance of short-and long-term HDPE moduli will be discussed 
in more detail in a subsequent section. Most of the analyses were 
performed using the pipe modulus value of 152 MPa. A value of0.4 
was assumed for Poisson's ratio of the HDPE (trial analyses using 
both 0.4 and 0.46 revealed that this parameter can affect the results 
by about 10 percent). 

PIPE RESPONSE FOR ONE TYPICAL 
INSTALLATION 

Before undertaking a parametric study to examine the limits of pipe 
stress for a range of burial conditions, pipe diameters, and effective 
pipe moduli, it is instructive to examine in detail the pipe response 
for one particular burial condition; namely, at a depth of 11 min an 
embankment constructed from SW95 well-graded granular mater
ial with the same SW95 material used as backfill [this use of a uni
form soil allows direct comparisons with the two-dimensional 
analysis of Hoeg (7)]. The 460-mm-diameter pipe was used for this 
first phase of the study. 
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TABLE 2 Soil Materials Including Density -y Coefficient of Lateral Earth 
Pressure Ko and Hyperbolic Modulus Data 

material classfctn K 

well graded SW95 950 

granular 

well graded SW85 450 

granular 

well com- ML90 200 

pacted silt 

well com- CL90 75 

pacted clay 

Figure 2 shows the finite element mesh used for the analysis 
near the 460-mm diameter pipe. This is a two-dimensional mesh, 
with variations in stress and displacement around the pipe cir
cumference modeled using harmonic terms. Actually, the mesh 
stretches five pipe diameters away from the pipe, but the stresses 
within the pipe and the soil directly adjacent to it are the principal 
concern. Six noded linear strain triangles (800 for the full mesh) 
are used to model the pipe and the soil material surrounding it. A 
mesh refinement study was conducted and revealed that the use of 
finer meshes would affect the stress predictions by a few percent
age points for large stress values, or by as much as 10 kPa for low 
stress levels (those less than about 30 kPa). For consistency, all 
solutions reported for the 460-mm-diameter pipe were performed 
using the mesh shown, and the solutions given later for the pipes 
of 300-mm and 760-mm diameter are based on very similar 
meshes. 

TABLE 3 Vertical and Horizontal Stress in Different 
Embankment Soils and Secant Moduli (MPa) in Embankment 
and Backfill Soils at Various Depths 

embkmt depth Uv CTli, embkmt SW85 SW95 

soil kPa kPa modulus modulus modulus 

SW85 3.6m 99 43 28 28 53 

SW85 llm 238 102 37 37 88 

SW85 22m 476 205 47 47 132 

ML90 3.6m 83 39 14 28 51 

ML90 llm 199 93 16 37 85 

ML90 22m 396 186 19 47 127 

CL90 3.6m 72 51 5 34 62 

CL90 llm 172 123 7 46 105 

CL90 22m 345 245 10 58 158 

n 

0.6 

0.35 

0.26 

0.54 

R1 c <Po /).</;> Ko density 

kPa kN/m3 

0.7 0 480 go 0.43 21.7 

0.8 0 3go 20 0.43 21.7 

0.89 24 32° 0 0.47 18.1 

0.94 48 170 70 0.71 15.7 

Figures 3 to 5 show contours of circumferential stress <Tu, radial 
stress cr rn and axial stress cr zz for the pipe and for the soil near the 
pipe. All stress values given in the figures and reported in subse
quent sections are tension positive. 

Circumferential stress has long been a concern of pipe designers 
trying to limit tensions associated with pipe bending. Figures J(a), 
3(b), and 3(c) show the distributions of circumferential stress at the 
pipe crown or invert; the spring line; and the quarter points 
(haunches and shoulders). A conventional two-dimensional analy
sis of the pipe [e.g., Hoeg (7)] can be used to estimate the distribu
tions of hoop thrust and circumferential bending moment, as well 
as circumferential stresses in the pipe wall. At 11-m depth with soil 
modulus 88 MPa and HDPE modulus 152 MPa, the resulting 
two-dimensional predictions of circumferential stress at the pipe 
centroid (neutral axis) are 30, 1,100, and 570 kPa, respectively. 
These values are very similar to those calculated using the 
three-dimensional finite element analysis. The three-dimensional 
analysis also reveals local variations away from the neutral axis as 
follows: 

• Stress in the section farthest from the pipe axis increases as one 
would expect at the crown-invert position, but remains close to the 
neutral axis values at the other two pipe locations. These extreme 
fiber stresses are less affected by bending than would be expected 
from calculations based on two-dimensional analysis. The mass of 
soil adjacent to the pipe at this location appears to be acting with the 
HDPE material to carry much of the bending stress. 

• A stress concentration occurs where the corrugation section 
and the lining intersect. 

• Stresses in the sections of lining spanning the corrugation 
decrease below the neutral axis values at each point around the pipe 
circumference. This is associated with the local bending that occurs 
here. This bending is examined later in this section in relation to the 
axial stress distributions shown in Figure 5. 

Radial stress values are all relatively low. Two-dimensional 
analysis of the system indicates that the radial stress at the neutral 
axis is about 14 kPa, which is consistent with what is shown in Fig
ure 4. This is only about 8 percent of the vertical overburden pres
sure (172 kPa). This high amount of "positive arching" is associated 
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FIGURE 2 Finite element mesh close to the 460-mm-diameter pipe. 
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FIGURE 3 Circumferential pipe stresses at (a) crown-invert, (b) spring lines, and (c) quarter points. 
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FIGURE 4 Radial pipe stresses at (a) crown-invert, (b) spring lines, and (c) quarter points. 

with circumferential shortening of the pipe, which also will be dis
cussed in more detail later. 

The radial stresses increase somewhat in the area where the cor
rugation section and the lining intersect, with the maximum and 
minimum values in relatively close proximity. Of particular inter
est are the small regions of radial tension predicted within the pipe. 

The axial stress distributions shown in Figure 5 reveal that ten
sile stresses do develop in the pipe liner. These stresses are the result 
of local bending and have been explained and investigated by 
Moore and Hu elsewhere, and by Selig (JI) in relation to pipe 
response under hoop compression. 

The tensions in the liner that develop close to the liner
corrugation junction represent an important performance limit for 
lined corrugated pipe under very deep burial. 

DIFFERENT DEPTHS AND BACKFILLS 

A parametric study was performed to determine how minimum and 
maximum stresses are affected by burial depths and backfill qual
ity. The results are shown in Table 4 for the 460-mm pipe with 

HDPE modulus of 152 MPa and with the ML90 embankment soil 
(closest to the soil used in real embankments). For each burial 
depth, backfill type, stress direction, and pipe location, the largest 
tensile (positive) stress is shown above the largest compression 
(negative). Where the upper value is negative, this represents th~ 
lowest compressive stress value (no tension occurs in that case). 

Also shown are estimates of the pipe deformation for each of the 
pipe burial conditions considered. Changes in vertical pipe diame
ter 6.Dv and horizontal pipe diameter 6.Dh are given, in addition to 
percent changes in diameter. 

The results reveal that: 

• Stresses within the pipe decrease as soil stiffness is increased 
(this is consistent with well-known trends for buried flexible and 
rigid pipe). 

• Pipe deformations decrease as backfill stiffness is increased 
(this also is consistent with what is expected for the flexible pipe, in 
which the pipe deformations are controlled predominantly by the 
soil, not the pipe itself. 

• Stresses in the pipe increase with burial depth, but at a rate that 
is less than linear. As soil depth increases the soil stiffness also 
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FIGURE 5 Axial pipe stresses at (a) crown-invert, (b) spring lines, and (c) quarter points. 

increases so that additional "positive arching" somewhat reduces 
the resulting loads. 

• The only tensile circumferential stresses that occur develop at 
the crown of pipes buried deeply in the stiffer backfill; the magni
tude of these tensions is quite small (the largest tension is 160 kPa). 

• Tensile radial stresses do develop in the pipes, but are of rela
tively low magnitude (less than 410 kPa) except at the spring line 
of the pipe deeply buried with lower density backfill. 

• Axial tensions er zz develop in the liner of all of the pipes. They 
are highest at the spring lines (for the SW95 backfill, maximum ten
sions range from I MPa to 2.7 MPa for 3.6-m and 22-m burial, 
respectively). 

PIPE MODULUS 

A parametric study was performed to examine how minimum and 
maximum stresses and pipe deformations are affected by HDPE 
modulus. The results are shown in Table 5 for the 460-mm pipe 
buried 11 m within an ML90 embankment with SW95 backfill. Pipe 
moduli of 760, 310, and 152 MPa are considered; these are effec-

tive (or "secant") moduli over the time period for which the load is 
applied. 

Time-dependent analysis using viscoelastic material models 
has demonstrated that for a parallel plate test performed on an 
HDPE pipe over a period of a few minutes, the effective pipe 
modulus is about 390 MPa (12). For a pipe burial with a depth of 
3.6 m over 1 hr or less (a rapid case), a modulus value of about 
310 MPa applies. Modulus for the pipe as it responds to this 
earth load over most of its design life ranges from 152 to 310 MPa, 
generally occurring closer to the lower value. Incremental 
HDPE pipe modulus for live loads will be much closer to 760 
MPa, depending on the rate at which the live load is applied and 
then removed. The net pipe response at a particular time involves 
adding the short-term live load response to the long-term response 
to dead load. 

Table 5 indicates that stresses are highest with an HDPE modu
lus of760 MPa, decreasing substantially with decreases in the effec
tive HDPE modulus. This is not surprising given that there is cir
cumferential shortening in the pipe and, therefore, "positive 
arching"; hence, decreases in effective pipe modulus lead to addi
tional "positive arching" (i.e., more of the overburden load is redis-
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TABLE 4 460-mm Pipe Response at Crown, Spring Line, and Quarter Points for Burial at Various 
Depths in Two Different Backfills; Minimum and Maximum Stresses Given, Tension Positive 

burial Urr Utt u,.,. UN' Utt 

condtn crown crown crown sprgl sprgl 

SW85 40 -40 220 220 -70 

3.6m -150 -340 -280 -710 -2200 

SW85 60 -70 370 450 -160 

llm -270 -590 -450 --1400 -4400 

SW85 80 -140 550 750 -300 

22m -430 -920 -680 -2400 -7500 

SW95 10 -10 80 170 -50 

3.6m -90 -170 -100 -520 -1700 

SW95 0 40 20 280 -100 

llm -220 -290 -150 -890 -2800 

SW95 40 160 80 410 -200 

22m -460 -640 -320 -1300 -4100 

tributed into the surrounding ground). This beneficial effect has 
been observed in the field for profiled HDPE pipes (13). 

Two-dimensional analysis can be performed for the soil-pipe sys
tem using the same geometrical and material data used to generate 
the results in Table 5. This indicates that as the modulus decreases, 
the average radial stress applied to the pipe decreases from about 32 
percent to about 9 percent of the vertical overburden pressure, with 
a value of 16 percent for modulus 310 MPa. 

These data have important consequences for HDPE pipe design. 
Current design practice is based largely on procedures developed 
for the metal pipe industry. The basis of these procedures is the ring 
compression theory of White and Layer (14), which asserts that the 
full overburden load acts on the pipe. -

Clearly the ring compression theory is not valid for HDPE pipes 
because there is substantial positive arching and only a fraction of 
the overburden load reaches the pipe. For the case considered, the 

-

u,.,. U"' Utt u,.r. 6.D.,mm 6.Dhmm 

sprgl qrtr qrtr qrtr (3D) (3D) 

1400 130 -60 820 -4.1 -0.2 

-1700 -410 -1300 -990 (0.93) (0.03) 

2800 250 -140 1600 -8.1 -0.3 

-3400 -800 -2500 -1900_ (1.8JO) {0.13) _ 

4700 420 -280 2600 -13.5 -0.5 

-5700 -1300 -4200 -3200 {3.03) {0.13) 

1000 90 -50 560 -3.0 0.1 

-1300 -280 -880 -670 {0.73) {0.03) 

1800 140 -120 890 -5.1 0.3 

-2100 -450 -1400 -1100 {1.13) {0.13) 

2600 200 -220 1300 -7.4 0.5 

-3100 -640 -1200 -1500 {1.63) {0.13) 

ring compression theory leads to overestimates of pipe stress levels 
by a factor of 100/16 = 6 in the short term and 100/9 = 11 in the 
long term. As can be seen, this is very conservative. 

From the pipe deflection data, it appears that small increases in 
pipe deflection are associated with the changes in HDPE modulus. 
From the 310-MPa to 152-MPa modulus reduction, there is a 10 
percent increase in pipe deflection. This small increase is a direct 
result of the action of the granular backfill, which is largely con
trolling the pipe deflection. Again, this is consistent with field obser
vation (13). 

These results have implications for the labels used to describe the 
time-dependent HDPE response. The observed behavior can be 
labeled as "stress relaxation" (decreases in stress with time for 
HDPE kept at constant strain) or "creep" (increases in deformation 
with time for HDPE kept at constant stress). Although the actual 
behavior lies somewhere between these two simplified conditions, 

TABLE 5 460-mm Pipe Response at Crown, Spring Line, and Quarter Points for Different HDPE Moduli; 
Burial Depth 11 m; ML90 Embankment Soil; SW95 Backfill; Minimum and Maximum Stresses Given, 
Tension Positive 

pipe UN' Utt Uz.11: Urr Utt CT"" u"' Utt u,,,. tl..D.,mm tl..D,.mm 

modulus crown crown crown sprgl sprgl sprgl qrtr qrtr qrtr (3D) (3D) 

760 - 100 -60 660 960 -100 6000 540 -110 3300 -3.6 0.4 

MP a -640 -1400 -820 -3000 -9600 -7300 -1700 -5200 -4000 {0.83) {0.13) 

310 30 0 160 500 -110 3200 270 -120 1700 -4.6 0.3 

MP a -230 -470 -290 -1600 -5100 -3800 -850 -2600 -2000 (1.03) (0.13) 

152 0 40 20 280 -110 1800 140 -120 890 -5.1 0.3 

MP a -220 -290 -150 -890 -2800 -2100 -450 -1400 -1100 {1.13) {0.13) 
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it is most similar to the "stress relaxation" condition in that the soil 
keeps the pipe deformations fairly constant, and the principal effect 
of the time-dependent HDPE response is a beneficial reduction in 
internal stresses. 

The predictions for pipe deflection that result from the present 
work are consistent with field data but are very different from what 
would be predicted using the Spangler equation for pipe deflection. 
The problem with the Spangler equation is that it ignores the sub
stantial positive arching associated with circumferential shortening 
and uses an E', or "soil spring" model, which is generally not 
adjusted to account for the real stiffness of the backfill surrounding 
the pipe. A better approach would be to use two-dimensional elas
tic continuum analysis for the pipe-soil system. Improved estimates 
of pipe stresses and deformations would be the result: 

• The elastic continuum solution includes the possibility of cir
cumferential shortening and thus can predict the positive arching 
that occurs in the field. The assumption that the full overburden 
stress is active across the pipe (an approach that works well for flex
ible metal pipes, which experience little circumferential shortening) 
is not appropriate for the HDPE pipes examined in this report. 

• The elastic continuum solution demonstrates that it is quite 
normal for horizontal diameter change to be different from the ver-
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tical diameter change (this difference is not an indication of a per
ceived problem, such as "squaring." 

• The elastic continuum solution leads to the conclusion that 
decreases in effective HOPE modulus are beneficial. Because of 
historical circumstances, the design of HDPE pipe is currently 
based on ring compression theory and the Spangler equation. 
Unfortunately, this has led to the incorrect conclusion that it is ben
eficial to use the higher AASHTO modulus in design. 

DIFFERENT EMBANKMENT SOILS 

A parametric study was performed to examine how minimum and 
maximum stresses and pipe deformations are affected ·by the 
embankment material. The results are shown in Table 6 for the 
460-mm pipe buried at various depths within SW85, ML90, and 
CL90 embankments with SW95 backfill. Pipe modulus of 152 MPa 
was used. 

It appears that the stresses and pipe deformation are not greatly 
affected by the embankment material (Table 6). The trends are com
plicated somewhat because although there are higher vertical load 
levels in the denser granular embankment, there is increased posi
tive arching, which offsets this effect. 

TABLE 6 460-mm Pipe Response at Crown, Spring Line, and Quarter Points for Burial at Various 
Depths in Various Embankment Soil Materials; HDPE Modulus 152 MPa; SW95 Backfill; Minimum and 
Maximum Stresses Given, Tension Positive 

embkmt Urr Utt u,.,. Urr Utt u,,,. Urr Utt u,.,, flDvmm .flDhmm 

depth crown crown crown sprgl sprgl sprgl qrtr qrtr qrtr (3D) (3D) 

CL90 40 -40 250 130 -40 800 80 -40 520 -2.0 -0.5 

3.6in -130 -380 -310 -410 -1300 -960 -270 -820 -640 . (0.53) (0.13) 

CL90 60 -90 360 200 -90 1300 130 -100 810 -3.6 -0.8 

llm -220 -560 -440 -640 -2000 -1500 -410 -1300 -1000 {0.83) (0.23) 

CL90 70 -120 460 270 -180 1700 180 -200 1100 -4.8 -1.0 

22m -440 -730 -560 -880 -2800 -2100 -560 -1700 -1300 {1.13) (0.23) 

ML90 10 -10 80 170 -50 1000 90 -50 560 -3.0 0.1 

3.6m -90 -170 -110 -520 -1700 -1300 -280 -880 -670 (0.73) (0.03) 

ML90 0 40 20 280 -110 1800 140 -120 890 . -5.1 0.3 

llm -220 -290 -150 -890 -2800 -2100 -450 -1400 -1100 (1.13) (0.13) 

ML90 40 160 80 410 -200 2600 200 -220 1300 -7.4 0.5 

22m -460 -640 -320 -1300 -4100 -3100 -640 -2000 -1500 (1.63) (0.13) 

SW85 10 -20 80 160 -80 1000 80 -70 540 -2.8 0.0 

3.6m -100 -160 -110 -500 -1600 -1200 -270 -850 -660 (0.63) (0.03) 

SW85 10 0 70 260 -190 1700 130 -170 870 -4.6 0.0 

llm -240 -230 -140 -840 -2600 -2000 -440 -1400 -1000 (1.03) (0.03) 

SW85 0 50 40 380 -340 2400 200 -240 1200 -6.6 0.1 

22m -490 -510 -280 -1200 -3900 -2900 -620 -2000 -1500 (1.53) (0.03) 
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TABLE 7 Pipe Response at Crown, Spring Line, and Quarter Points for Various Pipe Diameters at 
HDPE Modulus of 152 MPa; SW95 Backfill; ML90 Embankment; Minimum and Maximum Stresses 
Given, Tension Positive 

diameter Urr Utt Uu Urr Utt 

depth crown crown crown sprgl sprgl 

300mm 20 -20 120 150 0 

3.6m -100 -210 -220 -770 -1800 

300mm 20 -10 130 250 10 

11m -230 -290 -220 -1300 -3100 

300mm 10 0 120 350 20 

22m -480 -570 -290 -1800 -4400 

460mm 10 -10 80 170 -50 

3.6m -90 -170 -100 -520 -1600 

460mm 0 40 20 280 -100 

llm -220 -280 -150 -880 -2800 

460mm 30 160 80 400 -200 

22m -460 -630 -320 -1300 -4100 

760mm 10 -10 40 130 10 

3.6m -90 -150 -80 -330 -1400 

760mm 10 80 20 220 10 

llm -210 -330 -160 -570 -2300 

760mm 60 250 140 320 20 

22m -440 -750 -350 -830 -3500 

DIFFERENT PIPE DIAMETERS 

The final parametric study was performed to examine how mini
mum and maximum stresses and pipe deformations are affected 
by the pipe diameter. The results are shown in Table 7 for the 
300-, 460-, and 760-mm pipes buried at various depths within an 
ML90 embankment with SW95 backfill. Pipe modulus of 152 MPa 
was used. 

Again, the data indicate that the pipe diameter is not a particu
larly significant parameter. This is simply a reflection of the fact that 

· the pipe profiles have been designed to give approximately equal 
performance under .similar burial conditions. The compressive cir
cumferential, axial, and radial stresses are greatest in the 300-mm 
pipe, whereas the tensile stresses are slightly higher in the 460-mm 
pipe than in either of the other diameters. The very similar results 
for each of the pipe diameters supports the use of the 460-mm pipe 
for most of this three-dimensional buried pipe study. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

It is clear that the three-dimensional bending effects in lined corru
gated pipes cannot be predicted using two-dimensional analysis. 
While the maximum compressive stresses are in the circumferential 

u,_,_ u,.... O'tt Uu 6D,,mm t:i..Dhmm 

sprgl qr tr qr tr qrtr (3D) (3D) 

1000 80 -40 580 -1.8 -0.1 

-1800 -430 -1000 -1000 (0.63) (0.03) 

1700 130 -60 900 -2.8 -0.1 

-3000 -680 -1600 -1600 (0.9%) (0.03) 

2400 190 -90 1300 -3.8 -0.1 

-4300 -950 -2300 -2300 (1.33) (0.03) 

1000 90 -50 550 -3.0 0.1 

-1200 -280 -870 ~660 (0.73) (0.0%) 

1700 140 -120 880 -5.1 0.3 

-2100 -440 -1400 -1100 (1.13) (0.13) 

2600 190 -220 1200 -7.4 0.5 

-3100 -630 -2000 -1500 (1.63) (0.13) 

900 70 -60 480 -5.6 0.2 

-910 -160 -720 -480 (0.73) (0.03) 

1500 110 -120 -750 -9.l 0.2 

-1600 -280 -1100 -770 (1.23) (0.13) 

2300 150 -230 1100 -13.5 0.9 

-2300 -390 -1600 -1100 (1.83) (0.23) 

direction and could be estimated using two-dimensional theory, 
compressions and tensions develop in the axial and radial directions 
that cannot be predicted using two-dimensional plane strain theory. 

The analysis has shown that at the spring line of a 460-mm storm 
water pipe buried 11 m within dense granular backfill, a local axial 
tension of about 1.7 MPa can develop. As burial depth increases or 
backfill stiffness decreases, the magnitude of this local axial tension 
rises. The zone of tension is located within the liner, and the corru
gated component of the pipe profile is essentially unaffected. 

Comparing (a) the AASHTO short-term tensile strength of 20.7 
MPa (3,000 psi) with short-term stress values (i.e., values calculated 
using short-term HDPE modulus) and (b) the long-term tensile rup
ture stress of 6.2 MPa (900 psi) with the long-term stress values (i.e., 
values calculated using long-term HDPE modulus), it appears that 
the three pipes considered in this report have local stress not more 
than half the allowable value at 22 m burial in very good quality 
(SW95) material, or 11 min the same soil at lower density (SW85). 

The analyses suggest that increases in allowable burial depths 
may be possible for the profiled HDPE pipes in relation to the 
expected performance for deflection and local bending stress. This 
is conditional on a careful construction of the soil envelope, suffi
cient soil quality to maintain stability against buckling, and suc
cessful comparisons with field data to confirm the validity of the 
idealized soil-structure interaction model used in this study. · · 
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Structural Performance of Buried Polyvinyl 
Chloride Pipes Under Large 
Distributed Load 

SHAD M. SARGAND, GLENN A. HAZEN, XUEGANG LIU, TERUHISA MASADA, AND 

JOHN 0. HURD 

Two polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes of nominal diameters 457 and 914 
mm ( 18 and 36 in.) were fully instrumented and loaded to failure at the 
Ohio University load frame facility site as part of a major field testing 
program of plastic pipes. Before load testing, each pipe was backfilled 
with crushed limestone material meeting the Ohio Department of 
Transportation no. 310 subbase specifications. Height of backfill soil 
over crown was 610 mm (24 in.) for the 457-mm (18-in.) diameter pipe 
and 305 mm (12 in.) for the 914-mm (36-in.) diameter pipe. A specially 
designed rotational linear variable differential transformer (L VDT) 
deflection measurement system was inserted into the pipe to monitor the 
cross-sectional deformation. During the incremental stages of backfill
ing and load testing, readings from the strain gages and the L VDT sys
tem were recorded by computerized data acquisition units. Test data 
were analyzed to establish load-deflection curves, bending moment and 
thrust responses, and failure modes of the buried PVC pipes. In addi
tion, analytical results from modified Iowa formula and elastic solutions 
of J. Q. Burns and R. M. Richard were compared with the experimen
tal results to evaluate general applicability of these analytical methods. 
The findings of this study indicated that the elastic solutions are valu
able for analyzing flexible pipes buried in a homogeneous soil with 
loaded boundary more than one pipe diameter away. 

Increasing use of profile-wall, plastic pipes in the transportation 
facilities has led to numerous studies on performance of these plas
tic pipe products. Adams et al. (1) studied a 610-mm (24-in.) plas
tic pipe under high fill conditions and noted that the change in ver
tical diameter was in the 3 to 5 percent range, whereas variation in 
the horizontal diameter was only 0.5 percent. The vertical deflec
tion was determined to result from compression instead of bending. 
Minimal fill conditions were examined by Katona (2). He suggests 
that a conservative allowable deflection criteria of 7.5 percent can 
be used to determine minimum fill height. Because all pipes depend 
on the mechanical properties of the soil, a minimum overburden of 
305 mm (12 in.) is recommended. Culley (3) suggests that pipe stiff
ness be incorporated in design procedures for diameters over 610 
mm (24 in.) and viscoelastic behavior be considered for depths of 
over 15.24 m (50 ft). 

This study presents both experimental and analytical results for 
two profile-wall polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes. The reason that 
this report is focused on the PVC pipes is that it appears in recent 
years an increasing number of publications has been made by oth
ers on high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipes than on PVC pipes. 
The research program, initiated by Ohio University, was founded 
on multiple objectives. The first objective was to examine failure 

S. M. Sargand, G. A. Hazen, X. Liu, and T. Masada, Civil Engineering 
Department, 145 Stocker Center, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701-
2979. J. 0. Hurd, Ohio Department of Transportation, 25 South Front Street, 
Columbus, Ohio 43215. 

modes of profile-wall design plastic pipes. The second aim was to 
establish design parameters based on true mechanical properties of 
backfill material and flexibility of pipe. The third objective was to 
develop design criteria and analytical procedures to determine soil 
and pipe performance. And, if necessary, recommendations may be 
made as to the material and design specifications for the various 
profile-wall plastic pipe types. The last objective was to develop 
laboratory test procedures to simulate actual field behavior for qual
ity assurance testing of profile-wall plastic pipes. 

TEST PIPES AND INSTRUMENTATION METHOD 

The first pipe, PVC-1, was a profile-wall PVC pipe with a nominal 
diameter of 457 mm (18 in.). Structural design of this pipe combines 
a seamless uniform cross-section wall with perpendicular radial 
ribs. The second pipe, PVC-2, had a nominal diameter of 914 mm 
(36 in.). The wall profile was smooth (rib-free), consisting of hol
low core I-beam design. Table 1 summarizes some of the basic 
properties of the pipes, and typical wall profile is graphically shown 
in Figure 1. Both of these pipes are being used as gravity sewer 
pipes in the United States. 

Figure 1 illustrates a typical strain gage instrumentation plan 
applied to the pipes. Each pipe was instrumented with strain gages 
at two circumferential cross-sections along 4.268 m (14 ft) length. 
A total of 16 biaxial strain gages were placed at the primary section, 
located at the mid-length at eight equally spaced points (crown, 
shoulders, springlines, haunches, and invert) on both interior and 
exterior pipe wall surfaces. The secondary section, located 152 mm 
(6 in.) away from the primary section, received six biaxial strain· 
gages. The purpose of instrumenting this additional section was to 
provide a backup strain gage data for the crown and springline 
regions. The strain gages installed on the exterior surface of 
PVC-I and all surfaces of PVC-2 were type EA-50-125TQ-350, 
manufactured by Micro-Measurement. The resistance and gage fac
tor of this gage were 350 ohms and 2.18, respectively. A different 
type of strain gages (KFG-5-120-Dl6-l 1L3M3S by Kyowa Elec
tronic Instruments) was applied to the interior surface of .PVC-I 
because the space was limited and this gage came with presoldered 
3-m ·long lead wires. The resistance and gage factor of this gage 
were 120.4 ohms and 2.13, respectively. 

PIPE BACKFILLING PROCEDURE 

In this study, the PVC test pipes were installed in the field accord
ing to the current Ohio Department of Transportation (DOT) stan-



TABLE 1 Basic Properties of Test Pipes 

Average Inside Diameter 

Average Outside Diameter 

Wall Area 

Moment of Inertia 

Minimum Pipe Stiffness 

PVC-I 

448 mm 
(l 7.656 inch) 

502 mm 
(19.766 inch) 

7.8 mm2/mm 
(0.3066 in. 2/in.) 

464 mm4/rnm 
(0.0283 in.4/in.) 

413.7 KN/m/m 
(60 lbf/in/in) 

Secondary Primary 

PVC-2 

896 mm 
(35.275 inch) 

952 mm 
(37.475 inch) 

14.4 mm2/mm 
(0.5676 in. 2/in.) 

17190 mm4/rnm 
(0.1049 in.4/in.) 

317.17 KN/m/m 
( 46 lbf/in/in) 

Biaxial 
Strain Gages 

213.36 cm 
(7'-0") 

213.36 cm 
(7'-0") 

Side View (not to scale) 

DODD 
PVC-1 PVC-2 

Typical Wall Profile (taken along longitudinal axis) 

l (Crown) (Crown) 

7 ~~---+-----+-++-3 7 ~~-----'llf-----tt-~3 (Spring
line) 

5 
Secondary Section Primary Section 

Cross-Sectional View (not to scale) 

FIGURE 1 Typical wall profile and strain gage instrumentation 
plan for PVC-1 and PVC-2. 

dard practices and subjected to loading incrementally by utilizing 
an unique load frame facility. This load frame facility, shown in 
Figure~' was designed by the Center for Geotechnical and Envi
ronmental Research (CGER), Ohio University. It consists of two 
major components-two high capacity hydraulic cylinders and a 
structural frame anchored deeply into bedrock. The facility is some-

what similar to the loading system often used when load tests are 
performed on pile foundations. Instead of selecting a dead weight, 
a total of eight tension rock anchors were installed to supply large 
uplifting capacity. Four concrete columns, spaced 7.622 m (25 ft) 
center-to-center, rest directly on top of a shaley bedrock. They func
tion as a support for the structural I-beam frame. The two hydraulic 
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FIGURE 2 Load frame facility and L VDT deflection measurement system. 

cylinders were connected to a hydraulic power supply/control unit 
for ynchronized operation. 

Installation procedures for the two pipes were basically the 
same. First, a trench of approximately 7 .622 m (25 ft) length and 
3.658 m (12 ft) width was excavated by backhoe under the load 
frame facility. The depth of the trench was extended down to the 
top of bedrock so that no soft soil layer might support the test 
pipe. A bedding layer of suitable thickness was formed by spread
ing and compacting in lifts crushed limestone material meeting 
the Ohio DOT no. 310 subbase material specifications. Actual 
bedding layer thickness was 508 mm (20 in.) for PVC-1 and 
9 I 4.4 mm (36 in.) for PVC-2. Initial laboratory gradation test 
results (in terms of percent finer in mass) on the backfill soil, 
Table 2, were 100 percent on a 2.5-in. sieve, 100 percent on a 1.0-
in. sieve, 25 .5 percent on a no. 4 sieve, 5.5 percent on a no. 40 
sieve, and 2. 7 percent on a no. 200 ieve. The test pipe was care
fully set over the bedding under the hydraulic cylinders. Then, the 
pipe backfilling work commenced by placing the Ohio DOT no. 
310 material with a vibrating plate compactor. Lift thickness was 
usually 254 mm (10 in.) or less when compacted. It was con
trolled so that the top of lifts would coincide with the springline 
and crown elevations. The backfill height was extended 610 mm 
(24 in.) and 305 mm (12 in.) beyond the pipe crown for PVC-1 
and PVC-2, respectively. This difference in the installation con
dition was introduced to examine general influence of burial 
depth on the pipe performance and reliability of some of the 

existing analytical methods. During backfilling, moisture content 
and dry density of each lift were recorded. The average moisture 
content and compaction rate were 5.1 percent and 90.8 percent 
for PVC-1 and 5.3 percent and 91.9 percent for PVC-2, respec
tively. Efforts were made manually to place the badkfill soil 
densely in the haunch areas. 

Once the backfilling was completed, a welded I-beam loading 
platform was positioned at the top of the pipe/soil system. This plat
form covered a contact surface area of 1.83 m (6 ft) width by 2.744 
m (9 ft) length. The platform placement applied a surface pressure 
of about 6.89 kPa (1 lb/in.2

). 

LOAD TEST PROCEDURES 

Typical test set-up included a specially designed L VDT/stepper 
motor system and the biaxial strain gages all connected to comput
erized data acquisition units and soil pressure cells and a settlement 
profile-meter read by a readout box. Each pre sure cell wa embed
ded within a thick lens of fine sand to prevent bridging effect prob
lem. Cross-sectional deformation of the pipe at the instrumented 
section was monitored with a specially designed LVDT driven by a 
stepper motor. This L VDT/stepper unit was secured on an alu
minum I-beam section and suspended in air into the center of the 
pipe through a holding stand (see Figure 2). The advantage of this 
L VDT unit was that it provided deformation of the pipe at 72 or 
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TABLE 2 Gradation Data on Backfill Soil 

U.S. Sieve No. Sieve Size (nun) 

2.5 inch ,•,. 63 

1.0 inch .. 25 

4 4.75 

40 0.425 

200 0.075 

more points along the pipe circumference within 30 sec. A settle
ment profile-meter (GEOKON Model 4651) probe was attached 
onto the loading platform to monitor settlement of the platform dur
ing the pipe loading test. 

After backfilling and placement of the loading platform, a load 
test was initiated by pressurizing the two hydraulic cylinders. The 
hydraulic pressure w~s increased typically in 1379 kPa (200 lb/in.2) 
increments. This translates to an increase of 54.47 kPa (7.9 lb/in.2) 

per increment in the intensity of the surface pressure applied, based 
on the number of hydraulic cylinders ( = 2) used, the bore size 
inside each cylinder(= 355.6 mm = 14 in. in diameter), and the 
surface area covered by the loading platform(= 1.83 m by 2.74 m 
= 6 ft by 9 ft). Duration of each load increment was 15 min, during 
which three sets of readings were taken simultaneously from all the 
sensors every 5 min. · 

TEST DATA ANALYSIS 

Output voltage readings from the strain gages were transformed to 
corresponding level of strains. Then, the bending moment (M) and 
thrust (P) across the pipe wall were computed through the strain 
readings obtained from two biaxial gages located distances C1 (pos
itive) and C2 (negative) away from the neutral axis of the pipe wall: 

M = l-Eµ2 lc
1 
~ CJ(cc2 - £c1 ) + µ(£L2 - £L1 )] (1) 

(2) 

TABLE 3 Summary of Backfill Data 

PVC-I 

Moisture Percent 

TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD 1514 

Percent Finer in Mass (%) 

Ohio 0.0.T. Typical Lab Data 
Requirement 

100 100 

70-100 100 

25-100 25.5 

5-50 5.5 

0-10 2.7 

where 

E= Young's modulus of pipe material; 
µ = Poisson's ratio of pipe material; 
I = moment of inertia of pipe wall per unit length; 

ec = circumferential strain in pipe wall; 
eL = longitudinal strain in pipe wall; 
A = cross-sectional area of pipe wall per unit length. 

Here, sign conventions of Timoshenko are used consistently. In 
other words, bending moment is positive if its action tends to deflect 
the beam concave upward. Thrust is positive if it is in tension. 

ANALYTICAL METHODS APPLIED 

Analytical tools applied to analyze the two PVC pipes were modi
fied Iowa formula and elastic solutions of Burns and Richard (4). 
Iowa formula has been used widely by engineers and researchers. 
The elastic solutions mentioned above have received little attention 
since publication in 1964. These solutions are available as Level 1 
Solution in CANDE (Culvert ANalysis and DEsign)-89 finite ele
ment computer code. 

The Iowa formula was originally established by Spangler (5) on 
the basis of elastic ring theory and fill-load hypothesis he reached 
after testing numerous flexible steel culverts. The formula was later 
modified by Watkins and Spangler (6) through a similitude study to 
the current form of: 

t::.x lOO·DL ·K·P 
(%)-~~~---==-~~~ 

d 0.149(PS0 )+0.06l(E') 
(3) 

PVC-2 

Moisture Percent 
Thickness Content Compaction Thickness Content Compaction 

(mm) (%) (%) (mm) (%) (%) 

Bedding 457 5.3 75.0 229 6.0 86.4 

Layer l 229 4.5 100.0 254 5.0 96.I 

Layer 2 229 5.0 93.8 254 4.5 94.5 

Layer 3 203 5.3 92.2 254 4.2 87.0 

Layer 4 203 5.3 92.2 254 4.6 89.0 

Layer 5 203 4.9 91.4 305 7.2 98.4 
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where 

!lid = horizontal deflection (percent); 
DL = deflection lag factor; 
K = bedding constant; 
P = pressure on pipe; 

PS0 = pipe stiffness; 
E' = modulus of soil reaction. 

The above equation may be also applied to evaluate the vertical 
deflection on the assumption (Uni-Bell PVC Pipe Association) (7) 
that the pipe deforms equally in both horizontal and vertical direc
tions. 

More rigorous theoretical solutions were formulated. by Burns 
and Richard (4) for an elastic circular ring deeply buried in an infi
nite elastic soil material. They applied extensional shell theories to 
the pipe and Mitchell's stress function to the elastic soil medium. 
First, they assumed that radial displacements are continuous at the 
pipe/soil interface. Under the full-slip condition, zero shear stress 
exists at the pipe/soil interface, whereas equality exists at the inter
face between tangential displacement of the pipe and tangential dis
placement of the soil medium under the no-slip conditions. Solu
tions for the two conditions are summarized as follows: 

Full-Slip Condition 

W = ;~ [ VF(l - G0 )- ~ VF(l + 3G2 - 4b2 )cos 28 J 

N = P,,R[ B(l - Go) + i (1 + 3G2 - 4b2 ) cos 28 J 

M = P,.R 2 
[ ~~; (1- Go)+ i (1 + 3G2 - 4b2 ) cos 28 J 

No-Slip Condition 

~R[ ) W = -- VF(l - Go)- VF(I- G2 -2b2 )cos28 
2Ms 

N = PvR[ B(I - Go)+ C(l + G2 )cos28) 

M = ~1 R2 [CVF (1-G0 )+£(1-G2 -2b2 )cos2s] 
. 6VF 2 

where 

P" = pressure applied at top and bottom boundaries; 
R = radius of pipe; 

M" = confined soil modulus; and 
0 = counterclockwise angle taken from right springline. 

(4) 

(5) 

Definitions of the other terms, such as VF and VF, are listed below. 

1 
B = 0.5(1 + K) = --

2(1- v) 

C=0.5(1-K)= l- 2v 
2(1- v) 

VF= 2BMsR =(l+K)MsR 
EA EA 

VF= 2CMsR
3 

=(1-K)MsR
3 

6£/ 6£/ 
VF-l 

G ------
o - VF+(BIC) 

for both no-slip and full-slip 

(6) 
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C(l-VF)VF-(CIB)VF+2B 
G - --------------

2 - (1 + B)VF + C(VF + l/B)VF+ 2(1 + C) 

for no-slip 

(2VF-1 + l/B) 
G-------

2 - (2VF-l+3/B) 

for full-slip 

b _ (B+CVF)VF-2B 
2 

- (1 + B)VF + C(VF + 1/B)VF + 2(1 + C) 

for no-slip 

b _ 2VF-1 
2 

- 2VF-l+3/B 

for full-slio 

Hoeg (8) also developed his elastic solution for deflection (W) of 
a pipe placed in an infinite elastic media, along with performing 
some experiments in a test bin. He used a similar model, but he 
did not impose any specific ratio for the horizontal vertical loads. 
His solutions are useful only for uncorrugated pipes, since the 
moment of inertia is being computed based on the pipe wall thick
ness. Galili and Shmulevich (9) conducted an extensive experi
mental study of flexible to semirigid pipes in a laboratory soil-box 
and compared the results to the elastic solutions of Burns and 
Richard (4) and of Hoeg. Here, flexible pipes are defined with S 
< 0.005. Pipes with midrange stiffness are characterized with 
0.005 < S < 0.5. Sis a pipe/soil stiffness ratio expressed in terms 
of Eil(M5r1

) where Ms is a confined one-dimensional modulus and 
r is the pipe radius. Their outcome indicated that the elastic solu
tions agree relatively well with the experimental for flexible to 
midrange stiffness pipes. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The backfilling and load test was conducted on June 5 and 6, 1992, 
for PVC-1 and on April 29 and 30, 1992, for PVC-2. During back
filling the pipe diameter in the vertical direction increased by 0.2 
percent for PVC-1 and by 0.11 percent for PVC-2. This indicates 
that the backfilling operation induced relatively insignificant struc
tural responses in the pipes. 

Upon application of increased loading, the pipes did not respond 
instantaneously; it generally took several minutes for the effects of 
the loading to be felt within the pipe/soil system. Once the load 
influence appeared, the pipe response stabilized quickly. This was 
due to the use of a stiff, granular backfill material. The test results 
presented in this section represent for each load increment the final 
stabilized pipe response. Figure 3, G and b, presents horizontal and 
vertical deflections measured during the load test for the two test 
pipes. A vertical deflection of 7.5 percent was reached under sur
face pressure of 245.46 kPa (35.6 lb/in.2

) for PVC-1 and under sur
face pressure of 382 kPa (55.4 lb/in.2) for PVC-2. These surface 
pressure intensities correspond to at least 13.1 and 20.4 m ( 43 and 
67 ft) of depth for PVC-1 and PVC-2, respectively, using an aver
age backfill density of 1.92 g/cm3 ( 120 lb/ft3). These plots also indi
cate deflections computed from the modified Iowa formula and the 
elastic solutions of Burns and Richard (4). Parametric values used 
for the modified Iowa formula were: 
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PS0 = 4·13.7 kPa (60 lb/in.2); E' = 20.68 MPa (3,000 lb/in.2); 
DL = 1.0; K = 0.11 forPVC-1 

PS0 = 317.17 kPa (46 lb/in.2
; E' = 20.68 MPa (3,000 lb/in. 2

); 

DL = 1.0; K = 0.11 for PVC-2. 

The E' value of 20.68 MPa (3,000 lb/in.2
) was selected accord

ing to the study by Howard (JO) as a standard value for relatively 
well compacted crushed rock material. The K value of 0.11 was rec
ommended by Moser (I 1) and Uni-Bell Pipe Association (7), which 
corresponded to a nearly unhaimched _condition. For the elastic 
solutions, the following input values were utilized: 

E = 2.758 GPa (400,000 lb/in.2
); u = 0.30 for PVC-I and PVC-2 

Ms= 13.79 MPa (2,000 lb/in.2
); u_, = 0.25; 

K = 0.333 for backfill soil. 

Based on the experimental plots of surface pressure vs. horizontal 
deflection, the initial E' value of the backfill soil may be back cal
culated to be about 6.205 MPa (900 lb/in.2

) for PVC-I and about 
I6.62 MPa (2,410 lb/in. 2) for PVC-2. This indicates that the back
fill soil was somewhat less stiff around PVC-1, contrary to the data 
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FIGURE 3 Deflection of PVC-1 (a) and PVC-2 (b) pipe during 
field load test. 
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presented in Table 3. The backfill soil, which contained aggregates 
as large as 25 mm in diameter, could not be compacted effectively 
in the zone immediately next to PVC-I due to the presence of nar
rowly spaced ribs. The field density tests for the backfill were typ
ically performed about 0.6 m (2 ft) away from each test pipe. So, 
the backfill data presented in Table 3 may not be representing the 
actual conditions that existed immediately next to PVC-1. Magni
tude of the vertical deflection remained at 1.2 to 1.3 times the hor
izontal deflection for PVC-I, whereas this deflection ratio 
decreased from 2.5 to I. I for PVC-2 as the surface pressure was 
increased. This contrasts with vertical to horizontal deflection ratio 
assumed to be I .O for the modified Iowa formula. The elastic solu
tions produced ratios of I .28 for no-slip condition and I .23 for full
siip condition between the vertical and horizontal deflections. Pro
gressive stages of actual deformed shape of PVC-1 recorded during 
the load test is shown in Figure 4. The pipe deformed nearly sym
metrically. 

Review of bending moment and thrust around the pipe circum
ference can indicate the overall response of the pipes to the load for 
both pipes. The moment responses of the pipes were consistent with 
the basic principles of engineering mechanics. Positive moment was 
measured at the crown and the invert, whereas the springline 
regions experienced negative moment. The magnitudes of moment 
were more pronounced for PVC-2. Thrust remained entirely com
pressive in the wall of both pipes, except for the haunch regions 
where increasing surface pressure induced extensional thrust. of 
small magnitudes. Comparisons between experimental results and 
elastic solutions for bending moment and thrust at crown and 
springlines are made in Figures 5 through 12. For PVC-1 the bend
ing moments were relatively close, both at the crown and at the 
springlines. For PVC-2, agreement between the theory (full-slip) 
and the experimental was good at the crown. But, at the springlines 
the theoretical moments were much less than the experimental. 
General agreement for thrust was somewhat less satisfactory 
between the experimental and the theoretical. Overall, these plots 
.indicate that for pipe deflections and bending moment level of 
agreement between the experimental values and elastic solutions 
was better for PVC- I, the pipe under deeper soil cover. And, 
between the no-slip and full-slip solutions, the latter predicted val
ues closer to the experimental results. Hoeg stated that the bound
ary conditions assumed in his elastic analysis are not very severe if 
the loaded boundaries are at last one pipe diameter away from the 
pipe wall. The ratio of the soil cover over the nominal pipe diame
ter was 1.333 for PVC-1 and 0.333 for PVC-2. This may explain the 
less satisfactory agreement observed for PVC~2 between the exper
imental and theoretical results. Also, the Interface friction angle 
between the smooth PVC pipe surface and the backfill soil should 
be relatively small. 

During the load test PVC- I continued to deflect without 
developing wall crushing or buckling. This pipe reversed its cur
vature slightly in the crown region during the last load increment 
(surface pressure 546 kPa = 79.2 lb/in.2

, equivalent fill height 
29 m = 95 ft or more, vertical deflection 17 percent). Upon 
removal of the pipe after the test, close examination revealed no 
physical damage to the pipe wall and ribs. On the contrary, PVC-
2 experienced structural failure under the surface pressure of 
436.45 kPa (63.3 lb/in. 2) through seam failure and longitudinal 
cracking which was concentrated in the springline regions. This 
surface pressure is equivalent to more than 23.2 m (76 ft) of 
cover over the pipe. The pipes are shown in Figure 13. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Two PVC pipe of diameter 457 mm and 914 mm (18 in. and 36 
in.) were instrumented, buried in a stiff backfill oil, and sub
jected to large loads. An unique, large-scale, load frame facility 
wa utilized to conduct the pipe tests. The loading condition 
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simulated in this study reflected pos ibly the wor t loading con
dition that these pipes can experience during ervice. These 
pipes are rarely in talled under hallow cover conditions and are 
seldom subjected to extremely large surface loading. Extremely 
large surface loading applied only a few feet above the pipe does 
not allow any development of significant level of soil arching . 
The profile design differed significantly between the two pipes. 
The457-mm(18-in.)diameterpipe(PVC-l)was eamle s, olid
walled, and ribbed outside. The 914-mm (36-in.) diameter pipe 
(PVC-2) had seams running spiral along the length, with its wall 
ection hollowed in the core. The final soil cover wa 610 mm (24 

in.) for PVC-1 and 305 mm (12 in.) for PVC-2. Both pipes per
formed satisfactorily during the backfilling, and the field load 
te ts demonstrated that they could both carry substantial loading. 
Under applied surface pressure, PVC-1 continued to deform 
without showing any structural distress. Very slight rever al of 
curvature was observed in the crown region at 17 percent change 
in vertical diameter. PVC-2 deformed les under the same load. 
However, its load carrying capacity was limited by seam strength. 
Deflections predicted by the modified Iowa formula were slightly 
larger than the deflections obtained from the full-slip elastic solu
tion of Burns and Richard ( 4). For both pipes, the experimental 
deflection were larger than those resulted from both analytical 
methods. The elastic solutions (full-slip) agreed reasonably well 

FIGURE 13 Test pipes during and after load test: (top) cross
section, PVC-1 (under surface pressure of 546 kPa); (bottom) side 
view, PVC-2 after load test. 
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with the experimental bending moment results for PVC-1, the 
pipe under more than one pipe diameter thick soil cover. These 
findings indicate that the elastic solutions are valuable for ana
lyzing flexible circular pipes buried in a homogeneous soil with 
loaded boundary more than one diameter away. 
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Uplift Failures of Corrugated Metal Pipe 

R. A. LOHNES, F. W. KLAIBER, AND T. A. AUSTIN 

Surveys of county engineers in Iowa revealed that between 1970 and 
1975 and between 198.3 and 1988 corrugated metal pipe (CMP) uplift 
failures occurred at a rate of six per year. A similar survey of North 
American Departments of Transportation (DOTs) revealed only nine 
failures between 1987 and 1992. All failures involved pipes with diam
eters greater than 1.83 m. Fifty percent of the agencies responding to the 
second survey indicated they had standards for end restraint. About 6 
percent of the agencies avoid uplift problems by not using corrugated 
metal pipe and about 12 percent of the agencies limit the diameters of 
CMP. Eight agencies provided data that allowed calculation of end 
restraint force as a function of pipe diameter. The forces provided by 
the end restraints range from about 50 to 300 kN for a pipe 2 min diam
eter. A simplistic and very conservative analysis that treats the CMP as 
a beam was conducted as a basis for comparison. Six standards recom
mend forces lower than the analysis whereas three agencies actually 
recommend resisting forces greater than that provided by the analysis. 
Two CMPs that failed in uplift were analyzed and the apparent force 
that caused failure was back calculated. For one pipe that had no tie
down, the calculated failure force was below all of the standards; how
ever the presence of a cutoff indicates that cutoffs by themselves are not 
effective countermeasures to uplift. In the second case history where 
end restraint was provided, the calculated failure force was greater than 
that required by six of the nine agency specifications. 

Corrugated metal pipe (CMP) culverts are important components of 
the drainage systems of the country's transportation system. In 
Iowa, many county engineers have used large diameter flexible pipe 
culverts to replace small bridges and have realized significant sav
ings; however, in some situations, CMPs have failed as a result of 
longitudinal uplift. The objectives of this study are to (1) determine 
the scope of the problem within Iowa and in North America, (2) 
identify a unique set of pipe configurations that might be more con
ducive to uplift, and (3) identify types of tie-downs currently being 
used to resist uplift and synthesize the resisting forces provided by 
the structures. 

PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Only one publ_ication was found that documented uplift failures of 
CMP (J). In that report, buoyancy was assumed to be the cause the 
uplift with no consideration given to the dissipation of pore pres
sures through seepage. The analysis for a 2.44-m diameter pipe 
beneath a soil slope of 2.5 to 1 resulted in a moment of 404 kN.m. 

The FHWA issued Notice N 5040.3 dated April 26, 1974 (D.C. 
Coy, personal communication). This notice recommended all pipe 
culverts with diameters 1.22 m and larger be provided with end pro
tection and was accompanied by design standards for culverts up to 
4.57 m in diameter. 

The first assessment of CMP uplift problems in Iowa occurred in 
1975 when the Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT) surveyed 

Civil and Construction Engineering Department, Iowa State University, 
Ames, Iowa 50011. 

county engineers requesting information on uplift problems within 
the previous 5-year period (2). The questionnaire made no distinc
tion between flotation and folding failures of beveled or step 
beveled ends. Fifty of Iowa's 99 counties responded and the 
responses are shown in Table 1. Thirty failures occurred in 8 coun
ties with only 5 percent of pipes with diameters less than 2.43 m 
diameter having problems; however 16 to 18 percent of pipes with 
diameters greater than 3.07 m had problems. These data motivated 
the Iowa DOT in February 1976 to issue a letter to all county engi
neers urging them to anchor or reinforce inlet ends of unprotected 
flexible pipe. 

Not withstanding these warnings from FHWA and Iowa DOT, 
CMP uplift failures continued to be reported in Iowa. Concern that 
current design and/or construction practices are inadequate lead to 
this study. 

SURVEYS TO DETERMINE THE SCOPE OF CMP 
UPLIFT PROBLEMS 

Survey of Iowa Counties 1983 to 1988 

A survey of Iowa county engineers in 1988 revealed that 31 CMP 
had failed by uplift in the previous five years. It was hypothesized 
that it might be possible to identify a unique set of conditions that 
resulted in these uplifts. For example, are uplift failures more fre
quent in skewed and/or projecting conduits where less favorable 
hydraulic conditions exist at the inlet? 

These data indicate that 12 percent of 68 counties who responded 
to the questionnaire reported CMP failures. This compares to 16 
percent ofresponding counties in the 1975 survey. Table 2 summa
rizes the range of culvert sizes involved in uplift failures. All uplift 
failures were associated with pipes 1.83 min diameter or more. In 
one instance, the pipe uplift and subsequent washout caused the 
death of a motorist. 

Table 2 shows the range of culvert sizes involved in the failures 
and lists less than 31 events because some sizes had more than one 
failure. The majority of respondents indicated that plugging or partial 
blocking of inlets by vegetative debris contributed to the uplift fail
ures. Tables 1 and 2 suggest that projecting CMPs are not more likely 
to experience uplift difficulties. No unique geotechnical or hydrologic 
conditions were identified as contributing to the failures; however, the 
problems appear more common in regions of the state where signifi
cant elevation drops exist across the culverts. This suggests that the 
flow through the CMP was inlet-controlled and that in part of the pipe 
the flow will be shallow, high velocity (supercritical). Under these 
conditions, with the pipe only partially full, blockage of the inlet 
would not be necessary because buoyant pore water forces outside the 
pipe could be greater than the resisting weight of the water in the pipe. 

Of the counties reporting failures, 75 percent indicated that they 
used some form of tie-down including: piles and cables, concrete 
curtain walls, concrete slope collars, and sheet piling cut-off walls. 
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TABLE 1 Summary ofCMP Uplift Failures in Iowa 1970to1975 

Pipe diameter Number of 
(m) Projecting 

1.52 to 2.44 226 
2.46 to 3.05 19 
>3.07 11 

TABLE 2 Summary of CMP Uplift Failures in Iowa 1983 to 1988 

Diameter length Inlet 
geometry* 

(m) (m) 

1.83 76.8 unknown 
1.98 32.9 beveled 
2.29 36.6 projecting 
2.59 16.5 beveled 
2.74 18.9 unknown 
2.74 21.3 beveled 
3.25 x 2.11 .. 38.1 beveled 
3.35 44.5 projecting 
3.51 36.6 beveled 
3.66 21.9 projecting 
4.54 x 2.92 .. 46.3 beveled 
4.52 x 2.92 .. unknown beveled 
4.57 36.5 unknown 
5.18 36.5 unknown 
9.78 x 5.85 .. 79.2 unknown 

•• elliptical arch pipe 
*Projecting inlets are CMP with square ends; 

beveled inlets are CMP with ends parallel to 
the embankment. 

structures Number of failures 
Beveled Projecting Beveled 

166 2 1 1 
46 1 5 
53 2 9 

Survey of North America 1987 to 1992 

Uplift problems 

In order to define the uplift problem on a wider geo_graphic scale and 
to identify the types of end restraints being used, Iowa DOT with 
Iowa State University sent questionnaires to the DOTs in each 
of the 50 states, Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, and the eight 
provinces of Canada, requesting information on the use o_f restraints 
and any uplift problems encountered between 1987 and 1.992. 

Fifty-two of 60 agencies queried responded to the questionnaires. 
Of those responding, 9 (17 percent) agencies reported uplift.prob
lems iri the previous 5 years, arid 26 of the 52 report incorporating 
some type of an uplift restraint: Eighteen of those 26 agencies devel
oped the restraints in response to earlier problems. Table 3 summa
rizes data from seven of the reported upiift problems. Two ageneies · 
that experienced uplift problems provided no specific data ori the 
nature of the_ir problems. In all cases, except one, the pipes wete cir
cular with diameters ranging from 0.91 to 2.90 m. For the agencies 
who reported soil cover depths, the cover ranged from 1.5 to 3 m 
with the deepest cover of 3.05 mover the largest diameter pipe (2.90 
m) reported by Agency 6. All problematic pipes had projecting 
inlets except for one step beveied iniet and one beveled inlet. Table 
3 suggests that skew is fiot afi essential contributor to uplift. In all 
cases, the damaged pipes were replaced with new CMP and in most 
situations end restraint was added. 

TABLE3 Summary of CMP Uplift Failures, United States and Canada 1987 to 1992 

Agency Diameter or span/rise Length Skew Cover depth 
(m) (m) (deg) (m) 

1 4.5/2.7 nd nd nd 
2 1.82 nd 90 1.52 

2.44 nd 90 2.44 
3 1.52 5.8 nd nd 
4 0.91 12.2 10 (very little) 
5 1.52 nd nd 1.52 
6 2.90 50 30 3.04 
7 2.44 27.4 0 1.83 

"nd" indicates that no data are given. 
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Types of End Restraints 

Twenty-two agencies provided copies of their design standards for 
end restraints. The variety of end restraints can be classified as 
anchors, head walls, wing walls, and slope collars. Figure I shows 
schematic drawings of each type of end restraint. 

Anchors consist of vertical concrete walls with considerable 
mass of concrete below ground, perpendicular to the axis of the 
pipe, that extend to midheight of the culvert. Bolts connect the con
crete to the pipe. The pipe ends are beveled above the top of the con
crete. In some situations, cutoff walls extend below the concrete 
anchors. 

Head walls are vertical concrete walls, perpendicular to the axis 
of the pipe, that extend above the top of square ended pipe. Wing 
walls are similar to head walls but incorporate vertical walls on both 
sides at an angle to the axis of the pipe. The angled wing walls serve 
to direct ft ow into the pipe, prevent erosion or piping adjacent to the 
inlet, and add mass to resist uplift. 

Slope collars may be either concrete or metal. The collars sur
round the culvert inlet, perpendicular to the pipe axis, and are par
allel to soil slope of the embankment above the culvert'. 

Three agencies avoid CMP uplift problems by not using CMP. 
Six other agencies limit the maximum diameter of CMP, with the 

a) Anchor 

b) Full straight headwall· 

d) Slope collar 
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maximum diameters ranging from 1.37 to 2.13 m, thereby reducing 
the probability of uplift failure. 

Anchor walls are used by eight agencies, headwalls by six, wing 
walls by four, concrete slope collars by five, and metal slope collars 
by three. One agency uses anchor walls for CMP less than 1.22 m 
in diameter and either slope collars or wing walls for pipe larger 
than 1.22 m in diameter. A northern agency uses anchor walls on 
pipes 0.30 to 1.37 m in diameter with the latter as the maximum 
diameter CMP they will use. An agency from eastern United States 
recommends wing walls on CMP between 0.91 and 1.83 m diame
ter and headwalls as an option on pipes less than 1.22 m in diame
ter. The maximum diameter CMP that this state uses is 1.83 m. One 
north-central agency uses a system of longitudinal stiffeners. The 
variety of end restraints used suggests that in many cases the stan
dards are based on experience and not on theoretical analyses or 
results of load tests. 

Analysis of Resistance to Uplift 

In order to compare the resisting forces of the various end restraints, 
an analysis was conducted in. which the pipe was treated as a sim
ple beam. The details of the analysis can be found elsewhere (3) but 

$-

FIGURE 1 Types of headwalls described by agencies responding to survey. 
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u Pore pressure distribution 

FIGURE2 Schematic of CMPshowing pore water pressure 
distribution and resultant forces for simplified analysis. 

an overview of the results is summarized here. The uplift was 
assumed to result from a linear distribution of pore pressure with the 
maximum head equal to the pipe diameter at the inlet and a mini
mum head of zero at the outlet as shown in Figure 2. The pipe was 
conservatively considered to be plugged at the upstream end. The 
stiffness of the pipe and shearing resistance of the adjacent and 
overlying soil was neglected; thus, the only resistance to uplift was 
provided by the weight of the pipe and the overlying soil. The soil 
unit weight was assumed to be 18.85 kN/m3, roadway width 10 m 
shoulder to shoulder, and the embankment slope extending from the 
bottom of the culvert to the edge of the shoulder at a slope of 1 ver
tical to 2 horizontal. Cover above the pipe was taken as 610 mm; 
the pipe is not beveled. With these constraints, the pipe length and 
embankment height increases with increasing pipe diameters.-

The forces used in the analyses are shown in Figure 2 where Ws 
is the weight of the soil cover, WP is the weight of pipe, U is the 
resultant of the pore pressure distribution, and R is the resistance of 
the tie-down. The soil and pipe weight resultants act through the 
center of the embankment and the pore water force acts through the 
centroid of the triangular pore water pressure distribution, which is 
at a distance of one-third the pipe length measured from the inlet. 
The required resisting force is calculated from: 

R=U-~,-W, 

Obviously, this is a very simplified analysis that provides resisting 
forces that are conservatively high, because it ignores the CMP 
stiffness and the soil-structure interaction. 

Force Comparison of Various Restraints 

For each agency's standard, the resisting force of the restraint was 
computed for a range of pipe diameters and with a soil cover depth 
of 610 mm. These relationships between the resisting forces and 
pipe diameters can be classified as either linear or exponential 
shaped curves and are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In all cases but one, 
the last point on the curve represents the maximum diameter CMP 
that the standards allow. 

Figure 3 shows resisting force versus pipe diameter for the-stan
dards in which the relationship between pipe diameter and resisting 
force is linear. Also shown is the relationship resulting from the 
simplistic, conservative analysis (3). All of the standar_ds with a lin
ear relationship between force and diameter have much lower forces 
than those calculated by the rational analysis. The agency with the 
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FIGURE 3 Linear relationship between resisting force 
and pipe diameter from various DOT specifications. 
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lowest forces in its standards is also the only one which had an uplift 
failure when restraint was used. 

Agency standards that have an exponential relationship between 
resisting forces and pipe diameters are shown in Figure 4. Although 
the curve from the simplistic analysis very _is con~ervative, only 
one standard in this group has lower forces. The other three stan
dards- have resisting forces that are equal to or exceed those of the 
analysis. 

This synthesis points out the diversity in resisting forces among 
these agencies with a 500 percent variation for pipes about 2 m in 
diameter. It appears some standards may be providing resistance to 
uplift that is dangerously low whereas others are extremely conser
vative and may be too restrictive. The force comparison reinforces 
the interpretation that existing standards are not based on experi
mental results nor on rigorous theoretical analyses. 
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FIGURE 4 Exponential relationship between resisting 
force and pipe diameter from various DOT specifications 
for tie-downs. 
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CASE HISTORIES 

As part of the survey of Iowa counties, a few uplift failure ites were 
identified in which additional data were available for analysi . Two 
such sites are described here. Unfortunately data on prior rainfall, 
flooding, and maintenance were not available. 

Site 1 

This site had a corrugated structural steel plate culvert in tailed in 
February 1954 that failed in June 1976. The pipe was circular with 
a diameter of 3.66 m, a length of 29 m, a beveled inlet 1.5 to 1, and 
a slope of 3.81 percent. The fill above the pipe wa 853 mm deep 
and the roadway 8.53 m wide with a slope of 8 to 1 at the inlet and 
6 to 1 at the outlet. The fill extended to the top of the beveled inlet. 
No information was found on high water marks or discharge 
through the pipe during the flow that caused the failure. 

The pipe bent at a distance of 7 .92 m from the inlet until it was at 
about the same elevation as the shoulder of the roadway. This type 
of bending failure is illustrated in the photograph of Figure Sa. The 
pipe bottom collapsed inward beginning at about 6.71 m upstream 
of the centerline of the road and extended approximately to the cen
terline. Subsequent to the bending, the road grade washed o~t, but 
it was not clear whether water overtopped the road or undermined 
the pipe to cause the embankment failure. No tie-down structure or 
cutoff wall was used. 

Shear and moment diagrams were constructed from the soil load
ing. The maximum shear was found to occur at a distance of 8.84 m 
from the inlet. The bend in the pipe at a distance of 7.92 m occurred 
close to the point of maximum shear. The moment that must be 
resisted at 8.84 mis 643 kN.m and could be resisted by a force of 
75.2 kN located 305 mm from the inlet. In this case, the calculated 
resisting force for this 3.66-m diameter pipe falls considerably 
below the extrapolated resisting forces specified by any of the state 
or prdVincial agencies. 

Site 2 

The CMP at Site 2 was installed in July 1976 and failed in Septem
ber 1986. The pipe was a structural plate pipe with a diameter of 
3 05 m, a length of 36.6 m, a slope of 3.67 percent, and a projecting 
inlet. The roadway width was 8.53 m with slopes of 2.5 to 1 on both 
inlet and outlet ends and a depth of soil cover averaging 850 mm. A 
seepage collar was place 6.1 m downstream from the inlet. A tie
down consisting of two wood piles driven on each side of the pipe 
with two 76 X 406-mm horizontal wood planks across the top of 
the CMP and a 13-mm wire rope cable attached to the piles. Figure 
5b how a irnilar tie-down that failed by pulling the piles out of 
the ground. 

At Site 2 no data on high water or discharge were available, but 
the pipe failed by breaking the planks of the tie-down and stretch
ing the cable. The broken tie-down at Site 2 is shown in Figure 5c. 
The road grade washed out and the culvert was moved 100 m down 
stream. The bottom of the pipe collapsed inward so there was only 
about 610 mm of clearance between the top and bottom of the failed 
pipe. 

The force required to break the tie-down was estimated from 
available data. The flexural strength of the wood plank was as urned 
to be 49.6 MPa and the moment of inertia calculated to be 57.1 m4

• 
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a. FAILED CMP WITHOUT TIE-DOWN SYSTEM. 

b. PULL-OUT OF TIE-DOWN SYSTEM. 

c. FAILED TIE-DOWN SYSTEM. 

FIGURE 5 Examples of CMP uplift failures. 

Using the flexural equation, the failure moment is estimated to be 
160 kN .m. This moment corresponds to a uniform load of 52.5 kN 
acting over 1.52 m, the length where the pipe and planks are in con
tact. The indentation in the pipe made by the planks was obvious, 
so the total force acting on the planks is estimated to be 262 kN. In 
addition to the strength of the planks, the stretch of the cable must 
be included. If the cable is 13-mm wire rope with a yield stress of 
11724 MPa, the ultimate load would be 160 kN; however the cable 
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was not new so its ultimate strength was reduced by 20 percent to 
account for corrosion. Thus, the two cables could carry an addition 
load of 258 kN making the total load to fail the tie-down estimated 
to be 520 kN. This failure load Jor the 3.05 m diameter pipe is 
greater than the specified resisting forces for 6 of the 9 specifica
tions studied and approaches the force calculated in the simplified, 
conservative analysis. 

The history of this pipe also points to the limitations of seepage 
cutoffs in eliminating uplift on CMP. It is often thought that cutoff 
walls and graded bedding are sufficient to mitigate CMP uplift 
problems; however, theoretical flow net analyses indicate that a cut
off needs to extend approximately 80 percent of the distance to an 
impermeable layer in order to reduce the quantity of seepage by 50 
percent (4,5) arid that incorrect placement of cutoffs can.result in a 
redistribution of pore pressures that might exacerbate the problem 
(5,6). From a practical standpoint differential settlement, cracking, 
perforation, and burrowing animals can ruin the best designed seep
age control system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Between 1970 and 1975 and between 1983 and 1988, the secondary 
road system in Iowa reported approximately six CMP uplift failures 
per year. Uplift failures of CMP throughout North America are 
fairly rare with only 17 percent of U.S. states and Canadian 
provinces reporting nine failures between 1987 and 1992. Failures 
were limited to pipes with diameters greater than .1.52 m. Three 
DOTs do not use CMP, arid six specify a maximum diameter of 
CMP of 1.37 to 2.13 m. Although the numberof reported failures 
may appear low, this record is unacceptable when there is potential 
for loss of life and when it is possible to alleviate the problem with 
proper end treatment. Of those reporting failures, only one state had 
used end restraint standards. Twenty-six of 52 agencies have stan
dards for end protection. 

Although FHW A and some state DOTs have specifications for 
flexible pipe tie-downs or headwalls, the bases for their recommen
dations are not clearly defined. Further, few field data on pore· pres
sure distributions, or uplift loading conditions are available; how
ever, through the analysis of two CMP failures where original 
designs and post failure measurements were available, the premise 
that uplift was caused by pore pressures appears reasonable. In one 
case history, where no end restraint was used, failure occurred at a 
force less than the least conservative specification. In a second case 
history, in which end restraint was used, the force to cause failure 
approached the more conservative specifications. 
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Of those agencies that provided data to compare end restraint 
force as a function of CMP diameter, five have lower resisting 
forces than those computed by a simplistic analysis and three have 
forces approximately equal or slightly greater. The large range in 
these standards and the continuation of uplift failures suggest that 
experimental work including pipe longitudinal stiffness and soil
pipe interaction of pipes greater than 2 m in diameter is needed 
to develop a rational set of specifications for end restraint. Two 
studies addressing these issues are reported as part of these pro
ceedings (7,8). 
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Full-Scale Field Test of Uplift Resistance of 
Corrugated Metal Pipe Culvert 

B. H. KJARTANSON, R. A. LOHNES, F. W. KLAIBER, AND B. T. McCURNIN 

Recent surveys of transportation agencies regarding corrugated metal 
pipe (CMP) culverts have indicated cases of longitudinal flexural fail
ure due to uplift at the inlet. The surveys indicate that inlet tie-down 
design standards vary by more than 500 percent in the calculated tie
down force required for similar large diameter CMP. In response to 
these problems, Iowa State University (ISU) is carrying out a multi
phase research project to develop a rational design methodology for 
CMP inlet tie-downs. As a part of the ISU project, a full-scale field test 
involving a 16-m long and 3.05-m diameter CMP installed in a simu
lated highway embankment was conducted to gain insight into the soil
structure interaction processes and to obtain data for use in the devel
opment and verification of a CMP tie-down design methodology. Uplift 
forces were applied at the "inlet" end ~f the CMP by a system of 
hydraulic jacks mounted on a reaction frame. CMP deflections, strains, 
and backfill earth pressures were monitored as the CMP was incremen
tally loaded to give a maximum inlet uplift of about 76 mm. The test 
data indicate that the backfilled CMP subjected to inlet uplift forces 
behaves essentially as a cantilever beam, with the greatest bending 
occurring near the crest of the embankment slope. Analyses indicate 
that the backfill soil cover significantly increases the effective longitu
dinal stiffness of the CMP through soil-structure interaction processes 
and thus must be taken into account in a CMP inlet tie-down design. 

The cost benefits associated with the use of corrugated metal pipe 
(CMP) culverts in place of small bridges are particularly realized in 
rural areas where a great number of roadways cross small streams. 
However, there have been some uplift problems with CMP culverts 
in rece.nt years. A recent survey of transportation agencies (1) indi
cates cases in which longitudinal flexural failure of CMP have 
occurred due to bending up (uplift) of the inlet. In some instances, 
the entire CMP has been dislodged from its existing location (2), 
creating extremely dangerous conditions. The uplift failures 
occurred with steel culverts so the current study of CMP does not 
include aluminum culverts. High storm flows and/or partial block
age of the inlet can lead to a significant hydraulic head differential 
between the CMP inlet and outlet (3). Seepage beneath the pipe 
under these conditions would result in a triangular pore pressure dis
tribution along the underside of the CMP, assuming a uniform loss 
of total hydraulic head from the inlet end to the outlet. Moreover, 
under these flow conditions, the water level outside of the CMP inlet 
can be higher than that inside the CMP, resulting in buoyancy 
effects in the CMP inlet region. Many CMP are installed with the 
minimum amount of soil cover and no additional hold down anchor
age. In some cases, restraints (tie-downs) are installed at the ends of 
the CMP to prevent uplift. 

B. H. Kjartanson, R. A. Lohnes, and F. W. Klaiber, Construction Engineer
ing Department, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011. B. T. McCumin, 
Black and Veatch, 11401 Lamar, Overland Park, Kans. 66211. 

A recent survey of transportation agencies regarding CMP tie
down design standards revealed that a variety of tie-down method
ologies are currently being used across the country (1). The 
various tie-down methodologies being used by different agen
cies result in divergence of the magnitude of required tie-down 
forces by more than 500 percent for similar large diameter CMP. 
Thus, a more rational analysis needs to be developed to obtain the 
best possible combination of safety and cost for CMP tie-down 
designs. 

In response to the problems of CMP uplift failure in the state of 
Iowa, the Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT) has funded a 
multiphase study which is being conducted at Iowa State University 
(ISU) to develop a rational design methodology for CMP tie-downs. 
Due to the lack of CMP longitudinal strength and stiffness data 
required in the hold-down force design process, one phase of the 
CMP research project involved the development of an analytical 
model to estimate the longitudinal bending stiffness and strength of 
CMP of any diameter, gage, or corrugation style. The ISU analyti
cal model was verified through the full-scale load testing of two 
CMP sections without soil backfill (4). 

In a typical field situation, however, the CMP behavior depends 
not only on its own strength and stiffness characteristics but also its 
interaction with the surrounding soil backfill. A full-scale field test 
of a buried CMP was conducted as a part of the ISU project to gain 
insight into the soil-structure interaction processes and to obtain 
data for the development and verification of CMP tie-down design 
methodologies. This study presents the results of this full-scale field 
test and a preliminary analysis of the data obtained. 

FIELD TEST DESCRIPTION 

Design and Installation 

The most critical conditions for CMP inlet uplift involve large 
diameter CMP with minimum soil cover. Therefore, a 3.05-m diam
eter CMP with 0.61 m of soil cover was tested in a simulated high
way embankment with a 2: 1 foreslope (Figure la). To form the 
embankment, a trench approximately 4.3 m wide at the base with 
side slopes of 1: 1 was excavated in a knob of undisturbed glacial till 
(see Figure lb). Details for a Class "C" bedding were followed in 
preparing the base (5). Specifications require 10 percent of the CMP 
height to rest in a saddle cut from compacted soil or natural ground. 
Accordingly, after 0.31 m of backfill was placed, a template was 
used to form the concave saddle. Fill around culvert pipes should be 
compacted to 90 percent of the maximum dry density obtained from 
a standard Proctor density test (5); tests carried out on soil samples 
obtained from the site indicated a maximum dry unit weight of 18.9 
kN/m3 at an optimum moisture content of 12 percent. 
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Compacted Lifts 

Compaction Under Haunch 

Concave Saddle 

FIGURE 1 CMP test installation: (a) longitudinal profile; (b) 
transverse section showing excavation and backfill compaction 
details; (c) test setup before backfilling. 

Following construction of the concave saddle, two sections of 
3.05-m diameter, galvanized steel CMP, 8.24 m and 7.62 m in 
length respectively, were placed and aligned in the saddle and con
nected with a 0.25 m wide band (see Figure le). Both CMP sections 
supplied for the test were 10 gage, with 3 X I helical corrugations 
and continuously welded seams, with the exception of the last 
1.53 m of the 7 .62 m "downstream" section which was 8 gage. This 
8-gage "downstream" section of the CMP was 9.75 m away from 

the position where the load was applied to the CMP; therefore, the 
difference in gage was considered insignificant. To prevent a pre
mature joint failure during the uplift testing of the CMP, the con
nection between the two sections of CMP was trengthened by 
welding thirty-four 6.4 mm thick, 63.5 mm wide by 0.46 m long 
steel plate around the inside circumference of the joint. 

The confined haunch area located near the base of the 
CMP required compaction with 51 mm /ti 102-mm timber "studs" 
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and a small mechanical tamper. Above the haunch region, work 
areas allowed the use of larger mechanical tampers. Loose 
lifts approximately 0.2 m thick were placed and evenly spread before 
compaction. The sand cone method was used for compac-tion qual
ity control to confirm compliance with specifications. Data from five 
levels within the backfill give an average dry unit weight of 17 .3 
kN/m3 and average moisture content of 12.3 percent. Backfilling 
alternated from side to side of the CMP so that the two fills were kept 
at approximately the same elevation at all times. 

Test Apparatus and Instrumentation 

The unbalanced triangular pore pressure distribution resulting from 
seepage beneath the pipe, thought to be the driving force for many 
inlet uplift failures, was simulated by using two load points located 
1.53 and 4.58 m from the "upstream" end of the CMP. As shown in 
Figure ·2, uplift was provided by four hollow core hydraulic cylinders 
reacting on an overhead load frame. The loads from the hydraulic 
cylinders were transmitted through a system of high strength rods to 
0.38-m wide steel straps that passed under the bottom half of the 
CMP. A grout mix was pumped between the straps and the CMP cor
rugations to ensure that the load would be distributed over the full 
0.38-m strap width thus deterring any local failures. 

Data collected during the test included strains on the inner sur
face of the CMP, deformations of the CMP cross section, vertical 
deflection of the top of the CMP, and pressures within the soil sur
rounding the pipe. The electronic sensors were monitored and the 
output was recorded using a computer controlled data acquisition 
system (DAS) whereas the vertical deflection measurements were 
taken manually during the uplift portion of the test. Details on the 
individual instruments employed are as follows. 

Six longitudinal sections were strain gaged to measure longitudi
nal and hoop strains at the peaks of corrugations on the inner sur
face of the pipe (see Figure 3a). Two gages (one longitudinal and 
one circumferential) were placed at each of four locations (the top, 
bottom, and both ends of the horizontal diameter) at all six sections 
(see Figure 3b). This arrangement of strain gages allowed for cal
culation of the hoop to longitudinal stress ratio factor required to 
calculate the longitudinal bending stiffness using the ISU analytical 
model [see Equations 1 and 10 of Havens et al. (4)]. In addition, 
these gages allowed for tracking of the position of the CMP neutral 
axis during longitudinal bending. Note, however, that due to local 
bending effects (see Figure 3c), the longitudinal strain gages on the 
inside surface of the top of the CMP will indicate tensile (positive) 
strains whereas those on the bottom will indicate compressive (neg
ative) strains. 

DCDTs mounted on lightweight rods connected to the inside 
walls of the CMP near the strain gaged sections were used to mea
sure the changes in vertical (Figure 3d) and horizontal diameters of 
the pipe. The diameter change rods were slightly offset from the 
strain-gages to avoid introducing stress concentrations but are still 
referenced according to the corresponding strain gaged sections. 
Vertical deflections of the top surface of the CMP were measured 
by monitoring the movement of steel rods attached to the top of the 
'CMP and extended vertically above the fill at the seven locations 
shown in Figure 3a. Scales attached to the rods were monitored with 
a surveying level. 

Soil pressure cells were installed in the backfill adjacent to the 
CMP's horizontal·~iameter, directly above t?e CMP, and along the 
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edges of the prism of soil defined by the CMP diameter. The pres
sure cells were placed at Sections A, B and C as shown in Figure 
4a. Specific placement of the cells at each of the transverse sections 
is illustrated in Figure 4, b, c, and d. 

TEST PROCEDURES 

A series of load increments with a load ratio of 2 between the front 
lift straps and the back lift straps were applied to the CMP to simu
late the unbalanced triangular pore pressure distribution. Load cells 
beneath the hydraulic cylinders were monitored by the DAS for 
accurate force measurement and test control. After obtaining the 
desired magnitude of uplift forces for each load increment, the 
applied loads, soil pressures, strains, and deformations were 
recorded. This sequence of events was repeated until a 76-mm 
upward deflection was achieved at the deflection Rod "a" location 
(see Figure 3a) at the "upstream" end of the CMP; at this point the 
test was terminated. The loading path is displayed in Figure 5. As 
indicated in the figure, the desired loading ratio was essentially 
maintained throughout the entire test. 

TEST RESULTS 

Figure 6 presents longitudinal profiles of the CMP at different load 
increments. Minimal movement ( <5 mm) was observed at Section 
d whereas no activity was observed at Sections e, f, and g (see Fig
ure 3a). The most significant bending in the CMP occurred in the 
region 4.58 to 9.15 m from the inlet. The steel load straps provided 
some support at the "upstream" end of the CMP and limited bend
ing in the first 4.58 m of the CMP. Observed changes in the hori
zontal and vertical diameters of the CMP during uplift were very 
small,.generally less than 5 mm. Thus, the base of the CMP is essen
tially tracking the movement of the top of the CMP. 

The patterns of longitudinal and hoop strains measured on the 
inner surface of the CMP were consistent with the deformations of 
the top of the CMP noted above. As indicated in Figure 7, the lon
gitudinal strains at Section 3 (Figure 7a) were significantly larger 
than those in the hoop direction (Figure 7b). Additional longitudi
nal strain data at Sections 1 and 4 are shown in Figure 7, c and d, 
respectively. The longitudinal strains on the sides of the CMP at 
midheight (indicated by left and right) were very small relative to 
those at the top and bottom. This indicates that the CMP' s neutral 
axis remained near the midheight of the pipe. 

Top and bottom longitudinal strains at Section 1 (see Figure 7c) 
were essentially equal in magnitude throughout the entire test. 
However, at Section 3 where the entire CMP was covered with soil, 
the strain on the top was less than the corresponding strain on the 
bottom (see Figure 7a). The base of the CMP at this particular loca
tion (Section din Figure 3a) was beginning to separate from the soil 
as indicated by the deflection data in Figure 6. This separation 
accompanied by the expansion of the corrugations on the bottom of 
the CMP may have prevented the adjacent soil from providing any 
additional resistance to local deformations. In contrast, the top 
regions of the CMP were being compressed into the soil. The 
responses of the soil pressure cells located directly above the top of 
the CMP confirms this behavior. For example, the earth pressure 
cell located 0.61 m "downstream" from Section 3 began showing 
an increase in pressure at the same time as longitudinal strains were 
beginning to develop on top of the CMP at this location. The pres-
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FIGURE 2 Load frame description: (a) profile of load frame; (b) 
plan view of load frame; (c) load frame and CMP after 
backfilling. (c) 
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Vertical Deflection 

Strain Gage and Diameter 
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FIGURE 3 Location of deflection and strain implementation: (a) location of instrumented sections; (b) 
strain gage locations; (c) location B longitudinal section during CMP uplift; (d) deformation rods (vertical). 

· sure increased to about I kPa and remained at this level for the rest 
of the test. The anticipated compression of the corrugations on top 
of the CMP due to bending (i.e., shortening of the length between 
corrugation peaks) may have been partially restricted by the inter
locking action of soil in the corrugations. This suggests that the top 
portion of the CMP may have gained additional stiffness from the 
interacting soil, whereas the bottom portion of the CMP received lit
tle benefit from the soil. 

ANALYSIS OF CMP UPLIFT 

A CMP-soil system subjected to inlet uplift forces and longitudinal 
bending is a three dimensional, statically indeterminate, soil
structure interaction problem. As such, the problem should be mod
eled and analyzed utilizing three dimensional numerical techniques 
with structural, interface, and soil model element capabilities. In 

geotechnical engineering, however, analytical simplifications are 
quite often made in the design stage without compromising the per
formance and reliability of the structure. Thus, several levels of 
analysis may be considered, each with its own assumptions and 
potential limitations. The following three levels of analysis could be 
used in this CMP-soil interaction problem. 

1. Given the deformation patterns observed during the test (Fig
ure 6), it is not unreasonable to consider the CMP as a cantilever 
beam, rigidly restrained at the "downstream" end by the soil cover. 
In this case, a cantilever beam analytical approach could be used in 
which the deflected shape of the CMP is analyzed and the longitu
dinal rigidity of the CMP-soil system is lumped into the CMP beam. 
The soil, therefore, is modeled simply as a distributed load on the 
top of the CMP beam. This approach, however, is very site (CMP 
and soil backfill) specific. 
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FIGURE 7 CMP uplift strain data: (a) longitudinal strains versus load increment (Section 3); (b) hoop strains versus load increment 
(Section 3); (c) longitudinal strains versus load increment (Section l); (d) longitudinal strains versus load increment (Section 4). 

2. The three dimensional problem could be reduced to two inter
linked two dimensional problems; that is, a plane strain analysis of 
the CMP-soil hoop (transverse) section loosely coupled with a lon
gitudinal bending analysis, as described above. In this case, the 
transverse section analysis would form the basis for the soil-struc
ture interaction modeling whereas the out-of-plane longitudinal 
responses would be incorporated through a superposition scheme. 

3. Full three dimensional numerical analysis, in which the kmgi
tudinal bending of the CMP is fully coupled with the interaction of 
the surrounding soil would represent the most comprehensive 
analysis. In this case, CMP' s of various sizes, gages and corruga
tion geometries embedded in backfill with a variety of strength and 
deformation properties could be analyzed without the need for 
lumping and superposition of responses. 

Considering the experiments and analysis carried out by the ISU 
researchers on the longitudinal stiffness and strength of large diam
eter CMP sections without soil (J), it is useful and instructive at this 
point to analyze the CMP-soil system as a soil-stiffened cantilever 
beam (i.e., Level I previously described) so that a direct compari
son of results can be made. For the reader's information, the other 

two levels of analysis (Levels 2 and 3), along with further full-scale 
field testing, are in progress at ISU. 

In the Level I analytical approach, the deflected shape of the CMP 
is defined mathematically by fitting a fifth order polynomial to the 
deflection data points for a particular load increment; slopes of the 
deflected shape of the CMP cah then be approximated by taking the 
first derivative of the deflection function. A plot of the CMP's cal
culateci deflected shape versus that actually measured, for the last 
load increment, is shown in Figure 8. This figure shows that the 
deflection function precisely fits the deflected shape of the CMP and 
that the vertical deflection and slope become essentially zero at a dis
tance of 9 .15 m from the inlet; this effectively defines the boundaries 
of the cantilever beam substructure. The CMP-soil substructure can 
now be analyzed using customary structural analysis techniques. 
Two unknowns are introduced into the analysis: 1) the soil response 
along the CMP during uplift, which is assumed to be a distributed 
load related to the weight of the soil above the midheight of the CMP 
and 2) the overall flexural stiffness of the C~P, in terms of EI, 
including the rigidity added by the soil backfill. In this analysis, E 
represents the CMP material modulus of elasticity which is assumed 
to be 200,000 MPa whereas I represents the mo.ment of inertia. 
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The next step is to formulate a moment diagram using the exter
nal loads shown in Figure 9. The CMP weight (Wp), the concen
trated uplift forces, and the unknown soil response were the loads 
used to construct the moment diagram. For this analysis, as 
described above, the soil response (defined as Ws) is simply consid
ered to be a distributed load related to the shape of the backfill cover 
overlying the midheight of the CMP. 

Relationships between the two unknown parameters, the moment 
of inertia (/) and the soil response (Ws) were developed using the 
moment-area theorems for elastically loaded beams undergoing 
small deflections. The angle change and tangential deviation 
between the various points were computed using the mathematically 
determined deflection curve previously described. The unk~own 
moment of inertia (/) and unknown soil .response (Ws) were then 
determined using numerical .integration techniques. The analysis 
yielded I = 0.0003900 m4 and Ws = 86.48 kN/m. The weight of the 
soil above the midheight of the CMP in the region with 0.61 rri of 
cover is 49.29 kN/m. The difference between W, and the actual soil 
weight can be attributed to the three dimens.ional soil strength and 
stiffness effects which are not accounted for in this analysis. 

After determining experimental values for I and Wn two methods 
were used to construct moment diagrams resulting from the applied 
loading. One moment diagram was computed using the external 
load data shown in Figure 9 assuming cantilever conditions whereas 
the other was computed using the differential equation of the elas
tic curvature (i.e., y" = M/EI where y" is an approximation of cur-
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FIGURE 10 Comparison of moment diagrams resulting 
from the CMP applied loading. 
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vature). As illustrated in Figure 10, the two methods give similar 
moment diagrams. The moments calculated from the external load
ing are very small in the first 1.43 m of the CMP due to the small 
self-weight of the CMP. 

As previously noted, one of the key reasons for pursuing this sim
ple cantilever beam analytical approach was to compare the longi
tudinal stiffness of the backfilled CMP with the longitudinal stiff
ness of the CMP without soil backfill. As noted above, the back 
analysis of the backfilled CMP uplift test gave an I value of 
0.0003900 m4 whereas an I value of 0.0002668 m4 was determined 
for the CMP without soil backfill using the ISU analytical model ( 4) 
and the assumed material modulus of elasticity E noted previously. 
Thus, the CMP-soil interaction effects apparently result in a 46 per
cent increase in the effective I of the CMP. These CMP-soil inter
action effects include the restriction of compression of the corruga
tions on the upper surface of the CMP and the resistance due to the 
stiffness and shear strength of the surrounding soil. 

As an additional assessment of the effects of the soil-structure 
interaction on the CMP's overall longitudinal stiffness, a CMP 
effective longitudinal moment of inertia,/, was calculated using the 
ISU analytical model [Equation 10 of Havens et al. (4)]. The model 
requires calculation of the hoop to longitudinal stress ratio factor 
[Equation I of Havens et al. ( 4)] using hoop and longitudinal strain 
gage data collected from the CMP wall during bending. The remain
der of the terms in Equation 10 are geometric parameters that are 
fixed for the given CMP. Strain gage data collected from Section 3 

FIGURE 9 CMP cantilever beam analysis (external loads). 
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of this CMP-soil backfill field test gave a hoop to longitudinal strain 
ratio of 0.12 which in turn yielded a stress ratio factor of 0.19; sub
stitution of this value of stress ratio factor into the ISU analytical 
model gives an effective I value of 0.0004549 m4

• This analysis, 
using the field test strain gage data and the ISU analytical model 
alone, gives an effective I value which agrees to within 17 percent 
of the I value back calculated from the deflected shape of the CMP. 
Thus, ·two independent methods of calculating I give comparable 
results and indicate the effects of soil-structure interaction in 
increasing the effective longitudinal stiffness of the CMP. These 
analyses indicate that for these field test conditions the buried 
culvert is essentially behaving as a cantilever beam. Moreover, the 
ISU CMP longitudinal bending model ( 4), developed assuming no 
soil backfill, may be used in the analysis of a CMP under inlet uplift 
conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The data from this full-scale field test indicate that the backfilled 
CMP subjected to inlet uplift forces behaves essentially as a can
tilever beam, with the greatest bending occurring near the crest of 
the soil embankment slope. The strain gage data, which shows 
smaller strains on the top of the CMP than the bottom, indicates that 
the top region of the CMP is stiffened due to the interacting soil 
whereas the bottom of the CMP, which separates from the soil, does 
not receive this stiffening effect. The strain gage data also indicate 
that the neutral axis of the CMP remains near its midheight. When 
analyzed as a cantilever beam, the moment of inertia,/, calculated 
from the deflected shape of the CMP agrees very well with the I 
independently calculated using the ISU CMP longitudinal bending 
model in conjuction with the strain data from this test. 

These results represent a significant advancement in the under
standing of the behavior and in the analysis of the longitudinal 
bending of buried CMP under inlet uplift conditions, which will be 
useful for the formulation of rational tie-down methodologies for 
the inlets of CMP culverts. It must be stressed, however, that the 
analysis described in this report is very dependent on the particular 
CMP and condition of the soil backfill (e;g., unit weight, shear 
strength, and stiffness) used in this field test. The design of field 
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CMP inlet tie-downs will depend on the CMP diameter, corrugation 
profile, CMP gage, CMP material properties, backfill material prop
erties and placement methodologies. For this reason, two- and 
three-dimensional soil-structure interaction numerical modeling, 
along with further full-scale field testing, is in progress at ISU. 
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Structural Performance of Profile-Wall 
Drainage Pipe-Stiffness Requirements 
Contrasted with Results of Laboratory and 

-Field Tes-ts 

C. D. F. ROGERS, P.R. FLEMING, M. W. J. LOEPPKY, AND E. FARAGHER 

This paper describes the development of the current United Kingdom 
(UK) stiffness requirements for profile-wall flexible pipes and assesses 
their limitations. Laboratory testing of flexible pipes ranging in diame
ter from 100 to 375 mm is described. The results indicate that defor
mations and circumferential strains are small, even under severe load
ing, and generally fall well within the current limits specified in the 
appropriate U.K. standards. Creep stiffness specifications and design 
and installation standards are assessed in light of the collected .data, and 
recommendations for improved criteria are propounded. 

United Kingdom requirements for nonpressure drainage pipes cover 
a range of properties i.ncluding impact resistance, watertightness, 
material properties and time-dependent stiffness. This last property 
is of particular importance to pipe manufacturers in engineering 
their product and to civil engineers for specification and design pur
poses. 

Profile-wall pipes are a relatively recent innovation and have not 
yet been considered in British Standards (BS), although they will be 
included in forthcoming Euro Norms. In the absence of an applica
ble BS, "fitness for purpose" assessments for construction products 
are carried out by the British Board of Agrement (BBA), frequently 
in consultation with the U.K. Department of Transport (DOT). The 
BBA's mandate also includes conformance testing, using standard, 
adapted or ad hoc testing methods, to ensure compliance with the 
established specifications. 

DEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING 
U.K. STANDARDS 

Specification· criteria for materials used on projects controlled by 
the DOT are contained in the Specification for Highway Works (1). 
This document provides specification requirements for use in pub
lic purchasing contracts and is therefore the specification for the 
majority of applications for the pipes under consideration. A related 
document, DOT Highway Advice Note HA40/89, Determination of 
Pipe and Bedding Combinations for Drainage Works (2) states that 
the DOT requires profile-wall, non-pressure drainage pipes to meet 
a minimum 50-year extrapolated stiffness of 1,400 Pa (0.2 lb/in.2

) 

when tested in accordance with Appendix B of BS4962: 1989, Spec
ification for Plastics Pipes and Fittings for use as Subsoil Field 
Drains (3). Tabulated safe burial depth recommendations in 

Loughborough University of Technology, Loughborough, Leicestershire, 
England LEI 1 3TU. 

HA40/89 were developed using the Transport Research Laboratory 
(TRL) method, an analytical approach which treats the pipe-soil 
structure as the basic structural unit ( 4,5). The calculations are based 
on conservative assumptions and, predictably, pipes conforming to 
these requirements have been found to experience long-term diame
tral strains less than the widely accepted limit of 5 percent. The 5 
percent limit is based on a factor of safety of four applied to the his
torically accepted limit of 20 percent deformation to avoid snap 
through buckling of large diameter steel corrugated culverts. It 
should be noted that the term "pipe stiffness" in U.K. standards is 
analogous to the term "stiffness factor" defined in ASTM D2412-
87 (6), which refers to a short-term constant rate of deflection test. 
It is therefore fundamentally different from the long-term constant 
load creep test specified in the United Kingdom. 

The approach of HA40i89 (2) is excessively conservative by 
accepting the traditional 5 percent diametral strain limit in addition 
to applying a factor of safety of two to the pipe stiffness and assum
ing worst case installation conditions. This "belt and braces" 
approach, coupled with the long-term creep test requirements of 
BS4962 (3), has resulted in the substantial overdesign of pipes to 
meet material and structural criteria. An appraisal of the functional 
requirements for a pipe in use under load, based on engineering 
principles, would yield a better engineered, hence more economical 
design. Flexible pipe design would then follow the route taken by 
other branches of civil engineering, which have economized on the 
use of materials by a more sophisticated and rational appraisal of 
basic structural requirements. 

DESCRIPTION OF U.K. TESTS AND 
REQUIREMENTS FOR FLEXIBLE PIPE 

BS4962 (3) specifies a parallel-plate loading test, one test of many 
employed by the BBA in certifying flexible pipe products for use in 
roads and bridges, in which a constant load is applied to a laterally 
unrestrained pipe sample for 1000 hr, with deflection readings being 
taken at set times. A 50-year deformation value is extrapolated from 
the data, using a computerized nonlinear optimization technique, 
and the design stiffness calculated. 

It is the authors' opinion that the rationale of the test, and of the 
test method itself, is questionable. The creep performance of the 
pipe is considered out of context (i.e., with the pipe not buried in a 
soil surround) and therefore no account is taken of the lateral sup
port provided to the pipe by the sidefill, or of load shedding by the 
pipe due to arching effects in the soil above the pipe crown as the 
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pipe deflects under load. Furthermore, the plate load applied is 
based not on the pipe diameter, expected static or dynamic loading, 
or other known parameter, but on the deflection after five minutes, 
and hence on the short-term stiffness itself. Consequently, two oth
erwise identical pipes made of different materials may be tested 
with vastly differing applied loads. Another weakness is the fact 
that, by using the results of testing over I 000 hr to determine a stiff
ness fifty years into the future, small experimental inaccuracies will 
significantly affect the extrapolated result. The test is, however, 
required for certification and is often justified by its ease of repeata
bility under controlled laboratory conditions. In addition, there is 
evidence to indicate that pipes passing the test do perform ade
quately when installed in accordance with the Specification for 
Highway Works. 

The Specification for Highway Works (J) stipulates acceptable 
products for drainage and ducting applications, in addition to detail
ing acceptable materials and practices associated with pipe installa
tion. A companion document, Highway Construction Details (7), 
provides standard drawings of acceptable trench dimensions and 
bedding," haunch, and surround criteria. These documents do not 
make pipe design recommendations, leaving an explanation of flex
ible pipe design and tabulated safe depth ranges for various instal
lation conditions to HA40/89 (2). 

The safe depth ranges in HA40/89 (2) are calculated using the 
TRL method (5) and assume worst cases of pipe stiffnesses and 
installation practices, although no precise details of the base data 
used are given. U.K. pipe manufacturers tend to use the Iowa for
mula (8) which, although regarded as being less theoretically sound, 
is nevertheless widely accepted as a valid method due to the data 
accumulated over the years for the modulus of soil reaction (£'), 
particularly by Howard (9), and because it has proved to be a rela
tively reliable predictor of flexible pipe deflection. The lack of 
usable back-analyzed soil stiffness data for the more theoretically 
justifiable TRL method implies uncertainty in the allowable pipe 
installation conditions tabulated in HA40/89. Indeed, HA40/89 
admits explicitly that the charts contained therein are based on con
servative design parameters. There is a wide range of factors to con
sider in predicting the performance of the pipe-soil structure using 
the TRL method, including installation procedures, site conditions, 
trench geometry, and withdrawal of trench support. Whichever 
design method is used, the soil stiffness dominates the design and 
thus pipe stiffness is not the principal variable. A thorough appraisal 
of the various design methods is given elsewhere (10). 

LABORATORY TESTING OF FLEXIBLE PIPE 

Testing Equipment 

Pipes with an internal diameter of 300 mm or less were tested in a 
1.0 X l .1 X 1.0-m deep box, whereas larger pipes were tested in a 
1.5 X 1.8 X 1 Sm deep box. Test boxes should ideally have rigid 
sides, if zero lateral strain conditions are required. It is appreciated 
that trench walls in practice will deflect when stressed, and thus a 
small lateral deflection of the box walls would be acceptable. Mea
sured lateral deflections of the test box walls were very small, typ
ically less than 2 mm under maximum load conditions, and similar 
to those expected for a natural soil forming the walls of a trench. 

The loading arrangement provided an approximately uniform 
vertical stress, achieved using a natural rubber membrane mounted 
to the underside of the test ·box lids. Water was forced between the 
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lid and the rubber membrane until the desired pressure (loading) 
was achieved. Two magnitudes of loading were applied, 70 and 140 
kPa, to simulate burial at two different depths. For cyclic loading, 
to simulate the passage of a vehicle over the pipe, an automated sys
tem applied a pressure varying sinusoidally between 0 and 70 kPa. 

Diametral strain measurements were taken using three Ii.near 
variable differential transformers, mounted on· a self-righting 
sledge. Circumferential strains were measured on the.375-mm pipe 
using uniaxial, foil-type strain gauges (mounted in epoxy resin) 
with coefficients of thermal expansion balanced to the pipe mater
ial. The gauges were affixed to the internal wall of the pipe at both 
single- and twin-wall sections to determine any differences in 
behavior between them. All data were recorded on a dedicated data 
acquisition system. 

Test Procedures 

Twin-wall annular corrugated HDPE pipes with inside diameters 
ranging from 100 to 375 mm were tested. Pipe stiffnesses for 5 per
cent deflection [as defined by ASTM D2412-87 (6)] were 97.8 
lb/in.2 (674.4 kPa), 66.7 lb/in.2 (460.0 kPa), 71.9 lb/in.2 (495.5 kPa), 
65.4 lb/in.2 (450.6 kPa), and 49.1 lb/in.2 (338.2 kPa), for 100-, 
150-, 225-, 300-, and 375-mm diameters, respectively. The placing 
and compaction of the surround and backfill to the pipes, carried out 
in layers in accordance with typical site practice, constitute the 
installation phase. The bed, surround, and backfill materials used 
were a well graded river sand (c,, = 4.37, Cc= 0.65, D 10 = 0.19 mm) 
and river gravel (c,, = 1.55, cc= 0.96, D 10 = 5.5 mm). Bedding lay
ers were 100 mm thick for all tests. The river sand surround and 
backfill was placed either virtually uncompacted or heavily com
pacted in layers not exceeding 150 mm in depth. This represents 
both very poor and very good site practice. The river gravel, being 
relatively uniform 10 mm sub-rounded (pea) gravel, is essentially 
self-compacting, and compaction on site would only be justified if 
required to bed the material into soft trench walls. The river gravel 
was placed carefully on both sides of the pipe before completion of 
the backfill in one continuous operation. This represents typical 
U.K. installation conditions. 

There were three loading phases: 

1. Application of a static 70-kPa stress, to simulate a stationary 
heavy vehicle or burial to a depth of approximately 4 m. 

2. Application of a cyclic 70-kPa stress, to simulate heavy vehi
cle loading over a shallow buried pipe. The frequency· of the cycle 
was 0.01 Hz, 1000 cycles being applied. 

3. Application of a static 140-kPa stress, to simulate a burial 
depth of approximately 8 m. 

The static stresses were applied for 12 hr and, after unloading, a 
period of 4 hr was allowed for recovery. 

Pipe Deflections 

Selected test data are presented in Table 1. The values of vertical 
and horizontal diametral strain (VDS and HDS) are given after 
installation (I), just before the load is released at the end of the 70-
kPa static load (70 S), 70-kPa cyclic load (70 C), and 140-kPa static 
load (140 S) sequences, and at the end of the test after final recov
ery. A set of vertical and horizontal test data is illustrated in Figures 
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TABLE 1 Experimental Data at Critical Points of Tests 

PIPE SOIL ~SIDEFILL VDS I 

I 
70S I 70C I 140S I END 

SIZE COMPACTION HDS 

100 RS Not compacted VDS 0.07 0.8 2.7 2.8 2.6 
HDS -0.12 -0.8 -2.4 -2.4 -2.4 

100 RS Heavily compacted VDS -0.17 -0.11 0.08 0.10 0.04 
HDS -0.01 -0.03 -0.19 -0.16 -0.17 

100 RG Not compacted VDS O.Q3 0.4 1.2 1.2 1.2 
HDS -0.03 -0.3 -0.9 -0.9 -0.9 

150 RS Not compacted VDS 0.10 1.6 2.6 3.3 3.0 
.HDS_ -0.10 -1.0 -1.9 -2.1 -2.1 

150 RG Not compacted VDS 0.15 1.3 1.9 2.3 2.1 
HDS -0.05 -0.7 -1.1 -1.3 -1.3 

225 RS Heavily compacted VDS -0.12 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 
HDS 0.06 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 

225 RS Not compacted VDS 0.04 1.2 2.0 2.7 2.1 
HDS -0.07 -1.0 -1.9 -2.1 -1.8 

225 RG Not compacted VDS 0.14 1.0 1.5 1.9 1.6 
HDS -0.11 -0.7 -1.1 -1.3 -1.2 

300 RS Heavily compacted VDS -0.31 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.2 
HDS 0.40 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 

300 RS Not compacted VDS -0.01 2.7 4.2 5.1 4.1 
HDS -0.05 -2.6 -4.2 -4.7 -4.2 

300 RG Not compacted VDS 0.18 1.5 2.2 2.8 2.3 
HDS -0.08 -1.2 -1.9 -2.5 -2.4 

375 RS Not compacted VDS 0.14 1.3 3.9 4.4 4.0 
HDS -0.03 -0.6 -2.6 -2.7 -2.6 

375 RS Heavily compacted VDS .,.0.70 -0.6 -0.6 -0.5 -0.7 
HDS 0.80 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 

375 RG Not compacted VDS -0.30 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.2 
HDS 0.30 0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 

I ei!end and 'i11m convention 
Soil Types 

RS = Well graded river sand 
RG = Relatively uniform, sub-rounded 10 mm gravel 

Deflection 

VDS = Vertical diametral strain(% of mean external diameter) 
HDS = Horizontal diametral strain (% of mean external diameter) 

(Positive diametral strain values indicate a decrease in pipe diameter.) 

1 and 2 for a pipe with an internal diameter of 375 mm installed in 
uncompacted, 10-mm pea gravel (typical U.K. site practice). 

The test results indicate minimal deformations (less than 1 per
cent) during the installation phase. Negative values of VDS often 
occurred, particularly in heavily compacted sand installations, indi
cating an increase in diameter along the vertical axis [see also 
Rogers (J 1, 12)]. The 70-kPa static load, representing a parked vehi
cle or a relatively deep burial in the United Kingdom, produced very 
small deformations, with the maximum VDS for this phase being 
2.7 percent (300-mm pipe in a poor surround). 

It is appreciated that construction traffic loading subsequent to 
pipe installation can be significant, particularly on road construction 
sites, and, depending on the cover depth of the pipe, significant 
deformations are possible. Minimum burial depths for pipes not 
protected by special measures are specified (13) and implied (2) to 
ensure that such loading is not critical, the 70-kPa cyclic load being 
used here to simulate the maximum loading under minimum burial 

depths. During the 70-kPa cyclic load phase; the rate of increase of 
VDS and HDS decays exponentially. Associated field trial data, in 
which cyclic loading was applied to shallow bµried pipes using a 
heavily laden vehicle, demonstrate similar trends and degrees of 
deformation, thus providing a high degree of confidence in the lab
oratory simulations. A progressive reduction in the amplitude of the 
elastic deformation caused by the cyclic load was also observed as 
the tests progressed. 

Tests using heavily compacted well graded river sand demon
strated remarkably good performance. Deflections during all phases 
of the test were extremely small, typically only just becoming 
positive at the end of testing (following negative installation 
deflections). This is because a pseudo-elastic system is in existence 
in well compacted material, in which little further fill compaction 
can take place under a subsequently applied load. Tests in which the 
river sand was placed without any sidefill compaction applied, 
simulating very poor (and, according to U.K. specifications, unac-
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ceptable) site practice, yielded much greater deformations (because 
significantly greater pipe deformation is required to generate the 
supporting equilibrium passive earth pressure). However, in only 
one case (300-mm pipe in uncompacted sand) does the VDS exceed 
the benchmark value (5.0 percent), before falling to 4.1 percent at 
the end of the test. However, this result must be interpreted in the 
context of the very poor (unacceptable) site practice simulated and 
the large stresses applied. A similar pattern of results, though with 
typically far higher VDS for comparable loading, has been indi
cated by Rogers (11) for smooth wall polyvinyl chloride (PVC)-U 
pipe, which has a standard dimension ratio (SDR, the ratio of 
external diameter to wall thickness) of 41. Corrugated HDPE pipe, 
with equivalent SDRs ranging from 12.2 to 20.4 (based on an 
equivalent single wall pipe with the same moment of inertia as 
the corrugated profile) is thus structurally superior. In tests simulat
ing typical UK site practice using an uncompacted 10-mm pea 
gravel surround, the maximum VDS values (2.8 percent under max
imum load and 2.3 percent at the end of testing) were recorded for 
300-mm pipe. 

The best performance was achieved by the 100-mm pipe, indi
cating that this pipe/soil system is superior because of the existence 
of a narrower structural span exposed to the applied loading, and a 
narrower span over which to induce arching in the surrounding soil. 
The 100-mm pipe is also somewhat stiffer than larger diameter 
pipes, although still proportionally small compared to the total stiff
ness of the pipe-soil structure. 

Several tests were duplicated under identical conditions and these 
achieved a very high degree of repeatability, providing confidence 
in the procedures used. Potential reductions in loads transmitted to 
the pipes due to frictional effects of the test box walls have also been 
investigated. The large steel-sided test box was lined with phenolic 
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film-faced plywood, similar to that of the smaller test box, and a 
polyethylene sheet was placed against the smooth surface to ensure 
a low friction interface. The results demonstrated that box wall fric
tion effects were insignificant for installations using uncompacted 
river sand (anticipated to be the critical case), the differences in the 
comparative tests lying well within normal experimental ranges. It 
should also be noted that the large test box is four times wider than 
the largest pipe tested, further minimizing boundary effects. 

Pipe Wall Strains 

Pipe wall strains were measured beneath the corrugation, or ridge 
(single wall) and the valley (twin wall) for the tests using the 375-
mm pipe only. The data for the two (repeat) tests on the pipe buried 
in uncompacted river gravel will be presented here to demonstrate 
the behavior under different applied stress conditions. It should be 
noted that twin wall strains are plotted to demonstrate behavior 
since these are in all cases more extreme. Single wall data for full 
test loading are subsequently presented to illustrate this point. In 
addition, all strain data are for the pipe with the stress removed and 
after recovery. 

The wall strains caused by installation were expected to be rela
tively low since no compaction was applied to the gravel. The twin 
wall strains shown in Figure· 3 confirm this. Test 2 exhibits small 
strains at all points except the invert (180°), where a compression 
of 1000 µE is recorded. In contrast, the pipe used in Test 1, although 
recording almost identical invert strains, exhibits a compression of 
1430 µEat 90°. This was caused by the accidental tipping of gravel 
sidefill at one side of the pipe only when filling the box, subsequent 
shovelling being required to feed the uncompacted gravel carefully 
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to the other side. This. demonstrates the importance. of filling 
trenches uniformly at both sides of the pipe simultaneously, which 
practice was used for Test 2. The expected pattern of broadly uni
form small.compressive strains is otherwise generally demonstrated 
with the exception that the haunches in both cases exhibit small or 
markedly tensile strains and the invert relatively large compression. 
This implies that the careful feeding of gravel beneath the haunches, 
as specified in good site practice guidance, has caused the haunches 
to provide the majority of the vertical support from the bedding. 
Indeed the installation might have caused the pipe invert to have 
been raised off the underlying bedding layer by a small amount, thus 
allowing curvature (exhibited by compression on the internal sur
face) to occur readily at this point. 

The wall strain data caused. by the loading sequences are pre
sented hereafter as,readings averaged about the vertical axis for 
clarity in description of behavior, although the readings were typi
cally broadly similar about this axis. Readers should note that, for 
Figures 3 to 8, positive readings indicate compression, and nega
tive readings terision. Strain gauges were placed at the pipe crown 
(0°), invert (180°), springings (90° and 270°), haunches (l 35° and 
225°), and shoulders (45° and 315°). The dotted lines are lines of 
equal strain. The overall effect of all three load sequences (i.e., the 
strain data at the end of the test minus those strains caused by instal
lation) is illustrated in Figure 4, which indicates remarkably simi
lar trends for the two tests. Also shown for comparison are the 
results of constant rate of deformation parallel-plate tests, in which 
elliptical deformation was expected. Linearity was demonstrated 
for all gauges, both during loading and unloading in the plate test, 
thereby demonstrating that the gauges were working properly. The 
results indicate tension at the crown and invert (indicating flatten
ing of the pipe wall), compression at the springings (indicating an 
increase in curvature) and very small compressive strains at the 
haunches and shoulders. This wall strain distribution indicates 
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elliptical deformation, and thus confirms the link between 
deformed shape and wall strain (12). The expected strain pattern for 
the entire loading sequence, given in Figure 4, of tensile_strains at 
the crown, high compressive strains at the shoulders and lower 
compressive strains at the springings (90° and 270°) is a classic 
demonstration of what was termed "heart-shaped" deformation by 
Rogers (12). This illustrates most action in resisting applied 
stresses occurring in the upper half of the pipe, with the crown tend
ing to flatten and the shoulders tending to bulge. Although these 
descriptions sound dramatic, they are not in reality since the defor
mations are remarkably low (0.5 and 0.65 percent VDS caused by 
loads)·and indeed are indicative -of remarkably good pipe perfor
mance: The effect .of haunch support and invert curvature noticed 
above is reiterated and causes a pattern of.higher strains (although 
still low in absolute terms) that would otherwise be unexpected 
if the pipe received uniform support throughout its lower half. 
Relatively low compressive strains would be expected below the 
horizontal axis. 

The effect of the 70-kPa static load sequence is illustrated in Fig
ure 5. Again the pattern for the two tests is similar, with Test 1 
exhibiting a greater degree of hoop compression than Test 2. The 
heart-shaped deformation pattern modified by haunch support is 
clearly initiated by this loading. The effect of the cyclic load 
sequence (Figure 6), in contrast, is much less severe with typically 
smaller strains being more uniformly distributed. Virtually no 
change in curvature occurred at the springings (90° and 270°) in 
Test 1, with flattening at the crown and invert and compression at 
the shoulders. This pattern lies between that of heart-shaped defor
mation and elliptical deformation, a tendency to elliptical defor
mation being expected (12). The data for Test 2 are more extreme 
with a much greater flattening at the crown and much more pro
nounced heart-shaped deformation. The data for the 140-kPa static 
load sequence (Figure 7) show relatively small additional strains 
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that conform broadly to the pattern . of the 70:-kPa static load 
sequence, although definitive conclusions. are difficult to draw 
because of their small magnitude in. relation to the previous two 
load sequences. 

The wall strain data for the single wall (i.e., beneath the ridge) 
were in all cases less extreme and exhibited a greater degree of hoop 
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compression than those for the twin wall sections. The effect of the 
complete load sequence on the single wall is shown in Figure 8, 
which should be compared with Figure 4. It is apparent that the 
strain profile here is more uniform for both tests although the fun
damental pattern exhibited by the twin wall section is broadly fol
lowed. The tendency toward hoop compression is best exhibited at 
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FIGURE 6 Twin wall strains caused by the 70-kPa cyclic stress sequence (end of 70 C minus end of 70 S). 
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FIGURE 7 Twin wall strains caused by the 140-kPa static stress sequence (end of 140 S minus end of 70 C). 

the crown in Test 1. These observations indicate that the ridges and 
valleys provide a large proportion of the resistance to external load
ing and that the single wall beneath the ridges is structurally less 

important. 
In well compacted sand, the benefit of good, uniform support has 

been found to result in a virtually uniform (compressive) strain dis-
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Discussion of the Test Results in Relation to 
Other Work 

The results support previous findings in the United Kingdom and 
elsewhere. Magnitudes of plastic pipe deformation are widely 
reported in the literature [for example, Rogers (J 1) and Gehrels and 
Elzink (14,15)], and it is now firmly established that remarkably 
good performance can be achieved with plastic pipes when buried 
with care, in a wide variety of pipe surround materials. In addition, 
they confirm the results of the work carried out by Rogers (10, 12) 
that the shape of the deformed pipe is a function of the properties 
of the surround medium. Lightly compacted sand produced the 
largest deflections, as would be expected due to the inability of 
arching mechanisms to form in loose material and greater pipe 
deflection being required to mobilize equilibrium passive earth 
pressures. Pipes in gravel exhibit far less vertical diametral reduc
tion and deform to a "heart" shape, because of the high degree of 
lateral support provided to all parts of the pipe circumference 
by this medium. The analyses of the strain profiles for all of 
the tests indicate that the greatest tensile strains always occurred 
at the pipe crown, whereas the 'distribution of strain around the 
circumference depended on the type of surround and the type 
of loading. Good support to the pipe typically resulted in defor
mation that deviated from an ellipse, most notably under static 
load. Cyclic loading appears to permit reorientation of the soil par
ticles and cause deformations of a more elliptical nature to be 
superimposed on the deformed shape. The results of this work thus 
help in understanding how a flexible pipe resists applied loading in 
the field. 

Implications of the Test Results 

Trott and Stevens (16) concluded from their series of loading tests 
that the creep behavior of PVC-U pipes under sustained load is con
trolled by the properties of the pipe surround instead of those of the 
pipe. Gehrels and Elzink (14) state that the pipe class (i.e., pipe stiff
ness) is of minor importance in relation to the influence of bedding 
and backfill on the rate of deformation. These conclusions raise seri
ous questions as to the validity of using 50-year pipe creep stiffness 
moduli for certification, specification and design purposes, and 
indicate that a soil creep stiffness is more relevant. Joekes and 
Elzink (17) _propose the use of a 2-year stiffness value, based on a 
single logarithmic model that specifies a minimum value of corre
lation coefficient. They also reiterate earlier conclusions, stating 
that pipe stiffness has a minimal contribution to increasing deflec
tion of the pipe after installation caused by settlement of the fill. 
Trafficking is said to result in the earlier establishment of equilib
rium of the pipe-soil structure, adding that the equilibrium condi
tion is reached within 2 years in virtually all cases studied and, 
under certain conditions, within a month. These observations are 
further supported by the various pipe design methods, which indi
cate that the pipe stiffness has only a very small influence on pre
dicted deformation. 

The recently published ISO 9967 (18) adopts the 2-year stiff
ness value and other minor improvements, yet, despite acknowl
edging a virtual cessation of deflection after a short period (and 
certainly within 2 years), persists in specifying pipe testing in 
isolation from the soil and applied loads based on the initial stiff
ness of the pipe. Although the authors acknowledge the need for a 
repeatable and relatively simple performance test for pipes, the use 
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of a test that does not reflect performance in situ would appear to 
be poor engineering practice. It is worth noting in this context that 
pipes certified for use in sewer applications are subjected to a 
10,000-hr (nearly 14 month) creep test. In this case simplicity does 
not equate to facility since the test clearly represents a major con
straint on the pipe industry, in terms of development programming 
and costs, as modifications to the design of the pipe must await the 
results. 

The deformations recorded at the end of all tests were less than 5 
percent. Therefore it would appear that the long-term performance 
of the twin wall corrugated HDPE pipes tested will be excellent 
under most installation conditions, especially when considered in 
the context of the large magnitude of the stresses applied. These 
results are even more impressive· when viewed in the context of 
Gehrels and Elzink's conclusion that diametral deflections of 10 
percent to 20 percent have never been shown to cause problems for 
the proper function of pipelines (15). They add that the failure due 
to deflection is unknown with SDR 41 PVC-U.pipes, pipes that are 
structurally inferior to twin wall HDPE pipes because of their 
higher SDRs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded that current specification and design criteria used in 
the United Kingdom are conservative in light of laboratory and 
field data. The historically accepted limiting deflections of 5 per
cent of original diameter over the longer-term are still widely held 
in the United Kingdom, in spite of a large body of evidence indi
cating that this, too, is excessively con_servative. More recent 
moves to relax this specification to 5 percent of the original diam
eter at the end of the construction period (13) indicate a better 
appreciation of the structural performance of such pipes. The U.K. 
Water Research Centre recommends a deformation limit of 6 per
cent 12 months after construction and accepts that the greatest 
degree of increase in deformation after installation will occur in the 
first 2 years (19). This demonstrates the incorporation by the water 
industry of research in their specifications, although drainage pipe 
specifications have remained unchanged. The test results addition
ally indicate that a wider range of soil surrounds could be used in 
practice, which would in turn reduce the costs of pipeline con
struction. 

A major concern with current pipe testing methods has been 
found to be the fact that the creep stiffness test methods currently 
available do not address the fundamentals of pipe-soil interaction. 
Creep stiffness should not be considered in isolation as the 
installed behavior is more complex, and dependent to a major 
extent on the properties of the soil surround. Greater consideration 
must therefore be given to the formulation of representative, and 
repeatable, tests that take account of the behavior of the pipe-soil 
structure. Finite element ·methods would also lend themselves to 
this problem, and work in this field is being undertaken at many 
establishments. 

It is thus apparent that advances in engineering of pipes and 
pipeline installation have the potential to reduce the cost of pipeline 
construction although maintaining the required levels of perfor
mance over the full design life of the pipeline. For this to happen, 
the current standards and specifications must be revised in the light 
of extensive research data to permit properly engineered solutions 
based on structural performance. 
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